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SUMMARY
A linearised mathematical representation of a tethered rctorcraft is 
developed in order to study the influence of various parameters on the 
machine’s longitudinal stability. The investigation is concerned 
principally with a vehicle having two side-by-side contrarotating rotors 
and a large tailplane.
The first part of the thesis consists of a detailed development of 
the trim equations, and of linearised equations of longitudinal motion 
which are written in Earth-fixed axes. Aerodynamic derivatives are used 
to account for the perturbations to rotor and tailplane aerodynamic 
forces. Dcwnwash lag derivatives are developed using a hcrseshce- 
vortex-plus-wake representation of the flew field of a rotor in forward 
flight. Because the analysis concentrates on the vehicle's dynamics, a 
simple quasi-static representation of the single tethering cable is 
adopted. This approach is adequate provided that the cable mass is a 
small fraction of the vehicle's mass.
When the tether is straight and may be considered inelastic, the 
Routh-Hurwitz criteria predict that the machine can be made inherently 
stable in hcver by increasing the thrust tc weight ratio, provided that 
the cable length dees not exceed a certain small value. The tether must 
also be attached above the machine's centre of mass tc prevent an 
aperiodic "pendular" divergence. The same stability criteria show that 
the machine will be unstable in hcver when the tethering cable is long.
When the tether is curved or elastic, simple analytic stability 
criteria cannot be obtained. Instead, in the second part of the thesis, 
the influence of various parameters on the vehicle's behaviour is 
examined by numerically solving particular characteristic equations.
The numerical studies show that many vehicle ccnfigurations can be 
stable in wind, but most are unstable in hcver. The cable attachment 
point height remains a dominant parameter for hover flight, and in 
wind. Instability in hover often takes the form of a coupled
pitch-translation oscillation similar to that observed in a conventional 
helicopter. Attaching the tether below the centre of mass can stabilise 
this oscillation, but results in an aperiodic divergent "pendular" 
mode. In wind, a tailplane of suitable size will impart asymptotic 
stability to the system.
In strong winds a long tethering cable will be highly curved. The 
vehicle’s dynamic behaviour is then substantially unrelated to the cable 
profile. The natural modes shew little dependence on the machine’s 
geometry, and are strongly influenced by the horizontal tail surface.
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Additional abbreviations and notes
A.N.F. represents "axis of no feathering", and is used 
interchangeably with "control axis". The A.N.F. coincides 
with the shaft axis in the absence of cyclic pitch control.
T.P.P. axis represents "tip path plane axis", and is used 
interchangeably with "disc axis"
In this thesis, the terms "wind velocity" and "forward flight velocity 
have been interchanged freely, depending on context.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Tethered rotary-winged aircraft find application where it is desirable 
to provide an elevated platform, stabilised in some operating 
orientation. Many applications involving the tethering of rotorcraft 
have been proposed during the last seventy years, and two distinct 
categories of tethered machine have emerged. The first and largest 
group comprises tethered helicopters designed for the rapid elevation of 
electronic sensors above a ground station, whilst a developing class of 
rotorcraft is intended to extract energy from tropospheric winds. Both 
these applications feature the hovering and vertical flight capability 
of rotary-winged aircraft.
This introductory chapter begins with an historical review of the 
development of both classes of machine. The nature of tropospheric 
winds is outlined, and considerations influencing the design of machines 
best able to exploit this energy resource are discussed. Together with 
a review of the literature relating to the dynamics of tethered 
vehicles, this introduction provides both context and rationale for the 
research reported in subsequent chapters.
1.1 AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
During the first decade of the 20th century, improvements to the power 
to weight ratio of internal combustion engines enabled the first flights 
of human-scale rotary-winged aircraft to be made. Since this time, 
various workers have shown interest in applications which require these 
machines to be tethered either to the Earth's surface, or to surface 
vehicles such as ships. It is widely reported (Liptrot & Woods, 1955,
2chap. 1; McNeill et al. 1974; Johnson, 1980b, p .13; Wartenberg, 1984, 
p.7-8) that as early as 1916 the Austrian von Kirm^n-Petroczy captive 
observation helicopter made tethered flights to an altitude of about 
fifty metres. This machine was powered by three radial-piston internal 
combustion engines, driving two coaxial contrarotating propellers. An 
unsuccessful electrically powered machine was also built.
A.E.G. tethered helicopter:
Liptrot (1948) discusses two interesting machines in his review of 
German rotorcraft technology. During 1933t the A.E.G. began development 
of a tethered helicopter intended for use as a manned observation 
platform, or to support a radio antenna. The device was powered by a 
37 kW electric motor which drove two 8 m diameter coaxial contrarotating 
rotors. Tethering cables were attached to three arms which projected 
from the machine at 120° intervals. This configuration was similar to 
that used earlier by von Kdrm^n and Petroczy. The first A.E.G. machine 
oscillated in wind, and work on the project ceased in 1936 because of 
this. Work was resumed in the early 1940s: following modifications to 
the tether attachment arms, and an increase of motor power to 74 kW, 
stable flights were made to altitudes in excess of 600 metres. In this 
successful form, the vehicle’s centre of mass was proximal to the 
horizontal plane containing the three cable attachment points, and the 
rotors were symmetrically disposed above and below this plane. One 
operator could steer the machine using winches to adjust the cable 
lengths. The machine flew quite steadily in wind, and according to 
Liptrot (1948) there was
”no reason to suppose it was not entirely practicable".
Focke-Achgelis rotary-winged kite:
Also in Germany during the 1940s, Focke-Achgelis developed a towed 
rotary-winged kite designated the Fa 330 Backstelze. This unpowered 
machine was flown in wind-tunnels, and was towed operationally behind a 
surface-running submarine on 50 to 150 metres of steel cable. Towed at 
a typical speed of 10 metres per second, it functioned as a piloted, 
elevated observation platform. The Fa 330 consited of a single 7.3 
metre diameter direct tilting rotor, mounted on a rudimentary tubular 
fuselage with a conventional horizontal tail surface and fin. More than 
two hundred machines were manufactured, the system proving to be 
successful during operations in the South Atlantic Ocean.
31.2 SOME MORE RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
1.2.1 Development of captive helicopters
Interest in the use of tethered rotary-winged platforms as battlefield 
surveillance devices re-emerged in the mid-1960s, and has continued 
sporadically to the present time. Such machines allow the rapid 
elevated positioning of electronic sensors, just as their manned 
predecessors increased the search view afforded a human observer. In 
1958, Kaman Aerospace Corporation demonstrated a tethered electric 
helicopter based on their HTK-1 synchopter. During the period from 1966 
to 1969, a tethered drone version of the Kaman HH-43 Huskie helicopter 
was deployed from the U.S.S. Wright, raising a VLF antenna to altitudes 
of about three kilometres. This machine was powered by a gas turbine 
burning fuel carried on board. More recently, this corporation has 
engaged in the development of a ship-tethered aerial platform, known by 
the acronym STAPL. Work commenced on this tethered gyroplane in 1970, 
and continued until 1981, when U.S. Navy funding ceased. McNeill et al. 
(1974) present a design study of unmanned, tethered rotary-winged 
platform configurations which reviews previous work by Kaman, and by 
some other organisations, in this area.
Dornier "Kiebitz":
Arguably the most highly evolved rotor platform is the "Kiebitz", 
developed by Dornier GmbH. The Kiebitz is an automatically stabilised 
rotor platform, deriving thrust from a single 8 metre diameter rotor 
which is driven by cold air jets issuing from rotor tip nozzles. Fuel 
is pumped through a single tether to a turboshaft engine which drives an 
air compressor. Operational altitude was initially 300 metres, but was 
later increased to 450 metres. Work began on the experimental model 
Do 32K in 1965, with flight demonstrations occurring during 1970. By 
1972, development of an operational prototype, the Do 34 Keibitz, was 
proceeding. A cooperative agreement between the French and German 
governments in 1974 initiated the ARGUS project, an advanced battlefield 
surveillance system consisting of an L.C.T. (Laboratoire Central de 
Télécommunications) Orphée radar installed in a Do 34 vehicle. Early in 
1980, a prototype vehicle had made more than 240 flights, totalling in 
excess of 90 hours. Following the withdrawal of the French governmnent 
late in 1981, the project apparently continued as a German national
4program until 1984. Although the writer is unaware of the present 
status of this work, it would appear that the Do 34 had been developed 
almost to the production stage prior to the program cancellation. An 
untethered ARGUS II vehicle has recently been described (Seidel, 1985).
Other tethered rotor platforms:
Several other organisations have engaged in the development of 
tethered rotorcraft for military application. The Nord 510, developed 
by Nord Aviation between 1966 and 1968 consisted of a 1.8 metre diameter 
ducted propeller driven by a turboprop engine. Fuel was carried on 
board, although a reduced-scale electrically powered machine was also 
built. Operational height was 300 metres. The Nord 510 appears to have 
been an unsuccessful competitor for participation with the L.C.T. Orphée 
radar in the ARGUS project mentioned previously. Another French 
company, S.A. Charles Marchetti, experimented with a small tethered 
helicopter, the "Heliscope", from about 1974 to 1978. Their 
electrically powered unmanned flying platform had two coaxial, 
contrarotating rotors of 1.6 metre diameter. Both the Heliscope and the 
Nord 510 were tethered by three cables to ground stations, echoing the 
theme scored by von Kármán and Petroczy in 1916.
McNeill et al. (1974) state that although many concepts have been 
proposed for tethered platforms, few machines have actually flown. Two 
more machines which have reached the stage of flight testing should be 
mentioned: the Tracy Technocraft flying platform, and the Fairchild
"Helivator". The former machine consists of two coaxial, contrarotating 
propellers of 1.6 metre diameter, and driven by an electric motor. A 
single tether serves both to restrain the vehicle and to transmit 
electrical power. Control of the device is achieved using vanes placed 
in the slipstream of an auxilliary ducted fan. Flight tests to 
altitudes of 15 metres were conducted during 1970. The "Helivator" is 
of the familiar electric coaxial contrarotating configuration, and 
achieves stabilisation using reaction forces developed by the single 
tether cable. Further information regarding performance and historical 
development of these surveillance devices can be found in various 
editions of Jane’s All the World’s Aircraft.
51.2.2 Tethered wind-energy conversion systems
A fundamentally different type of rotary-winged aircraft has been 
defined. The primary function of this class of tethered rotorcraft is 
to extract energy from a wind stream. The kinetic energy of wind is 
inexhaustible and non-polluting, and can be directly used for the 
generation of electrical power. Before discussing the design of these 
tethered wind turbines, let us review the nature of the wind resource.
Tropospheric wind energy;
The atmosphere of each planetary hemisphere may be divided into 
three principal air masses: tropical, polar, and a transitional zone 
known as the mid-latitude air mass. These are zones of reasonably 
homogeneous air, and are distinguished by temperature differences 
attributable to differential solar heating between equatorial and polar 
regions. Separating the various air masses are fronts, the polar fronts 
being considerably stronger and more well defined than the subtropical 
fronts. The extent of the polar air masses shows considerable seasonal 
variation. The presence of zones of air at different temperatures leads 
to the formation of large convection cells, known as Hadley cells and 
Ferrel cells. A Hadley cell is "tropical" in sense, with low altitude 
winds in the general meridional direction of the equator, whilst a 
Ferrel cell is of opposite sense. Two Hadley cells separated by a 
Ferrel cell dominate the circulation within each hemisphere. Due to the 
action of Coriolis forces within the rotating atmosphere, the winds 
participating in these convection cells deviate from the meridional 
direction. The surface winds produced are easterly trade winds in 
equatorial regions, westerlies in the mid-latitudes, and easterly polar 
winds. In regions within the atmosphere where large temperature 
gradients exist, such as where the polar and subtropical fronts cause 
discontinuities in the tropopause1 the winds become concentrated into 
large, well-defined structures known as jet streams. An idealised 
atmospheric model predicts two jet streams in each hemisphere. The 
polar jet stream is associated with a polar front, whilst the interaction 
between tropical and mid-latitude air masses is responsible for the 
formation of subtropical jet streams.
1 The tropopause is that altitude where the gradient of temperature with 
altitude vanishes. This altitude is about 11 km (225 mb) in the mid­
latitudes. The atmosphere beneath the tropopause is the troposphere.
6Jet streams are well defined regions of air one or two kilometres in 
depth, some hundreds of kilometres wide, and situated in the upper 
troposphere beneath the tropopause. Wind velocities within the jet core 
may have annual average values of 30 to 40 m/sec (Maher & Lee, 1977), 
and peak wind speeds well in excess of 100 m/sec are common. Winds are 
strongest during the winter months, when the greatest temperature 
difference between equatorial and polar regions exists. The subtropical 
jet stream is characterised by great steadiness in both wind direction 
and location, although strong north-south meandering occurs on time 
scales of the order of days. Seasonal migration is also observed, and 
the presence of continental features such as mountain ranges influences 
the strength and direction of jet streams. An excellent introduction to 
the physics of lower atmospheric circulation is provided by Palmdn & 
Newton (1969), whilst Reiter (1963) comprehensively discusses 
theoretical and experimental investigations of jet stream phenomena.
Australia is favoured with a relatively strong, stable subtropical 
jet stream system, apparently since the jet stream winds blow from the 
Indian Ocean over the flat western expanses of the continent. There is 
some evidence to suggest (Reiter, 1963) that the comparatively strong 
summer jet stream observed in the Southern Hemisphere is a consequence 
of the larger thermal gradient between the pole and the equator; 
Antarctica is significantly colder than the Arctic. Lamb (1959, cited 
by Reiter, 1963) suggests that smaller surface shear stresses over the 
large ocean areas of the Southern Hemisphere may contribute to this 
effect. At the 250 mb level1, the wind direction over Australia lies 
within a few degrees of due west for most of the year. Statistical 
studies of meteorological data available for selected Australian 
(Atkinson et al., 1979) and U.S. (O’Doherty & Roberts, 1981) sites show 
that monthly average power densities over favourable locations peak at 
about 24 kW/m2. The corresponding mean wind speed is 51 m/sec at an air 
density of 0.364 kg/m3. Annual average power densities at the 250 mb 
level exceed 18 kW/m2 for the best Australian sites, whilst power 
densities averaging greater than 10 kW/m2 are available over about 57% 
of the Australian continent. These calculated annual average power 
densities should be compared with near-surface wind power densities in 
Australia of the order of 0.05 kW/m2 (Maher & Lee, 1977). Furthermore, 
solar radiation data available for 41 sites distributed over continental
1 Approximately 10.5 km geometric altitude.
7Australia (Paltridge & Proctor, 1976) shows that total solar irradiance1 
averages about 0.25 kW/m2 annually during daylight hours. The high 
kinetic energy concentrations in jet stream winds may be regarded as due 
to a "focusing" of solar radiation, brought about by heat sources and 
sinks present in a rotating atmosphere.
Atmospheric turbulence:
It is important to appreciate that the intensity and scale of 
atmospheric turbulence at jet stream altitudes are quite different from 
those occurring near to the Earth’s surface. Houbolt, Steiner & Pratt 
(1964) state that at altitudes above the planetary boundary layer, the 
turbulence field is isotropic and homogeneous, with a length scale of 
the order of 1500 metres. Within the boundary layer the turbulence 
field is anistropic, with the length scales and turbulence intensities 
showing strong dependence on altitude (Teunissen, 1970). The length 
scales are very much less than those at high altitudes, and can be of 
the same order of size as aircraft aerodynamic surfaces. Consequently, 
low altitude atmospheric turbulence can excite the rigid-body and 
aeroelastic modes of these aerodynamic structures. Such excitation is 
expected to be minimal at high tropospheric altitudes away from jet 
stream shear layers, where the turbulence scale exceeds the vehicle size 
by orders of magnitude. Within the shear layers associated with jet 
streams the turbulence is intense and highly anisotropic.
Tower-mounted wind turbines operate in the vicinity of the Earth's 
surface, and are also subject to this turbulence field. As the size and 
power output of these machines has increased, many have encountered 
severe vibration and fatigue problems. This appears especially so of 
large horizontal-axis wind turbines, as several models have recently 
suffered fatigue failure of major components.
Tethered wind energy conversion systems:
Tropospheric winds generally increase steadily with altitude, with 
regions of maximum energy density (jet streams) occurring near the 
tropopause at altitudes of 10 to 12 kilometres. Utilisation of this 
enormous energy resource presents a formidable technological challenge. 
Some form of turbine must be elevated into the wind stream to convert 
kinetic energy into electrical energy, which may then be transmitted to
1 That is, the sum of direct and diffuse irradiation.
8the ground. Any wind energy conversion system utilising upper 
tropospheric winds is required to be self-supporting. That is, the 
vehicle must provide its own lift, and in this respect could be called a 
flying windmill. Since the energy conversion process involves the 
extraction of momentum from the fluid stream, a streamwise drag force is 
incurred. This penalty is an intrinsic part of the energy conversion 
process, and occurs independently of the particular machinery selected. 
One or more tethering cables are necessary to react the aerodynamic drag 
developed by the vehicle. Furthermore, since the machine must lift the 
cable as well as supporting its own weight, it is evident that all 
unnecessary weight should be eliminated from both the cable and the 
machine. Materials characterised by high strength to weight ratios are 
mandatory for the cable structural elements, and the cable electrical 
conductor weight should be minimised by adopting high transmission 
voltages. In turn, this requires that multiple air-insulated conductors 
be used, as the weight penalty associated with high-voltage insulators 
is severe. Fletcher & Roberts (1979) address some of these 
considerations, as well as discussing the influence of statistical wind 
data on a fixed-wing platform design. The economic effects of 
variations in design parameters are also discussed.
The foregoing generalities apply to all tethered wind energy 
conversion systems; proposals for various machines differ in the method 
by which lift is obtained, and in the type of turbine selected.
Riegler, Riedler & Hovath (1980; 1981; 1983) advocate a high-altitude 
powerplant consisting of a streamlined helium-filled balloon which 
carries a number of unshrouded wind turbines. The major advantage of 
this configuration is its inherent buoyant lift: no power is required 
to produce lift either in wind or in a still atmosphere. Offsetting 
this advantage is a comparatively large aerodynamic drag force 
associated with the airship body, and a dynamic lifting capacity which 
is small in comparison with other types of aerodynamic surface. 
Difficulties may also arise with the long-term containment of helium. 
Other configurations which have been considered include either 
unshrouded or diffuser-augmented turbines carried on fixed mono- or 
bi-plane wings, and rotary-winged devices. Comparative studies of these 
various aerodynamic platforms have been undertaken by Roberts & Blackler 
(1980), Fletcher & Supuppo (1981) and by Fletcher, Honan & Supuppo 
(1983) . The latter two studies favour fixed-wing devices supporting 
diffuser-augmented wind turbines, a configuration which largely
separates the functions of lift and power generation. Advantages 
claimed for this class of machine result from the high rate of mass flow 
through the turbine discs. This is attributable both to their normal 
incidence to the wind stream, and to the additional circulation induced 
by the diffusers. Conversely, the diffusers are susceptible to 
separation initiated by lateral wind gusts, and the performance of 
fixed-wing aircraft is limited by stall at low wind speeds. Severe 
operational restrictions are imposed by this lower performance bound. 
Roberts & Blackler (1980) have used Australian wind statistics to show 
that the wind speed at an altitude of 11 km drops below an arbitrarily 
chosen design stalling speed of 10 m/sec for about one in every six 
days. The corresponding stall speed at sea level air density is 
approximately 5.5 m/sec. Under conditions of incipient stall, 
propulsive power must be supplied to the machine, and some tacking or 
circling manoeuvre commenced to maintain sufficient airflow over the 
fixed wing. One of these strategies is required to maintain altitude, 
or to successfully complete a descent and landing approach. Either 
seems prohibitively difficult, especially if the machine trails multiple 
high voltage uninsulated cables.
Rotary-winged tethered wind energy conversion systems:
Such difficulties are avoided by the rotorcraft proposed by Roberts 
& Blackler (1980) and by Noll & Ham (1980). The hover and vertical 
flight capabilities of rotary-winged aircraft can be exploited during 
the inevitable lulls in the winds at altitude. Rather than presenting 
difficult flight management problems, such occurrences quickly become 
available for such tasks as routine maintenance on the ground. It is 
the ability of rotorcraft to rapidly ascent or descend through still air 
which permits a simple, practical operating strategy to be adopted.
In wind, a rotary wing held at some positive disc incidence can 
simultaneously produce lift and extract energy from the wind stream. 
Whilst some degree of conflict between these two objectives may occur 
(Fletcher, 1980), the writer is firmly of the opinion that operational 
considerations are far more important than the precise detail of how 
aerodynamic surfaces are arranged to provide lift and to enable power 
generation. Consequently, the writer believes rotary-winged machines to 
be superior because of their hover and vertical flight capability, 
although the tethered balloon concept does have considerable merit.
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The "Gyromill":
Since the present research is primarily concerned with a twin-rctcr 
machine known as a gyromill1 (Roberts & Blackler, 1980) we shall 
conclude this preamble with a brief description of the ccnfiguration and 
modes of operation of this device. A gyromill consists essentially of 
two side-by-side contrarotating rotors separated by a simple tubular 
fuselage, and provided with an empennage consisting of a fin  and 
horizontal tailplane or ta ilrctcrs  of suitable s ize . Each rotor may be 
coupled to an electrica l machine. Alternatively, both rotors could 
drive a single machine through shafting. To minimise bending in the 
transverse fuselage, tethering cables are attached to the airframe near 
the lateral positions of the rotors. Inherent in this ccnfiguraticn is 
the ab ility  to operate in two basic modes: e lectr ica lly  powered 
hovering flight or windmilling power generation. When operating in 
wind, the machine’ s pitch incidence is  controlled by the horizontal ta il  
surface. This enables the rotors to autcrotate or to windmill2 at an 
incidence appropriate to the wind speed. In winds near the machine’ s 
rated wind speed, tailplane action is  used to maintain a suitable disc 
incidence. As the wind velocity decreases, e lectrica l output can be 
maintained by pitching the craft up to increase the disc face presented 
to the wind stream. At even lower wind speeds, altitude may be 
maintained with the rotors in autorctation, although no e lectrica l power 
is produced. When the wind speed decreases below that required to 
provide sufficient l i f t  in autcrotation, the machine reverts to the 
powered mode. In this mode, altitude may be maintained, or the device 
rapidly winched to the ground. Figure 1.1 shews an experimental 
research-scale machine known as Gyromill Mk.2. This machine was 
developed at the University of Sydney as part of a program3 to 
demonstrate the rotary-wing concept. For the purpose of an in it ia l
1This tethered rotary-winged machine should not be confused with a 
McDonnell Douglas vertical-axis wind turbine, the gircm ill, developed 
by the McDonnell Aircraft Cc., St. Louis, MO.
fo llow in g  Gessow & Myers (1952, p.119), autcrotation implies 
operation of a rotor to produce maximum thrust at zero torque, whilst 
the objective of windmilling is the production of torque.
^The writer's principal contribution to this program is  the longitudinal 
stab ility  analysis reported in this thesis. The machine shown in 
Figure 1.1 was designed by other members of the Gyromill group.
Figure 1.1 The Gyromill Mk2 in low altitude flight: this experimental 
machine features flap articulated single blade rotors of 
1.8 metre radius.
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low altitude demonstration, the rotorcraft was designed to operate in 
seabreezes greater than 7 m/sec. Diurnal winds are found within 
approximately 50 kilometres of the coastline, and are due to daily 
warming and cooling of air above a land mass. Design features of the 
Gyromill Mk.2 include the use of counterweighted single-bladed rotors, 
which sa crifice  some aerodynamic performance but gain a high degree of 
mechanical sim plicity and ruggedness. As no lag hinge is  provided at 
th is  sca le , the blade pitch and flap  bearings can be arranged as a 
Hooke’ s jo in t . Rotor diameter is  3.6 metres, with a so lid ity  of 
approximately 2.2 percent. Glass fib re composite construction is  
adopted for the blades, which have a hollow NACA 0012 section, and a 
spar b u ilt up of glass fibre rovings. The blades have +13° of linear 
twist in order to improve their windmilling performance. Both rotors 
are powered by a sin gle , inexpensive 2.2 kVA 240 V universal e le ctrica l 
machine, which also functions as a generator in the windmilling mode.
The to ta l vehicle mass is  about 30 kg, which gives a disc loading of 
only 14 N/m2 (0.28 lb / ft2) on a weight basis. An all-moving horizontal 
sta b ilise r  and f in  of aerofoil section are provided; the tailp lane area 
is  large, amounting to some 19056 of the to tal blade area. Controls 
available include remote in -flig h t adjustment of rotor speed, blade 
co llective  pitch , and tailplane setting angle. Numerical values of 
parameters defining an example machine which is  nominally equivalent to 
the Gyromill Mk.2 may be found in Appendix A. Further information 
regarding design and flig h t testing of some experimental machines, 
including the machine shown in Plate 1 .1 , are reported by Roberts & 
Blackler (1980), Blackler & Roberts (1983) and Roberts (1985).
Although the example machine used for numerical studies in la tte r 
chapters of this thesis is  nominally equivalent to the Gyromill Mk.2, i t  
should not be inferred that this particular set of machine parameters 
represents an optimal design.
Low-altitude tethered wind energy conversion systems:
I t  is  notable that at th is time certain locations can be identified 
where tethered wind energy systems appear to be economicaly viable. 
Promising sites are distinguished by geographic isolation  and lack of 
usable indigenous energy resources, together with the presence of 
sign ifican t low-tropospheric winds. A prime example is  the continent of 
Antarctica, with its  extremes of geographic isolation  and harsh 
clim ate. Although the continent has abundant reserves of fo s s il fu e ls ,
e x i s t i n g  in t e r n a t io n a l  t r e a t ie s  do not permit mining o f  these d e p o s its .  
H eating and e l e c t r i c a l  power are th e re fo re  provided a t  most A n ta r c t ic  
bases by d ie s e l  generating s e ts  which burn imported f u e l  o i l .  The r e a l  
c o s t  of tra n sp o rtin g  w ax-free d ie s e l  o i l  from temperate r e g io n s ,  and 
s t o r in g  t h i s  l i q u i d  f u e l  in sub-zero temperatures i s  enormous. As well 
as t h i s  f i n a n c i a l  c o s t ,  there i s  a c o n tin u al th re a t  to  d e l ic a t e  
A n t a r c t ic  ecosystems posed by exhaust emissions and by s p i l l s  occu rrin g  
during  bulk o i l  tr a n s fe r  o p e ra tio n s . D ispo sal of empty f u e l  drums can 
a ls o  be a major problem: removal of the drums i s  exp en siv e , yet some 
areas of A n ta rc t ic a  have alread y been desp oiled  by wind-blow r e f u s e .
In polar regio ns s o la r  i r r a d i a t i o n  i s  weak even in  the summer 
months, and cannot provide s i g n i f i c a n t  amounts of high-grade energy.
There i s ,  however, a s u b s t a n t ia l  energy resource present in  the form of 
winds driven p r i n c i p a l l y  by atmospheric d e n sity  g r a d ie n t s .  Intense 
c o o lin g  o f  the su rfa c e  airmass causes c o ld ,  dense a i r  to  flow down from 
A n t a r c t ic  mountains, forming k a ta b a t ic  winds. I t  i s  th e re fo re  not 
sim p ly  fo r t u it o u s  th at the s tro n g e st  winds occur during winter when 
h e a tin g  demand i s  g r e a t e s t .  These k a ta b a t ic  winds seem p a r t i c u l a r l y  
s tro n g  a t  the A u s tra lia n  bases of Commonwealth Bay and Mawson, perhaps 
due to  co n ce n tra tin g  e f f e c t s  of the surrounding t e r r a i n .  The la y e r  of 
in te n se  k a ta b a t ic  wind i s  of the order of 300 metres deep, and i s  
s tr o n g ly  turb u len t near the ic e  s u r f a c e .  D r i f t  snow i s  entrained by the 
tu rb u le n t  wind and forms a la y e r  perhaps 100 to 150 metres t h ic k ,  
depending on the wind v e l o c i t y .  In the c le a r  a i r  above t h i s  d r i f t  snow 
the turbulence i n t e n s i t i e s  d im in ish . Power d e n s it ie s  of  the order of 
10 kW/m2 are a v a i la b le  in  the mid-winter months at some A u s tra lia n  
A n t a r c t ic  b ases . Furthermore, t h i s  a t t r a c t i v e ,  renew able, n o n -p o llu tin g  
energy resource occurs r e l a t i v e l y  c lo s e  to  the E a r th 's  s u r fa c e .  
C o n serv a tiv e  economic c a l c u l a t i o n s 1 show th a t  the l i k e l y  payback period 
fo r  te th e re d  wind energy conversion systems of the g y ro m ill  type i s  of 
the order of s i x  to  nine months.
13
1 B .W. R oberts , personal communication, 1986
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1.3 A SURVEY OF SOME PUBLISHED WORK
Despite intermittent interest in tethered rotary-winged aircraft since 
the 1910s, and some concentrated research and development activity over 
the last twenty years, very few investigations into the flight 
characteristics of these devices are reported in the literature. The 
available publications are grouped into two main categories: those 
relating to the dynamics of tethered helicopters, and those concerned 
with the design and performance of tethered rotary-winged energy 
conversion systems. These latter publications were mentioned in Section 
1 .2 , and will not be discussed here. No published work concerned with 
the dynamics of rotorcraft operating in a windmilling mode, or tethered 
by draped cables was disclosed in the literature.
In the next few subsections, previous work concerning the dynamics 
of tethered helicopters and some closely-related topics is reviewed. 
Reviews of other areas of the literature, such as investigations of 
cable dynamics, are deferred until later chapters where they are more 
relevant.
1 .3 .1  Tethered helicopters
Historically, workers in the field of rotorcraft dynamics have chosen to 
adopt simplified cable models in their studies of tethered helicopter 
stability. Kaufman & Schultz (1962) were first to elucidate the effects 
of a tethering cable on vehicle behaviour. As the forces acting on a 
free flying helicopter are functionally independent of linear 
displacements, its translatory motion is described by differential 
equations of the first order in linear velocity. The presence of a 
tether adds a stiffness term for linear displacements, which becomes 
weaker as altitude is increased. Rotational stiffness proportional to 
the cable moment arm and the upper cable tension is added, and coupling 
between linear and rotational degrees of freedom is introduced. Kaufman 
& Schultz investigated the dynamics of a tethered synchopter using 
linearised equations of motion which involved the assumption of constant 
cable tension. By neglecting all damping, two principal modes were 
identified: a short-period "pitching" mode, and a non-oscillatory
divergent "pendular" mode. Root locus plots demonstrate that as the 
tether attachment point approaches the vehicle centre of mass from
below, the pendular mode becomes stable. If the point of cable 
attachment lies  too far above the centre of gravity, the oscillatory  
pitch mode is divergent. Although their root locus plot shows a region 
of s tab il ity  for tethering points slightly  above the machine’ s centre of 
mass, Kaufman & Schultz state that a non-oscillatory divergent pendular 
mode "appears to be inherent in unstabilised tethered helicopters".
This conclusion is  erroneous, as we shall see in Chapter 4.
Simplified dynamic models relating to the Dornier Do 32K Kiebitz
were produced by Schmidt & Swik (1972), who separated the rigid-body 
degrees of freedom into longitudinal, lateral, vertical and yaw groups. 
These linearised mathematical models were then used during development
of an automatic hover control system. It was found that an aperiodic
divergent pendular mode resulted from attaching the cable below the 
craft centre of mass. Various control strategies were applied to the 
dynamic models, and the results compared to flight observations. As a 
result, a mixed attitude/position control was advocated for the 
longitudinal and lateral freedoms, in conjunction with a rotor speed 
controller to keep cable tension variations within prescribed limits. 
Although the study represented the cable as a single, straight, massless 
element, i t  was reported that modelling the cable as a vibrating string 
had no significant effect on the system behaviour. Küchle, Schmidt &
Swik (1975) also describe a real-time hybrid computational simulation of 
the Dornier Kiebitz, in which the tethering cable was approximated by 
two inextensible massive elements. This simulation was undertaken to 
enable adjustment of the automatic control system, and for pilot 
training prior to the start of flight testing.
Despite an intensive literature search, the writer has found no 
other references to the dynamics of tethered helicopters. Presumably, 
much work remains unpublished for security or commercial reasons. A 
number of investigations into related topics have been published, such 
as the analyses of the dynamics of cable-tethered kites and aerostats 
discussed in the following section.
1.3.2 Other bodies tethered or towed by cables
Interest in the behaviour of cable towed or tethered bodies did not 
begin with the development of the helicopter. Prior to this, 
researchers had been concerned with the dynamics of tethered balloons 
and kites, and with the motion of bodies towed behind a ircra ft . Such
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interest continues to the present time. Work relating to the dynamics 
of cable-towed bodies fa l ls  into two distinct categories. The majority 
of workers have concentrated on the dynamics of the body i t s e l f ,  
employing the concept of cable derivatives to represent perturbations of 
cable force about some trim condition. Alternatively, other writers 
regard the body as merely providing an end condition for the cable. The 
analysis is then essentially concerned with cable dynamics. Some of the 
previous research in this area is reviewed here; matters relating to 
cable equilibrium shape and dynamics are discussed more comprehensively 
in Chapters 2 and 3*
An early analysis of the stab ility  of a body towed by a cable was 
presented by Glauert (1930). His theory assumes the cable to be 
massless, and subject to aerodynamic forces in the normal direction 
only. Three modes of cable motion are postulated by Glauert. These are 
a lateral mode, where only minor cable shape changes occur, and two 
longitudinal modes described as "pendular" and "bowing" cable 
vibrations. During longitudinal motion the cable shape is  assumed to 
depend only on the displacement of the towed body. This assumption 
allows the development of linearised equations of motion which involve 
quasi-static cable derivatives. Conditions necessary for the marginal 
stab ility  of the vehicle pitching mode, and of the cable modes were 
presented. The most common form of instability  was found to arise as a 
cable bowing osc illa tion , whereas the body pitching mode is usually 
stable except at short cable lengths. Glauert identifies destabilising 
factors such as a body with insufficient pitch s t if fn ess , a short body 
with small aerodyanmic drag, and a short tethering cable.
Many other workers have provided expressions for quasi-static cable 
force-displacement derivatives. The work of Bairstow, Relf & Jones 
(1915), O’ Hara (1945) and Neuraark (1961) is mentioned here, and will be 
discussed in Chapter 3* In that chapter we shall also consider some 
recent analyses of the dynamics of cables which tow passive bodies. To 
close this subsection, some important analyses of the behaviour of 
tethered kites and aerostats are described.
Tethered kites and g liders :
Bryant, Brown & Sweeting (1950) present a compendium of research
relating to the stab ility  of tethered kites and gliders. Both
longitudinal and lateral stability are discussed, using linearised 
equations of motion which involve cable derivatives. Since any
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instability arises in modes involving the tethering cable, it is argued 
that the stability of a tethered kite bears little relation to that of 
the corresponding free-flying aircraft: a stable aircraft is not 
necessarily a good kite. Instability occurs generally as a sideslip 
oscillation, or as an aperiodic pendular divergence. Factors identified 
as being generally beneficial to stability include low wing-loading, 
high drag, moderate inclination of the cable, large yaw damping (nr ) 
with small yaw-sideslip coupling (nv ) and large pitch damping (mq). 
Longitudinal stability becomes less certain at long cable lengths, 
whereas lateral instability is more difficult to avoid when the cable is 
short.
Tethered aerostats:
Many workers have investigated the stability of tethered aerostats, 
beginning with Bairstow, Relf & Jones (1915). By assuming the tethering 
cable to adopt a catenary profile, these workers developed longitudinal 
and lateral sets of linearised equations of motion which lead to general 
sixth-order characteristic equations. No simplification of these 
complicated expressions was attempted; further numerical investigation 
was not possible due to the computational limitations of the time.
More recently, DeLaurier has published a number of stability 
analyses of tethered aerodynamically-shaped balloons in which the 
vehicle provides end conditions for the cable. See, for example, 
DeLaurier (1971; 1972). In this approach, the cable is divided into a 
number of segments, each with a mean angle and tension, giving a general 
(equilibrium) shape and tension variation. The cable elements are 
matched end-to-end by satisfying continuity of displacement and slope. 
Upon linearising both the vehicle and cable equations of motion, the 
problem is reduced to solving a number of first-order equations of 
motion for the cable segments. A harmonic solution is assumed, in which 
all points on a segment move isochronosly. The solution then proceeds 
down the cable, matching the end conditions of successive segments, and 
leading to a complex transcendental characteristic equation. Roots of 
this equation are found using a graphical solution method. After 
decomposing the complex characteristic equation into real and imaginary 
parts, trial roots are substituted until the real and imaginary 
equations are simultaneously satisfied. Although the method is the 
first to unify the "cable problem" with the "body problem", the search 
for eigenvalues is complicated. Furthermore, it is not clear where one
should begin a search for these roots. DeLaurier considers only the 
pendular mode, claiming as ju st if ica tion  that this mode is  always the 
least stable. It is  not clear that this is so.
Rao (1977) reformulates DeLaurier’ s cable-body problem, aiming to 
include cable tension variations1 and to replace the search for 
eigenvalues of a system of transcendental equations with the solution of 
an algebraic characteristic equation. To this end, he obtains 
linearised equations of perturbed motion, with the coeffic ients 
depending functionally on the cable equilibrium configuration. A number 
of nodes are chosen along the cable, and following evaluation of the 
equilibrium properties at these points, the d ifferential equations of 
motion are transformed into a set of fin ite-d ifference equations. From 
these equations, one obtains a high-order algebraic characteristic 
equation. Despite the simplification afforded by Rao's numerical 
method, i t  fa ils  to provide any guidance regarding the parameters which 
govern the system sta b il ity . Rao does, however, describe the 
longitudinal and lateral mode shapes of a cable-tethered aerostat. It 
is unfortunate that his note is  so brie f.
To end this introductory literature review, we shall mention some 
theoretical and experimental studies of the stab il ity  of helicopters 
transporting underslung loads. Such missions are of considerable 
importance to both c iv i l  and military helicopter operators, and the body 
of literature is comparatively large. As a problem of dynamics, 
crane-helicopter behaviour is  tenuously related to the behaviour of 
tethered helicopters, as the load mass is  typically only one-tenth of 
the helicopter mass. Many of the analyses described in the following 
section are closer in sp ir it  to the early studies of towed-body 
behaviour.
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1.3.3 Helicopters transporting underslung loads
A class of problem somewhat loosely related to the dynamics of tethered 
rotorcraft concerns the dynamics of helicopters transporting externally 
slung loads. In this type of problem, i t  is  often the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the load which are of primary importance. Studies in
1 which Rao asserts where not considered by DeLaurier. This point is  
unclear to the present writer also.
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this f ie ld  investigate the coupling of the rotorcraft and load dynamics 
through one or more suspension cables.
Matuoka, Sawada & Nishioka (1964) investigate the s ta b il ity  of a 
hovering crane helicopter which l i f t s  a concentrated load suspended by a 
single massless, inextensible cable. Their theoretical analysis yields 
root locus plots showing the dependence of the characteristic roots of 
the system on the cable length and the point of cable attachment on the 
helicopter. The system has three degrees of freedom; one mode 
represents, in all cases, a very strongly stable aperiodic motion. The 
remaining two modes are oscilla tory , and are associated by the authors 
with characteristic motions of the helicopter and of the load. When the 
point of cable attachment lies  above the machine's centre of mass, the 
complex root representing the load motion is  always stable. The 
pitching mode of the unstabilised helicopter becomes more unstable as 
the suspension cable length increases. If the cable is  attached at the 
vehicle centre of mass, the helicopter mode is  only slightly  affected, 
and the oscilla tory  cable mode is weakly unstable. With the cable 
attachment point below the vehicle centre of gravity, the load mode is  
stable for short cable lengths, but becomes unstable as the cable length 
exceeds some cr it ica l  length. As the cable length tends to in fin ity , 
the unstable oscillatory helicopter-mode root approaches the origin .
A very similar system was independently studied by Lucassen & Sterk 
(1965), although these workers included the effect of the load moment of 
inertia in their analysis. Again, a stable aperiodic mode, and two 
oscilla tory  modes were found. The aperiodic mode showed the least 
damping when the suspension cable was attached to the helicopter far 
below the machine's centre of mass. In the most general case where the 
cable connects points other than the helicopter and load centres of 
mass, the load mode is usually very stable whilst the helicopter mode is 
often mildly unstable. Since the helicopter used for numerical studies 
was a r t i f ica l ly  stabilised to neutral stab ility  in the absence of a 
sling load, this unstable mode results from a coupling of the helicopter 
and load dynamics. It was noted by Lucassen & Sterk that for each hook 
attachment point on the load, there exists a c r it ica l  point on the 
helicopter. When the sling is attached above this point, which is  
somewhere below the machine's centre of mass, the helicopter mode is  
stable. Increases to the load radius of gyration had l i t t l e  e ffect  on 
the helicopter mode, but were observed to have a beneficial influence on 
the load mode.
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Whilst these two early studies of the s ta b il ity  of a hovering crane 
helicopter ju st if iab ly  disregard the load aerodynamics, this omission is 
inadequate in forward flight studies. Such analyses are often 
complicated because many loads have curious and unpredictable 
aerodynamic characteristics. The forward fl igh t  behaviour of a crane 
helicopter often depends to a great extent on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the load (Sheldon, 1977). An examination of the 
longitudinal stab ility  of a f la t  plate load towed behind a helicopter is  
presented by Sheldon (1971). His analysis assumes that a hook or 
spreader bar of mass mx is  attached by a harness to a plate of mass ra2. 
The hook is attached at a perpendicular distance d2 from the load, and 
is carried at the end of a cable of length dx. Conventional aerodynamic 
derivatives are used in a linearised representation of the load 
aerodynamics. Two longitudinal modes of load motion are identified . A 
low frequency "pendulum" type mode is  usually stable, whilst a 
short-period "double pendulum" mode is unstable except at low forward 
speeds. The forward speed at which instability  occurs can be increased 
by making the load as dense as possible, increasing the ratio m1/m2, 
increasing the ratio dx/d2 of cable length to hook o ffse t  distance, and 
by decreasing the ratio of the plate chord to the distance d2.
Poli & Cromack (1973) analyse both the longitudinal and lateral 
s ta b il ity  of a helicopter towing a rectangular box or a right-circular 
cylinder by a single straight, inextensible and massless cable. They 
conclude that long cables, high flight speeds and light loads are 
required for s ta b il ity , and that the requirements for lateral sta b il ity  
are more stringent than those for longitudinal s ta b il ity .  Although 
their theory neglects some aerodynamic damping moments acting on the 
load, a later paper by Feas ter, Poli & Kirchhoff (1977) includes the 
important aerodynamic derivatives mq and nr in a similar s ta b il ity  
analysis. Following the inclusion of pitch and yaw damping, two stable 
fl ight regions are found, separated by a region of lateral in stab ility . 
The system is  stable at low speeds and short suspension cable lengths, 
becomes unstable at higher wind speeds or longer cable lengths, but 
regains stab il ity  at even greater cable lengths or faster forward 
speeds. This phenomenon is generally in accordance with the much 
earlier analytical and experimental findings of Etkin & Mackworth 
(1963), which are discused towards the end of this section. Feaster, 
Poli & Kirchhoff find similar zones of lateral instability  in the case 
of a rectangular box suspended by two longitudinally-disposed cables.
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Prabhakar(1978) has presented a comprehensive analysis of the 
s ta b ility  of a helicopter towing a rectangular box. The box is  
suspended from its  corners by four inextensible cables which attach to 
two points spaced longitudinally on the helicopter fuselage. Prabhakar 
shows that the load i t s e lf  has an unstable yawing o s c illa tio n , and 
damped lateral and longitudinal pendular modes. When the load is  slung 
from the helicopter, the longitudinal modes of the vehicle show 
sig n ifica n tly  increased damping, but an unstable yawing load mode is  
introduced. Strong coupling occurs between helicopter and load lateral 
motions, with the load motion being s ig n ifica n tly  damped by the 
helicopter.
Further interesting studies of crane-helicopter s ta b ility  have been 
conducted by Lytwyn (1967) and by Gabel & Wilson (1968). These writers 
identify  a vertical bounce mode resulting from suspension cable 
e la s t ic ity . Some influence of cable e la s tic ity  could be expected; 
however, at short cable lengths this mode becomes important only when a 
pilot is  physically present in the rotor thrust control loop. It  could 
be anticipated that a control-fixed bounce mode would occur i f  the load 
mass and suspension compliance resulted in a natural frequency near any 
of the rigid-body mode frequencies.
The interested reader could find further discussion on the control 
of crane helicopters, and methods of sta b ilisa tio n  of slung loads in the 
papers by Szustak & Jenny (1971); Dukes (1973); Asseo & Whitbeck 
(1973) and Gupta & Bryson (1976).
Lateral in sta b ility  of towed bodies:
F in a lly , we shall mention three studies of the la te ra l s ta b ility  of 
cable-towed bodies which were undertaken following incidents involving 
in s ta b ilit ie s  of bodies towed behind helicopters (Etkin & Mackworth, 
1963; Pinsker, 1968; Mettam, 1969). The writers of the f ir s t  two 
reports independently present sim plified analyses of the lateral 
s ta b ility  of torpedo-shaped bodies towed on stra ig h t, massless cables. 
Routhfs cr ite ria  are used in both analyses to examine the influence of 
various parameters on the lateral s ta b ility  of the body. As mentioned 
previously, two zones of s ta b ility  were found, separated by a region of 
in s ta b ility . For short cable lengths or low wind speeds, the body is  
stable. An unstable sideslip  o s c illa tio n , driven by the aerodynamic 
side-force due to yaw, develops at longer cable lengths or higher wind 
speeds. Although this in sta b ility  persists over a wide band of wind
velocities  or cable lengths, lateral stability  is regained at even 
higher wind speeds or longer cables. Wind-tunnel results confirming the 
onset and persistence of the lateral instability are presented by Etkin 
& Mackworth, and by Mettam. In addition to the importance of cable 
length and wind velocity, i t  was found that increases in body drag, and 
reductions in the rolling  moment of inertia generally had a favourable 
e ffect  on lateral stab ility . The existence of a region of lateral 
sta b il ity  at high wind speeds or long cable lengths was overlooked by 
earlier researchers (Glauert, 1930; Koning & De Haas, 1937).
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1.4 AIMS OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH
The introductory historical review presented in Section 1.2 discloses 
considerable and continuing interest in captive helicopters, and in 
other forms of tethered rotary-winged a ircra ft . Despite this interest, 
there is  very l i t l e  information available in the open literature 
regarding the stab ility  or dynamic behaviour of such rotorcraft. The 
writer is  aware of no previous studies of the stab il ity  of tethered 
machines characterised by autorotating or windmilling rotors, or 
operating under conditions where the drape of tethering cables is 
s ignificant. What is reported is  conflicting: Kaufman & Schultz (1962) 
believe an unstable "pendular" mode to be characteristic of tethered 
helicopters, yet present results that show inherent stab ility  for a 
range of tether attachment point locations. A recent investigation, 
conducted by integrating the non-linear longitudinal equations of motion 
(Rye, Blackler & Roberts, 1981) has shown that this "pendular" mode may 
be unstable or stable, depending on the point of cable attachment. 
Together with the success of the A.E.G. tethered helicopter in achieving 
aero-mechanical stability  over 40 years ago, this has provided 
encouragement to thoroughly investigate the dynamics of tethered 
rotorcra ft. There are some clues in the literature which suggest that 
inherent, control-fixed stab ility  may be possible under some 
conditions. Despite this, there exists no comprehensive analysis of 
tethered rotorcraft which would allow these ideas to be pursued. Such 
an analysis could also be of considerable assistance in predicting the 
performance of tethered rotary-wing wind energy conversion systems.
It has been decided to sp ec if ica lly  exclude analysis of the 
vehicle ’ s lateral stability  from the present investigation. In trimmed
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f light there usually is no r o l l ,  yaw or s ideslip , and the longitudinal 
motion is then decoupled from the lateral motion. In a symmetrical trim 
condition the lateral equations of perturbed motion are somewhat less 
complicated than the longitudinal set. More interest arises in the 
equations of longitudinal motion since the equilibrium vehicle pitch 
incidence is often non-zero. Finding a trim solution consists of 
solving the longitudinal equations of equilibrium of the vehicle and 
then of its tethering cable. The longitudinal trim then strongly 
influences the longitudinal dynamic behaviour of the system.
Also excluded from consideration are investigations of suitable 
automatic control laws. Whilst automatic control of a tethered 
rotorcraft may be desirable or necessary for some missions or modes of 
operation, there seems no doubt that such automatic control can readily 
be achieved. Freely hovering helicopters are usually inherently 
unstable with the controls fixed, and are now routinely f it ted  with 
automatic stabilisation equipment. This same equipment can also be 
programmed to improve flying qualities in forward f l ig h t .  The few 
available investigations of tethered helicopter s ta b il ity  begin from the 
premise that tethered rotorcraft are inherently unstable, and proceed to 
discuss control strategy. In the present work, emphasis has been placed 
on a comprehensive investigation of the control-fixed s ta b il ity  of the 
tethered vehicle. Even i f  inherent stab ility  cannot always be achieved, 
an understanding of the vehicle behaviour will prove valuable when 
designing an automatic control system.
The major objectives of the present research can therefore be stated 
as
( i )  to develop a comprehensive mathematical representation of a
tethered rotorcraft which is useful for studies of performance and 
longitudinal stability ;
( i i )  to examine analytical predictions of system sta b il ity , in order to 
identify the parameters which govern stab ility  in various flight 
regimes;
( i i i )  to implement the mathematical model as a computer package, and to 
use this code to study the influence of various parameters on 
longitudinal stability  in a number of f light regimes from hovering 
fl ight restrained by a short cable to the general case of flight 
in wind tethered by a draped e lastic  cable;
( iv)  to determine i f  i t  is  possible to construct an inherently stable 
machine.
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Thesis outline:
Chapter 3 of this thesis develops the equations of perturbed 
longitudinal motion, and discusses the inclusion of rotor, tailplane and 
cable force perturbations into these equations of motion. In Chapter 4, 
some special cases of hovering flight are examined. An assumption that 
the tethering cables are straight and inelastic  reduces the number of 
longitudinal degrees of freedom to two, and allows some reasonably 
simple analytic stab ility  criteria  to be developed. Simple results are 
also found for some cases having only one degree of freedom.
Returning to circumstances where the vehicle has three longitudinal 
rigid-body degrees of freedom, Chapter 5 presents a discussion of 
various parameters of significance to the hover s ta b il ity .  A computer 
program is used to numerically examine hovering fl ight restrained by 
straight elastic  cables of moderate length, as well as the case where 
the cable drape is  significant. Finally, the influence of wind on the 
vehicle behaviour is  examined in Chapter 6.
Before we consider the equations of motion of the vehicle, the 
following chapter presents a brief review of rotor dynamics and 
aerodynamics, and a discussion of factors influencing the longitudinal 
trim of the machine and the equilibrium of tethering cables.
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CHAPTER 2
EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS
This chapter serves primarily to present a collection of the equilibrium 
equations pertinent to the static longitudinal behaviour of the 
rotorcraft and its tethering cable or cables. The trim equations 
provide a basis for the development in Chapter 3 of linearised equations 
of longitudinal motion valid for perturbations about an arbitrary 
equilibrium condition. Here we begin with a brief description of the 
vehicle configuration under study. This is followed by a review of 
rotor aerodynamics and dynamics, and a discussion of factors which 
influence the longitudinal equilibrium of both the rotorcraft and its 
tethering cable. An appreciation of these factors is important, as we 
shall see that the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle is strongly 
dependent on the trim condition attained. In particular, the equilbrium 
craft pitch incidence and the upper cable angle show dominant influence.
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
The mathematical analysis presented in this thesis applies to many types 
of rotorcraft tethered to the Earth’s surface. We shall, however, be 
concerned principally with the generic tethered wind energy conversion 
device sketched in Figure 2.1. Lack of information concerning the 
behaviour of this class of machine was a primary motivating factor for 
the present study. The machine features two side-by-side contrarotating 
rotors which can be driven electrically. One electrical machine may be 
coupled to both rotors through line shafting and gearboxes, as shown in 
the figure. Alternatively, each rotor may be separately connected to an 
electrical machine. During windmilling operation, the electrical
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Figure 2.1 Two views of the Gyromill Mk.2
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machine functions as a generator. In all modes of operation, the 
electrical load is automatically adjusted so as to maintain constant 
rotor speed. Different blade collective pitch angles will of course be 
required in the various modes of operation. The rotor hubs are 
separated by a lateral distance of 2brR, and are positioned &rR metres 
ahead of, and hrR metres above the vehicle’s centre of mass. The rotors 
may each have a number of blades, although the figure depicts 
single-bladed rotors. We assume that the blades are flap-articulated, 
with the flapping hinges located on the rotor shaft axes. Lag hinges 
may be provided, although considerable mechanical and structural 
simplicity may be gained by their omission from single-bladed rotors.
In this event, the rotor hub mechanism is kinematically equivalent to a 
Hooke's joint. Because of the counterweight, the flapping inertia of 
the blade will be large, and the blade shank and drive may be required 
to withstand a considerable Coriolis moment. The blades are assumed to 
be of constant chord and section, and with linear twist 0j.
A large fin and tailplane of aerofoil section are provided in the 
conventional rear position. An occipital fin is added in order to 
reduce the yaw-sideslip coupling. The horizontal stabiliser quarter- 
chord line is located behind and above the vehicle centre of mass, at a 
position (£tR,htR). The tailspan is 2stR whilst the mean aerodynamic 
chord is c^R metres.
As the machine is unmanned, the fuselage serves only as a structure 
upon which the rotors and empennage may be mounted, and to which the 
tethering cables are attached. Any control actuators, or electrical 
equipment such as transformers, converters (rectifiers) or inverters 
would also be mounted on the fuselage. Although the research machine 
shown in Figure 2.1 has a simple tube structure, larger machines would 
surely require more sophisticated airframes.
Tethering cables:
Tethering cables are attached to the fuselage near the lateral 
positons of the rotors in order to minimise bending of the transverse 
fuselage. The cable attachment points are assumed to lie i,pR metres 
ahead of, and hpR metres above the machine's centre of mass. Tethering 
the machine by two cables is envisaged since this could enable the 
cables to function as air-insulated electrical conductors. If the 
machine is to operate at high altitudes, it is important that the tether 
mass be as small as possible. This implies that a high strength to
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weight ratio material, such as Kevlar aramid fibre, carbon filament, or 
other similar material should be used for the cable structural elements. 
The mass of electrical conductor should be reduced by adopting high 
transmission voltages. One proposed cable section has an inner 
structural core of uni-directional Kevlar-29 fibres packed in a low 
density matrix, and wrapped with a thin woven sheath of aluminium 
conductor. The conductor develops no significant load, but affords some 
degree of mechanical and ultraviolet light protection to the structural 
core.
In practice, the two cables may be splayed laterally. Such lateral 
drape will have no effect on the vehicle's longitudinal dynamics 
provided that longitudinal motion begins from a symmetrical trim 
condition. In this study of the longitudinal behaviour of the tethered 
vehicle, we shall therefore speak of a single equivalent cable, and 
ignore any lateral cable splay. The equivalent single cable has twice 
the mass per unit length of each physical cable, and a cable drag 
coefficient Cq0 adjusted so as to give the correct total aerodynamic 
forces.
Notation for machine geometry:
In much of the following work, we shall need to refer to several 
important geometrical points on the machine. The lower portion of 
Figure 2.1 shows the projection of the machine on the longitudinal plane 
of symmetry, and identifies these points. We shall denote the position 
of the rotor hubs (flapping hinges) as "r" and the horizontal tailplane 
quarter-chord line location by "t". The tether attachment point is 
signified by the letter "p", whilst the vehicle centre of mass is 
identified by the symbol "g". These identifying letters are also used 
as subscripts. For example, Ar denotes the area of each rotor disc, 
whereas represents the tailplane area.
Further simplifying assumptions:
Some other simplifying assumptions will be made regarding the 
vehicle configuration. We shall assume the machine has geometrical and 
force symmetry about the longitudinal plane. Considering the vehicle 
morphology and the usual mode of operation at zero angles of roll and 
yaw, this assumption is clearly appropriate. Rigid body motion of the 
vehicle will be assumed, disregarding any structural elasticity of the 
airframe or aerodynamic elements. Any aerodynamic force not produced by
the rotors or the tailplane will be disregarded. The other main 
contribution would be fuselage and rotor-tower drag, but these forces 
are ignored because of their dependence on the uncertain form of the 
airframe. We will assume that the rotors operate at constant speed 
during any perturbed vehicle motion, and that the rotor aerodynamics can 
be adequately represented by conventional low disc incidence uniform 
inflow rotor theory. Aerodynamic interactions between the side-by-side 
rotors will be neglected, but those occurring between the rotors and 
tailplane are incorporated in the analysis. Any ground effects which 
may occur at low altitudes will be ignored. It is further assumed that 
the tailplane can be represented by a lifting line, and that the air 
flow at the tail position is adequately approximated by the mean 
velocity at the quarter-chord line. Linear aerodynamics will be used to 
describe the tailplane forces.
We assume the cable to be of uniform construction along its length, 
and to be perfectly flexible and without internal damping. The machine 
and its tether operate in a unidirectional horizontal wind field, 
although the wind speed and air density may vary with altitude.
2.1.1 Systems of axes
As several different sets of orthogonal axes are used in this work, we 
conclude this introductory section with their description. Aircraft 
stability analyses usually invoke vehicle equations of motion written in 
a body-fixed system of axes. Virtual accelerations arising from 
products of linear and angular velocities then appear in equations of 
motion written in the rotating reference frame. Here, the vehicle is 
tethered to the Earth's surface, so it is expedient to write equations 
of motion in a system of Earth-fixed axes. These axes are designated by 
the subscript "E" in Figure 2.2. In the Earth-fixed axes, other terms 
arise which are equivalent to the virtual forces experienced in an 
accelerating frame of reference. Hitch (1981) discusses the equivalence 
of equations of motion written in body-fixed and inertial axes.
The rotor forces bear no special relationship to the Earth-fixed 
axis directions. In discussing rotor behaviour, it is natural to use 
axes aligned with the rotor reference directions. Two such systems of 
axes will be used in this work. We shall speak mainly of rotor force 
components in the axis of no feathering (A.N.F.) directions. These
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axes, designated ( )q in Figure 2.2, have a z-axis aligned with the 
A.N.F. (or control axis), and a y-axis parallel to the yE axis. When no 
cyclic pitch control is applied, the control axis zq remains colinear 
with the rotor shaft at all times. A subsidiary set of rotor axes is 
aligned with the rotor disc axis, and is shown as ( )p in the figure. A 
fourth set of axes will be useful when we discus the aerodynamic 
interaction between the rotors and the horizontal tailsurface. We shall 
call these axes "wake axes" as they are aligned with the instantaneous 
direction of the rotor wakes, at an angle x below the disc plane. In 
Figure 2.2 these axes are labelled ( )y.
Since the directions of all axes differ only by rotations about a 
y-axis, we may easily work between the various frames of reference using 
the standard transformations given by Seckel (1964, p.463-4) or Etkin
(1972, p.106-20).
2.2 BEHAVIOUR OF A LIFTING ROTOR
To investigate the longitudinal trim and dynamic behaviour of a 
rotorcraft, we require a mathematical description of the rotor forces. 
Rotor mechanics and aerodynamics are well understood, and are 
extensively discussed in the literature. This section summarises some 
results of conventional blade-element and momentum theories, in order 
that the present work has both physical and mathematical rigour. A 
reader conversant with rotorcraft theory may care to turn directly to 
Chapter 2.4, where aerodynamic interaction between the rotors and 
tailplane is discussed.
2.2.1 Induced velocity of a lifting rotor
To develop thrust, an aerodynamic device must impart momentum to an air 
stream. The blades of a lifting rotor are aerodynamic surfaces provided 
for this duty.
When the rotor is in axisymmetric flight, the blades accelerate a 
body of air usually contained within a reasonably well-defined 
streamtube. Such a streamtube does not exist when the rotor is 
operating either in the vortex ring state, or the turbulent wake state. 
Despite this, it is convincingly arugued by Heyson (1975) that even in 
these conditons there must be net momentum imparted to the fluid. The
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vortex ring state is discussed presently. Even if an identifiable 
streamtube of induced flow does exist, the flow will be quite 
nonuniform. The presence of a number of finite-span blades 
characterised by considerable spanwise lift gradients leads to a 
complicated vortex structure superimposed on the accelerating flow.
Sheet vorticity is produced by each blade, and the increasing 
circulation toward the blade tips results in the formation of strong tip 
vortices. These vortices interact, moving relative to the other parts 
of the wake. Wake structures of a hovering rotor have been described 
clearly by Landgrebe (1972), and Landgrebe et al. (1982).
In forward flight, there is additional azimuthal variation of 
circulation around the rotating blades and the wake structure is 
correspondingly more complicated. The rotor may operate either in the 
vortex ring or turbulent wake states, where no identifiable steady rotor 
wake exists. Otherwise, in moderate to high speed flight the blade tip 
vortices interact and roll up to form a trailed vortex structure similar 
to that observed behind a lifting wing in translatory flight. The 
experimental data of Heyson & Katzoff (1957) indicate that the formation 
of these trailing vortices occurs rapidly and is essentially complete at 
the trailing point of the rotor disc.
Fortunately, when considering the rigid-body motion of a rotorcraft, 
we do not require a detailed knowledge of the rotor wake structure. 
Numerous workers have found it sufficient to invoke an actuator disc 
model of the rotor in their studies of vehicle behaviour. An actuator 
disc is an imaginary surface which maintains a discontinuity within a 
fluid flow. In the case of a rotor, a discontinuity in static pressure 
exists across the disc. Actuator disc theory is discussed at length by 
Horlock (1978). For the purpose of rotorcraft stability calculations, 
it is often appropriate to adopt a uniform induced-velocity actuator 
disc representation of rotor flow, although sometimes the induced 
velocity is assumed to increase linearly from the front to the rear of 
the rotor disc. Such longitudinal variation of induced velocity 
significantly influences the behaviour of "rigid” rotors, and the 
lateral flapping of articulated rotors. Here, as we are concerned with 
a flap-articulated rotor of low disc loading, we shall assume that the 
velocity induced at the rotor is everywhere constant in magnitude, and is 
directed normal to the tip path plane. This assumption is often less 
important in high speed forward flight than in hover as the normal 
component of flight velocity is uniform over the disc, and it is much
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greater than the induced velocity.
Momentum theory:
Despite the fact that the velocity field induced by a lifting rotor 
is far from uniform, it has been found that the rotor thrust can be 
approximately related to an average "uniform” induced velocity using the 
well-known momentum theory. This postulate, due to Glauert, identifies 
the production of thrust with the momentum imparted to a streamtube 
having a cross-sectional area equal to the rotor area. By analogy with 
the velocity induced by an elliptically loaded wing, Glauert proposed 
that the mean velocity induced by an edgewise rotor could be calculated 
as
vi0 = T/2pApU
where U is the resultant air velocity at the rotor. Although this 
formula lacks any theoretical justification, it provides a simple means 
of estimating the mean induced velocity in forward flight. In vertical 
flight, the expression reduces to propeller momentum theory. According 
to Bramwell (1971), Glauert's formula is asymptotically correct for 
arbitrary rotor load distributions in high-speed forward flight, where 
the rotor inflow angle1 <j>r approaches zero. In dimensionless2 terms 
Glauert's formula may be expressed as
*i
2 ^  ^  Q
( u 2 + x 2 ) 2 •
( 2. 1)
Vortex ring state:
The use of Equation (2.1) is accepted when a steady, well-defined 
rotor slipstream exists, as in hover, vertical ascent, or high speed 
vertical descent. In high speed forward flight, either in the normal 
working state or in the windmill brake state, this condition is also 
satisfied. The momentum equation fails, however, at positive disc 
incidences when the component of flight velocity normal to the disc is 
of the same order as the induced velocity. In this circumstance, 
vorticity accumulates near to the rotor, increasing the induced velocity
1See Figure 2.7. 2See Appendix B.
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until the region of recirculating flow is swept away. This unsteady 
flow regime is characterised by large periodic thrust fluctuations, and 
is known as the vortex ring state. The vortex ring state is usually 
associated with steep powered descent of a helicopter, although it may 
also occur during windmilling operation (Peters & Chen, 1982). As the 
inplane component U0cosa[) of airflow increases, vorticity emanating from 
the blades is swept downstream, away from the rotor. The severity of 
thrust pulsations diminishes, and the mean value of induced velocity 
approaches that predicted by the momentum theory.
Numerous workers have investigated the relationship between induced 
power and rotor thrust in the vortex ring state. Since vortex or 
momentum theory is invalid in this regime, the relationship must be 
experimentally determined. We mention here the excellent experimental 
work of Castles & Gray (1951) and Washizu et al. (1966). Castles & Gray 
present wind-tunnel data for vertical flight, and are able to identify 
the source of discrepancies between flight observations and earlier 
wind-tunnel test results (Glauert, 1926a). Data pertaining to forward 
flight at various disc incidences are reported by Washizu et al., and 
show that although thrust pulsations of the order of 15% of the mean 
rotor thrust may occur in the vortex ring state, the rotor torque is 
comparatively steady. Attempts at analytical prediction of the vortex 
ring state boundaries have been made by Wolkovitch (1972) and by Peters 
& Chen (1982). Both publications are based on momentum theory, either 
in its classical form or as a perturbation formulation known as dynamic 
inflow. The latter paper incorporates the influence of inplane flow 
into the mathematical model. Both theories are uncomplicated, and show 
qualitative agreement with flight observations.
Although the vortex ring state is an unsteady flow regime, Johnson 
(1980a) has proposed an empirical mean induced-velocity relationship to 
enable performance estimation in this regime. This empirical 
relationship can be written as
y = x(0.373x2 + 0.598t2 - 0.991) (2.2)
where
x = U0sina[)/Vh ; t = l^cosao/Vh
y = (U0sinaD-vio)vh .
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This expression is chosen to blend smoothly with the momentum equation 
at the boundaries of vortex ring flow. According to Johnson, it should 
be used if
4x2 - 12x + (t2+8) < 0 . (2.3)
Upon normalisation by the induced velocity in hover1, v^ = 8R/Ct /2', the 
momentum equation (2.1) becomes
y = x - (t2+y2 ) ~ 2 . (2.4)
A convenient method of effecting the iterative solution required by 
(2.4) is to use a Newton-Raphson scheme, whereby
Vn+i - yn - •yn-x+(ya+t.1 -yn(y)i*tlr ,/I (2.5)
with yx = x - (C-p/2) [C-r/2 + y2 ] l/z
Rapid convergence is achieved by this scheme; three or four iterations 
are often sufficient to estimate the induced velocity to four-figure 
precision.
The relationships (2.2-4) are concisely depicted in Figure 2.3 which 
follows the presentation advocated by Lock (1952) and more recently 
adopted by Johnson (1980b, p.130). The zone defined by Equation (2.3) 
as requiring empirical treatment is shaded in the figure. It is obvious 
that the mean induced velocity in the vortex ring or turbulent wake 
states can exceed the hover value corresponding to the same thrust.
Corrections to the momentum theory:
When experimental data is compared with the curves of Figure 2.3 
significant discrepancy is evident. See, for example, the data reported 
by Lock (1947), Brotherhood (1949), Castles & Gray (1951) or Washizu et 
al. (1966). It is well known that the velocity induced by a real rotor 
exceeds that predicted by momentum theory for an idealised rotor 
operating under similar conditions. The difference is attributable to 
additional losses incurred in accelerating the real flow which are
1 Also known as the thrust velocity.
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Figure 2.3 Flow regimes and induced velocities for an idealised 
lifting rotor [after Johnson, 1980b]
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neglected in the uniform inflow actuator disc momentum theory.
Important losses omitted from this theory include those due to 
nonuniform inflow, tip losses and wake swirl. Despite these defects, 
the simple momentum theory gives good estimates of the induced velocity 
in the windmill brake state, and in the (helicopter) normal working 
state when the inflow velocity is large.
Correction for nonuniform inflow:
Several workers, including Bramwell (1971; 1976, p.138-40), 
Stepniewski (1984, p.78-83) and Johnson (1980b, p.6l) give theoretical 
estimates of the increase in "uniform" induced velocity required to 
produce the same thrust as a rotor having a specified nonuniform induced 
velocity distribution. Johnson concludes that the equivalent increase 
in uniform induced velocity is approximately 8$ to 1256 in hover, whilst 
Bramwell calculates an increment of about 1356 for axisymmetric flow and 
about 1756 in high speed forward flight. A number of radial downwash 
distributions are examined by Stepniewski for both hover and forward 
flight. The loss due to nonuniform inflow is shown to depend critically 
on the nature of the nonuniformity. Losses can be as great as 4756 in 
hover and 3456 in horizontal flight, according to Stepniewski’s 
calculations. Keys (1984, p.30) compares induced velocity calculations 
using the momentum theory with numerical computations based on vortex 
theory. This theory predicts that the equivalent uniform induced 
velocity should be increased by as much as 4056 above the momentum-theory 
figure to allow for losses occurring in the real fluid.
There appears to be no accepted scheme whereby actuator-disc 
momentum theory can be altered to allow for nonuniform inflow. All 
authorities agree that the momentum theory requires correction; most 
recommend that the adjusting factor be chosen to provide agreement with 
flight tests. Consequently, we shall choose to ignore the variation of 
induced velocity across the disc. The uniform inflow assumption will 
then be consistently adopted throughout this work. We can, however, 
readily correct for tip losses.
Correction for tip losses:
Conceptually, the wake of a hovering rotor consists of a number of 
helical line vortices and helicoidal vortex sheets, together with the 
air contained between the sheets. An actuator disc model involves the 
assumption that the rotor consists of an infinite number of zero-chord
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blades. The helicoidal vortex sheets can then be replaced by an 
infinite number of uniform vortex discs having zero axial spacing.
Under the influence of this vortex system, the radial component of 
induced velocity is everywhere zero. Actually, since the number of 
blades in a real rotor is finite, the air between the vortex sheets 
tends to flow around the edges of the sheets. Due to this radial flow, 
there is a local decrease in circulation, and a consequent loss of 
aerodynamic lift near the blade tips. The loss of lift increases as the 
axial spacing between the vortex sheets becomes larger.
A tip loss factor was devised by Frandtl (1919) to give the ratio of 
the actual mean velocity over the rotor to a higher effective velocity 
over a disc of reduced area. Prandtl regarded the defect of induced 
velocity due to tip losses as equivalent to a shortening of the vortex 
sheets. That is, the blade radius could be replaced by some smaller 
effective blade span for the purpose of calculating the effective 
induced velocity. Prandtl's theoretical analysis was based on a semi­
infinite array of planar vortex sheets, and lead to the expression for 
tip loss factor which appears in many helicopter textbooks (Nikolsky, 
1951; Gessow & Myers, 1952; Bramwell, 1971; Johnson, 1980b). The 
tip loss factor is then
B - 1 - /C^/b , (2.6)
and gives the ratio of the effective blade radius to the actual radius. 
Although it is clear from Prandtl's analysis that this expression is 
appropriate only to hovering flight, Equation (2.6) is often used for 
forward flight as well.
Many workers have interpreted the tip loss factor as equivalent to a 
statement that the blade produces no lift outboard of a radius B.R. The 
rotor forces and flapping coefficients are then found by integrating the 
elemental lift force along the blade span from r=0 to r=B.R. Whilst 
there is some disagreement with this interpretation (Bramwell, 1971; 
1976, p.lll), it will be adopted to calculate rotor forces in the next 
section. Upon introducing the tip loss factor B into the momentum 
equation (2.2), one obtains
y - x - (t2+y2)~2 .B-2 , (2.7)
whilst Johnson's emperical expression for induced velocity in the vortex
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ring and turbulent wake states becomes
y = x + x(0.373x2 + 0.598t2 - 1.99D/B2 . (2.8 )
The Newton-Raphson formulation of the momentum equation is
7n+i - Vn " .1 -yn(y^t2)-î/2.B-2 (2.9)
with yt * x - (C^/2)[Cj/2*u2] 1/2 as before.
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) specify the relationship assumed to exist 
between rotor thrust and a mean "uniform" induced velocity. Although 
applicable to all flow regimes, including hover and axial flight, they 
are necessarily imprecise in the unsteady vortex ring and turbulent wake 
states. For trim and stability calculations, we shall require further 
information about rotor forces and blade motion. The momentum'theory 
cannot provide this information, for which we must have recourse to 
blade-element theory.
2.2.2 Rotor forces and blade motion
Before we can perform any trim or stability calculations, we require 
expressions for the rotor forces and flapping coefficients in terms of 
the airflow parameters \i and X, and the blade pitch setting. We begin, 
however, with a brief summary of the physical basis to rotor blade 
motion.
Blade motion:
In steady axial flight, the blades of an articulated rotor cone up 
at such an angle that the aerodynamic flapping moment is equilibriated 
by the centrifugal moment of the blade mass. The blade flapping angle 8 
remains constant with azimuth. In forward flight there is a lateral 
asymmetry of the relative airflow at the blade elements. As a result of 
the increased lift on the advancing side of the rotor, the blades flap 
to alleviate the aerodynamic rolling moment. When the blade flapping 
equation is written, it is seen to describe a well damped second-order 
system forced at its natural frequency. It is well known that the
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response of such systems lags the excitation by 90° of phase. 
Consequently, when the rotor is subject to an aerodynamic rolling 
moment, the blades respond by flapping up at the front of the disc, and 
down at the rear of the disc. The rotor cone thus tilts backward 
through an angle a lf the first-harmonic longitudinal flapping angle. 
There is also a sideways disc inclination in forward flight. Due to the 
coning of the rotor, the forward velocity causes changes to the blade 
element angles of attack, resulting in an aerodynamic pitching moment. 
The blades respond by flapping down through an additional angle b ; on 
the advancing side of the disc and up through this angle at the 
retreating tip of the disc.
The steady flapping motion of a blade can be described by a Fourier 
series in azimuth as
0 = a0 - ajCOSip - b xsinij; - a2cos2i|> - b2sin2i|> - ... , (2.10)
where the flapping angle 6 is measured relative to the axis of no 
feathering (control axis), and i|/ is measured from the rear station on 
the disc. The first harmonic terms describe the blade motion with a 
precision of a few degrees, and so the higher harmonic terms are often 
ignored. This simplification is appropriate for rigid-body trim and 
stability analyses, and will be adopted here.
Rotor forces:
Although the rotor disc may tilt relative to the rotor shaft and 
control axis, the resultant steady rotor force remains nearly 
perpendicular to the tip path plane. The resultant force can be 
described as three orthogonal components known as the rotor thrust, 
H-force and Y-force. Components of rotor force are usually measured 
either in the axis of no feathering directions, or in the T.P.P. (disc) 
axis directions. Here, forces shall mainly be referred to the A.N.F., 
although it will occasionally be expedient to use forces in the disc 
axis directions. In the latter circumstance, the disc axes are denoted 
by the subscript "D". The three components of rotor force, and the 
various axes are shown in Figure 2.4. When no cyclic pitch is applied, 
the control axis is coincident with the rotor shaft.
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Figure 2.4 Definition of steady rotor force components in the 
A.N.F. directions. The resultant rotor force is 
nearly normal to the tip path plane
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Expressions for rotor force and flapping coefficients:
A number of textbooks discuss rotor aerodynamics, and all of these 
give expressions for the rotor forces and flapping coefficients. Many 
texts, however, adopt a simplistic approach to the treatment of blade 
profile drag by using an "average" profile drag coefficient <5. In view 
of the important contribution of profile drag to the rotor torque and 
H-force, the writer believes that the use of an average profile drag 
coefficient is imprudent. Here, the blade-element theory due to 
Wheatley (193^) is used to calculate blade flapping, rotor thrust, and 
the induced part of rotor torque. Wheatley’s analysis incorporates 
linearly twisted blades and a tip loss factor; these refinements are 
absent from many of the texts. Since Wheatley utilises the concept of 
an average profile drag coefficient in his assessment of rotor 
profile-drag torque, and does not analyse the rotor H-force, these 
expressions have been derived using the quadratic profile drag law
cdo = <$0 + <5iar + <52ar • (2.11)
The additional expressions are presented following a statement of 
Wheatley's results.
The expressions for rotor forces and flapping coefficients are well 
known. Comparison of the works by Nikolsky (1951), Gessow & Myers 
(1952), Bramwell (1971) and Johnson (1980b) with Wheatley's paper shows 
that all discrepancies are of order p3 or smaller.
Wheatley's analysis assumes that
the blades are rigid in bending and torsion, of uniform section 
and chord, and with a linear distribution of twist. They are 
flap-articulated, with the flapping hinge located on the axis 
of rotation.
the flapping angle $ is small, and flapping harmonics above 
2-per-revolution may be neglected.
the blade element angles of attack, otr = 0+4^, are everywhere 
small so that linear aerodynamics apply. The section lift may 
be obtained from a constant lift-curve slope, and the section 
profile drag coefficient is independent of the element angle of 
attack, i.e., 6 = 1.560 is used.
the flow is steady, with no oscillatory aerofoil or dynamic 
inflow effect.
radial flow along the blades can be disregarded.
the presence of the blade root cut-out may be ignored, and the 
tip loss can be allowed for by assuming that blade elements 
outboard of BR contribute profile drag but produce no lift, 
the region of reversed flow on the retreating blades can be 
accounted for by putting ar = -ar, as if the blade section had 
chordwise symmetry about the half-chord line, 
the induced velocity is everywhere uniform over the disc, and 
has a value given by the momentum theory.
Wheatley also considers a linear increase of induced velocity from 
the front to the rear of the rotor disc, and concludes that the 
distribution of induced velocity has but a minor effect on the 
integrated rotor forces. The blade motion, particularly lateral 
flapping, depends strongly on the distribution of induced velocity over 
the disc.
The expressions given by Wheatley contain terms of the same order of 
smallness as p\ When terms of order p3 and smaller, including blade 
weight moment terms, and terms involving the variation of inflow across 
the rotor disc are discarded, Wheatley’s results for the flapping 
coefficients are
ao = |[b h(0o + | BM  + B V ( 0 o + | Bej + | B3a ] (2.12)
a i " [B- 4 y 2B*] [| b3( eo + | B0i) + BA] (2.13)
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[B2+*p2] (2.14)
where the tip speed ratio p and the inflow ratio A are given by
p = U0cosanf/ftR (2.15)
A = (U0sinanf-Vi0)/flR . (2.16)
Lock’s inertia number, Y, is a dimensionless group which gives the 
ratio of blade aerodynamic (lift) forces to flapping inertia forces.
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This ratio is
Y - parcR /Ifiap • (2.17)
From Equations (2.12) and (2.14) we see that as the Lock number 
decreases, both the coning angle a0 and the lateral flapping angle b x 
become small. The blades then perform a nearly pure a x flapping 
motion. In practice, the Lock number could have a value between about 2 
and 30; a value near to 12 would be typical of conventional rotors.
For such a rotor, the coning angle might reach about 10°, and b x could 
be approximately 5°.
Instead of rotor forces, we shall work with dimensionless force 
coefficients, using the scheme outlined in Appendix B. Again from 
Wheatley (1934), the thrust coefficient is
The literature does not consistently address the calculation of the 
H-force. Of the previously mentioned textbooks, only Nikolsky (1951) 
uses a quadratic profile drag law, and he analyses an untwisted blade. 
An expression for the rotor H-force coefficient has therefore been 
derived using Wheatley’s assumptions in conjunction with the profile 
drag law (2.11). Then, the H-force coefficient is
c^ = c^o + c^i »
where the profile-drag and induced components of the H-force are 
respectively
tc - | | B3(e0+ | Be,) + By2( 60 * |  B0,) ♦ \ ( B 2 * u2 ) . (2.18)
(2.19a)
and
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(2.19b)
These formulae can be compared with the usual expression given, for 
example, by Gesscw & Myers (1952, p.198)
hco - u6/4
Side forces and rotor moments:
Although an individual rotor develops a Y-force in forward flight, 
we will not require expressions for this force component. Because the 
gyromill has two equally loaded side-by-side contrarotating rotors, the 
side forces developed will be equal and opposite. This is true of 
trimmed flight in wind, and during perturbations in the longitudinal 
directions (x,z,9) about an arbitrary symmetrical trim condition.
Motion of the vehicle in the longitudinal directions will produce no 
resultant rotor force or moment in the lateral directions (y,<p,ip).
Since we have assumed the flapping hinge offset to be zero, no 
direct hub moments can occur. The rotor contribution to craft pitching 
moments is then dependent only on the rotor forces and the location of 
the rotor hubs.
Rotor aerodynamic torque:
An expression for the rotor aerodynamic torque coefficient is also 
required. According to Wheatley (193*0» the induced torque coefficient 
is
1 3 1 , 1  1 2
2 + a^ i + TJ" Ua i £ ao‘3 1 + 4 ^ao
- j  BVob, - |  AV (2.20)
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which agrees with the result given by Gessow & Myers (1952, p.195). By 
following Wheatley's assumptions and using a quadratic profile-drag law, 
the profile torque coefficient can be shown to be approximately
50(l+p2) + i , [ ( e 0 + f  M  - ( 8 0 x]
+ 6 2 [ ( e f + 5 9o 0i 0?) + (B0 4+ 3 9o 0 i
(2 . 21)
It will be noted that the torque coefficient qc = qCi+Qco is also a 
power coefficient.
High disc incidence blade-element theories:
Derivation of the force and flapping coefficient expressions 
(2.12-20) involves an assumption that the blade pitch angle 9 and the 
inflow angle <f> are everywhere small. This assumption is certainly 
adequate for flight at low disc incidences where the tip speed ratio p 
is less than about 0.3. At higher values of p the conventional 
expressions become less accurate. This arises from neglect of terms 
containing higher powers of p, and because the small-angle 
approximations become inadequate. Not only can the angles 9 and $ 
become large, but the reversed flow region grows, requiring a more 
detailed treatment of the lift and drag of blade elements.
Gessow & Crim (1952) and Castles & New (1952) present blade-element 
analyses appropriate to high blade angle and high inflow conditions. 
These analyses yield complicated expressions for the thrust and torque 
coefficients, but do not consider the H-force coefficient. The flapping 
coefficients are similarly complicated, appearing as five simultaneous 
algebraic equations in the first five Fourier coefficients. Although 
these complicated formulae can be used relatively easily for performance 
estimation, they lead to hopelessly intractable equations when 
differentiated to give rotor stability derivatives.
An introductory analysis of tilt-rotor derivatives under high inflow 
conditions has been given by Liu (1962). Liu recommends that the high 
angle theory should be used to evaluate Mq at flight speeds U0/i2R 
approximately greater than 0.2, and with collective pitch settings
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larger than 23°. The derivatives taken with respect to pitch rotations 
9 are adequately estimated by the usual low-angle rotor theory. Here, 
we shall use the small-angle rotor theory for trim calculations and for 
rotor derivative estimation. This approach is satisfactory for the 
present analysis provided that \x is less than about 0.3» and the disc 
incidence does not greatly exceed 30°.
2.3 TAILPLANE CONTRIBUTION TO TRIM
In the presence of wind, the horizontal tail surface strongly influences 
both the longitudinal trim and stability of the machine. It provides a 
capability for the production of large pitching moments to trim the 
machine in some operating attitude, and is a major source of pitch 
damping in wind. Since the tailplane of this class of machine is quite 
large, and it is located downstream of the rotors, it is highly 
susceptible to the influence of rotor downwash. Aerodynamic 
interactions are discussed in Section 2.4.
Often, it is assumed that the lift and drag coefficients of a wing 
depend functionally on the wing angle of attack ar according to
0^ = a.ar , and
= ^o + 6 i ar + <$2ar
Here the flow at the tailplane may depart substantially from the 
free-stream direction, so it is useful to seek expressions for the 
tailplane lift and drag laws which are valid for large inflow angles 
<j>f We will presently see that this inflow angle may exceed 40° when 
the rotor-induced velocity approximates the wind speed. Accordingly, it 
is assumed that the tailplane lift and drag coefficients may be 
represented by
CL = atsinar (2.22)
CD = e0 + ejSinar + e2cosar , (2.23)
where
a p  =  0  +  ?  +  < |> t  • (2.24)
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Note that = 0  for an untwisted tailplane of symmetrical section.
This approach, first suggested by Castles & New (1952), yields force 
coefficients identical to those calculated by the usual theory as ar 
approaches zero. For large angles of attack, both theories give results 
at variance with experiment. The above laws are preferred, however, as 
their use does not require an assumption that the inflow angle is 
small. They also display a more nearly correct functional form for lift 
and drag over the range - it < < tt. Figure 2.5 depicts the tail inflow
angle <|>t , the setting angle £ relative to an aircraft reference line, as 
well as the tailplane lift and drag forces. When the lift and drag laws 
are differentiated in Section 3*3» the formulation of (2.22) and (2.23) 
is advantageous because sin<f>£ and cos^ are exact ratios of U^, U and 
Uzt of Figure 2.5.
The tailplane lift and drag forces are then calculated as
L = iPutAtCL » (2.25)
D - ¿pUtAtCD , (2.26)
where is the total air velocity at the tailplane quarter-chord
and is given by
ut - u£t  + u*t  . (2.27)
In Figure 2.5, v is the total velocity induced by the rotors at the 
tailplane; its magnitude and direction are discussed in Section 2.4.
As shown in the figure, v represents an upwash at the tailplane. In 
forward flight, upwash is expected to occur between or outside the 
lateral extent of the rotor discs, and downwash to be present behind 
each disc.
Any velocity induced by the tailplane is accounted for by using a 
tailplane lift-curve slope at which is corrected for aspect ratio and 
taper ratio (Abbott & von Doenhoff, 1959, p.ll). This approach is 
satisfactory for performance calculations, and can be used to estimate 
tailplane derivatives provided that any flow perturbations at the tail 
occur slowly. When the vehicle motion causes rapid oscillations of the 
tailplane angle of attack, fluid inertia effects become important.
There will be insufficient time available for a steady trailed vortex 
system to develop, and the effective tailplane lift-curve slope will
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remain near to the value for a two-dimensional aerofoil. It is 
recognised that the physical presence of the tailplane in the flow field 
of the rotors is a far more serious limitation of the lifting-line 
theory. However, representation of the tailplane as a lifting surface 
is unwaranted, as this would lead to intractable expressions for the 
tailplane aerodynamic derivatives. This is particularly so when terms 
representing the aerodynamic interaction between the rotors and 
tailplane are included.
2.4 AERODYNAMIC INTERACTION BETWEEN ROTORS AND TAILPLANE
The problem of aerodynamic interaction between lifting surfaces has been 
subject to considerable investigation, particularly in relation to 
fixed-wing aircraft and tandem rotor helicopters. Essentially, 
interference occurs because the rearmost aerodynamic element operates in 
the downwash field produced by the lifting element upstream. Two 
significant effects may occur: a downward deflection of the flow at the 
tailplane caused by the wing downwash; and a blanketing of the tail 
surfaces by the wake of the wing. Severe control problems may be 
experienced in fixed-wing aircraft in the latter case due to the 
lessened dynamic pressure in the wing wake. This circumstance is known 
as deep stall, and is examined at length by Byrnes et al. (1966). 
Blanketing by the fuselage may also occur.
The nature of rotor-wake impingement on a tailplane is somewhat 
different. Since a helicopter rotor imparts energy to a slipstream, the 
dynamic pressure within the rotor wake will exceed that of the 
surrounding air. Conversely, the rotor wake suffers a defect in 
momentum in the windmilling mode, and the wake dynamic pressure is 
consequently decreased below the free stream value. Our interest lies 
with the calculation of a representative velocity induced by the rotors 
at the tailplane. That is, a mathematical description of the induced 
velocity field of a lifting rotor is required for trim calculations and 
in the estimation of some tailplane aerodynamic derivatives.
In subsonic translatory flight, the sheet vorticity shed from a 
finite lifting wing rolls up to form two strong trailing vortices.
These rapidly form behind and inboard of the wingtips, and persist for a 
considerable distance downstream of the wing. Spreiter & Sacks (1951) 
have described the process of roll-up, together with a method for
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calculating the downwash behind a wing. Most subsonic fixed-wing 
aircraft have wings of moderate aspect ratio, and tail surfaces which 
are located several wing chord lengths downstream from the wing. Under 
these conditions, the wing may conceptually be replaced by a lifting 
line, and the downwash field is well represented by a simple horseshoe 
vortex. The velocity induced at any point by the trailed and bound 
vortices can then be calculated using the Biot-Savart law.
McCormick (1979, p.486) estimates the downwash angle e for various 
tail positions in this manner. A thorough analysis of the flow induced 
by both rolled-up and non-rolled-up vortex sheets is provided by 
Schlichting & Trukenbrodt (1979, p.435 et seq.). For low aspect ratio 
wings, the vortex sheet may roll up to form two trailed vortices within 
one chord length of the wing trailing edge. Schlichting & Trukenbrodt's 
comprehensive analysis includes consideration of the effects of wing 
planform, sweep, and the spanwise distribution of circulation.
2.4.1 Induced velocity field of a lifting rotor
The calculation of the velocity field induced by a lifting rotor is far 
more difficult than the corresponding fixed-wing computation. In hover, 
the rotor wake has a quasi-helical structure which can be represented by 
a combination of line and sheet vorticity. A significant contraction of 
the slipstream occurs within a short distance beneath the rotor, as the 
fluid accelerates through the disc. The air outside of the rotor wake 
remains largely undisturbed. Consequently, aerodynamic interaction 
effects are seldom important in hover. When in forward flight a lifting 
rotor behaves similarly to a circular wing, which has an aspect ratio of 
l/-rr. Even at quite low forward speeds, the line vortices developing in 
the vicinity of the blade tips interact, rolling up to form two trailed 
vortices similar to those existing behind a wing in translatory flight. 
Experimental data indicate that the trailed vortices are well formed by 
the rearmost point of the rotor disc (Heyson & Katzoff, 1957). A 
trailed vortex system was observed by these workers at y = 0.095, which 
was the lowest tip speed ratio considered in a series of wind-tunnel 
experiments. Weiser & Kohler (1975) state that the formation of a 
trailed-vortex structure may be observed at tip speed ratios as low as 
0.05, with the induced velocity of the same order as the forward flight 
velocity.
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It is not just the complicated wake structure and concurrent 
nonuniform inflow which makes the estimation of rotor aerodynamic 
interactions difficult. A rotorcraft has a low aspect ratio "wing", 
usually with a tail surface (or a rear rotor) located a short distance 
downstream of the rotor. In this region, the flow is quite nonuniform, 
and is still accelerating. Aerodynamic interactions are especially 
important for the tandem-rotor helicopter, where the performance of the 
rear rotor is strongly influenced by the downwash from the front rotor. 
Despite this, many theoretical analyses of aerodynamic interactions 
utilise simplistic rotor flow models.
Models of rotor wake flow:
Seckel (1964, p.327) estimates the aerodynamic derivatives of a 
helicopter tailplane by assuming that the downwash angle at the 
tailplane is e = -A/y. This is equivalent to a statement that the 
tailplane is always immersed in the rotor wake, and that there is no 
development of induced velocity along the wake. Dingledein (1954) 
conducted wind-tunnel performance tests upon a tandem helicopter model, 
and obtained reasonable theoretical agreement by assuming that the rear 
rotor was immersed in the fully-developed wake of the front rotor. An 
interference factor for a tandem helicopter is calculated by Johnson 
(1980b, p.144) using this assumption, which has also been used to 
estimate the downwash at the horizontal stabiliser of a single-rotor 
helicopter (Bramwell, 1959). Although Johnson notes that the tailplane 
aerodynamic derivatives show complex dependence on flight speed due to 
interference effects, he offers no guidance regarding the estimation of 
such interactions. A simple method based on the momentum theory has 
been proposed by Stepniewski (1984, p.85) to predict the induced power 
of a tandem helicopter. Again, the wake of the front rotor is assumed 
to be fully developed at the rear rotor, but Stepniewski calculates an 
effective interference induced velocity which is proportional to the 
area of intersection of the momentum-theory stream tubes of the two 
rotors. This simple theory gives good agreement with the results of 
wind-tunnel tests. Another approach is followed by Bramwell (I960;
1976, p.173), who obtains a representative value of the downwash angle 
at the tailplane or rear rotor location from the experimental data of 
Heyson & Katzoff (1957). Whilst this method does not depend on a 
simplistic representation of the flow, it is disadvantageous for machine 
computation because the graphs of experimental results have first to be
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expressed as a suitable function of several variables.
The foregoing methods of estimating a representative induced 
velocity at some point in space are all extremely simple, but most do 
not provide information about the induced velocity outside of the rotor 
wake. Either a ring-vortex model such as that advocated by Castles &
De Leeuw (1953), or a skewed helical rigid-wake analysis (Baskin et al., 
1975) will enable the calculation of a more realistic induced velocity 
field. Alternatively, we can follow fixed-wing aerodynamics and adopt a 
horseshoe vortex model of the induced flow in forward flight. This 
choice involves comparatively simple calculations. Of course, it is 
possible to numerically calculate the flow at a tailplane using a 
free-wake analysis (Sadler, 1971). Then, the presence of the empennage 
and fuselage can be included in the computation. Such an approach may 
be prohibitively time consuming (Cheeseman, 1982), and is quite 
inappropriate to a linearised trim and stability analysis.
Cheeseman's rotor wake model:
The rotor wake model proposed by Cheeseman (1958) has been used in 
the present work. His mathematical model represents the rotor flow 
field as comprising two elements: a skewed cylindrical wake due to the 
rotor working as a propeller1, plus a horseshoe vortex representative of 
the rotor behaving as a circular wing. The theory does not include a 
system of ring vortices on the wake boundary, but represents the wake 
only as a cylinder of uniform induced velocity. During hover or low 
speed forward flight, the "propeller" contribution dominates, whilst the 
"wing" component becomes predominant at higher forward speeds. From 
lifting-line theory, the circulation K corresponding to the lift L of a 
wing of semispan b is
K = L/2bpU0 .
Cheeseman denotes that part of the rotor thrust which is due to "wing" 
action by Tj)w , and makes the asumption that Tpw may be calculated as
TDw = TD • U - v i0/vh) . (2.28)
The mean induced velocity at the rotor, v ^q , could be calculated from
1Cheeseman's terminology.
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the momentum theory, perhaps with an emperical correction as discussed 
previously. In hovering flight v^0 = v^ , and so all of the rotor thrust 
is attributed to the development of an axisymmetric propeller type 
wake. Momentum theory indicates that as the wind speed U0 becomes 
large, the induced velocity approaches zero. Consequently, Equation 
(2.28) predicts that all of the thrust is generated through the 
behaviour of the rotor as a circular wing. This is in accordance with 
experimental observations of the flow behind a rotor in forward flight. 
Thus, Cheeseman defines an effective circulation of an equivalent wing as
K = TD . (l-vio/vh)/2pRU0 . (2.29)
Figure 2.6 diagrammatically shows the features of Cheeseman’s rotor 
flow model. The trailing vortices of strength K associated with the 
lifting line are assumed to be straight. They follow the direction of 
the resultant airflow immediately below the rotor disc, and lie on the 
lateral extremities of the skewed cylindrical wake. The induced flow 
due to "propeller" action is assumed to be contained within this 
cylinder of radius R, and to be directed opposite to the rotor thrust 
vector. Any contraction or expansion of the slipstream due to 
acceleration of the air through the rotor is neglected, as is any 
curvature of the cylindrical wake centreline. Such curvature occurs in 
forward flight because the mean induced velocity increases to its final 
value over one to two rotor radii. The curvature is slight at high wind 
speeds, and is a maximum when the induced velocity is of the same order 
as the wind speed. Supposing the fully developed induced velocity to be 
twice that at the rotor, then the maximum change in the average flow 
direction is about 20°.
There appears to be no physical justification for the use of 
Equation (2.28) in partitioning the induced flow into "propeller" and 
"wing" contributions. The expression is correct in the limits of y = 0 
and for large \x; linear variation seems to have been selected by 
Cheeseman as the most simple interpolating function between these two 
extremes. It is also noteworthy that the use of Equation (2.29) is 
inconsistent on a momentum basis. Upon calculating the time rate of 
efflux of momentum in the disc axis direction due to both "propeller" 
and "wing" action, this sum is found to exceed the rotor thrust. 
Nevertheless, the writer believes that Cheeseman's mathematical model 
describes the important features of the induced velocity field
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Figure 2.6 Cheeseman's representation of a lifting rotor 
in forward flight by a "propeller" type 
slipstream plus a horseshoe vortex.
throughout the entire speed range. Since it is also reasonably simple, 
it is appropriate to the present linearised analysis.
2.4.2 Calculation of the rotor-induced velocity at the tailplane
In calculating an induced velocity at the horizontal stabiliser, we 
shall assume that the flow at the tail can be characterised by the mean 
velocity along the tailplane quarter-chord line. Using Cheeseman’s 
theory as described in Section 2.4.1, the "wing" and "propeller" 
contributions to this mean velocity are separately calculated. First, 
consider the velocity induced by a rotor behaving as a circular wing.
The derivation parallels that given by Cheeseman (1958).
Velocity induced by horseshoe vortices:
Choose an orthogonal set of axes having the x-axis aligned with the 
initial direction of the wake centreline, and the z-axis in the general 
direction of the T.P.P. axis. This choice of axes, shown in Figure 2.7, 
facilitates the evaluation of the velocity components induced by the 
horseshoe vortex. From this figure, the wake skew angle x is
X = tan 1 (~X[)/up) * tan“1 (-X/p) - a x . (2.30)
The components of velocity induced by a horseshoe vortex are easily 
calculated using the Biot-Savart law: see, for example, Glauert (1942, 
p.157-62). For the vortex system depicted in Figure 2.7, Cheeseman 
gives the x and z-components of velocity induced by a single rotor as
V - !L 
x itii Xz+Z
y + R ________ __________ __________ ,
[x2+z2+(y+R) 2 ] 2 [x2+z2+(y-R) 2 ] 2 (2.31)
V .  - 2 r y + R4tt x2+z2 [ [ x 2+z2 + (y+R) 2] 2 [x 
(y+R) f, ________ x_______ ]
z2+(y+R)2 [ [x2+z2+(y+R)2]2J
y - R  1
1 " r ’+z2+(y-R)2]2j
( y - R )
z2+(y-R) 1 + [x2+z2+(y-R) 2 ] 2]]• (2.32)
These dimensional expressions apply to an arbitrary point (x,y,z) in 
space, where the origin of the axes shown in Figure 2.7 lies at the 
centre of a rotor disc.
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Next, the mean velocity induced at the tailplane quarter-chord line 
by the two horseshoe vortices is sought. It is clear from Figure 2.8 
that if the rotor tip clearance is small, the tailplane will operate 
substantially in a downwash field. If, however, the tip clearance is 
comparable to the tailspan, the empennage will experience upwash. This 
could be expected to cause aerodynamic interaction effects quite 
different from those encountered by fixed-wing aircraft. Should the 
trailed vortices lie on the £ and * span points, the centre half of the 
tailplane will experience upwash, whilst the outer half will be subject 
to downwash of equal strength. In this circumstance, we could expect 
the influence of the trailed vortices to be small.
The representative velocity induced at the tail by the horseshoe 
vortices is found by integrating (2.31) and (2.32) from
y = (br-st)R to y = (br+st)R ,
and dividing by the tail semispan s^R. Upon performing the requisite 
integration, the average velocity components induced at the tailplane by 
both rotors are found to be1
Vx
_K__
4T T St
( Si -Sj -Sj+S, , ) (2.33)
(S, s2- s3+S )^
[‘(S1-Xf.) (S,+Xt) (R?+z£) (S,+Xf)(Su-Xf)(R£+z£)
[(Sx+xt)(S2-xt)(Rj+z£)‘ (S3-Xfc)(Sw+xt)(R3+z£)_ (2.34)
In (2.30) and (2.31) we have written, for brevity,
R i = (br+st+l)R R2 = (br+st-l)R
R 3 = (br-st+l)R R„ = (br-st-l)R ,
(2.35)
1 Two terms appear to be omitted from Cheeseman’s expression for Vz 
[Eq. 9 of Cheeseman, 1958]. These missing terms arise as the integrals 
of the fourth and sixth terms in Cheeseman's Eq. 7. The required 
indefinite integral can be found in the handbook by Gradshteyn & Ryzhik 
(1965), being integral 2.246 of that work.
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|yw
Figure 2.8 Plan view of the rotors and horizontal tail
surface, showing the relative lateral positions 
of trailed vortices in forward flight.
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(2.36)
The dimensional distance from the rotor hub to the tailplane 
quarter-chord, r^, is found from
(2.37)
In (2.33“37) the quantities xtR and z^R represent the dimensional 
coordinates of the tailplane quarter-chord line measured in the "wake" 
axes of Figure 2.7. Referring to that figure, it is clear that
Velocity induced by "propeller" action
Next, let us consider the "propeller" slipstream contribution to the 
induced velocity at the tailplane. Over sections parallel to the tip 
path plane and within the skewed cylindrical wake the rotor is assumed 
to induce a uniform velocity kv^0 . This induced velocity is parallel to 
the disc axis, and the factor k accounts for streamwise development of 
induced velocity. Let us now further assume that a representative 
velocity induced at the horizontal stabiliser may be estimated as
where P is the proportion of the tail quarter-chord line which lies 
within the skewed cylindrical rotor wakes.
It is well known that the induced velocity in a rotor wake 
approaches its final, fully developed value at a streamwise distance 
from the rotor centre of about R in forward flight, and approximately 2R 
in hovering flight. The "propeller" contribution is important mainly 
for low-speed flight, as interaction effects are usualy negligible in 
hover. We shall therefore assume the rotor wakes to be fully developed 
at 1.5R downstream of the rotor hub. Momentum theory indicates that the 
induced velocity in the fully developed wake is twice that at the 
rotor. If this velocity develops linearly with streamwise distance, then
xt = U r+S,t)cos( x+a x) + (hr-ht)sin( x+ax) ( 2 . 38)
zt = U r+£t)sin(x+a x) " (hr-ht)cos(x+a x) . (2.39)
vit - p-kvio (2.40)
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k = 1 + 2/3.xt 1 < k £ 2 . (2.41)
Calculation of the fraction, P, of the tailplane quarter-chord line 
which lies within the rotor slipstreams is straightforward. The 
projections of the rotor discs on the y^-z^ plane of the wake axes are 
elliptical. Referring to Figures 2.7 and 2.8, the left ellipse is:
y2 + (z/sinx)2 = R2 .
This ellipse intersects the tail quarter-chord line, z = zt at
If the expression under the radical is negative, the tailplane lies 
completely outside of the wakes; that is, z^R > Rsinx- When the 
tailspan is less than the rotor centre distance, only the positive root 
in (2.42) is required. The proportion of the tailplane quarter-chord 
line immersed in a rotor wake is then
Note that 0 £ P£ 2; the upper limit occurs when the entire tail is 
immersed in the wakes of both rotors, as could occur for small br.
The mean velocity induced at the tailplane by the "propeller" 
slipstream, Equation (2.40), has been assumed to be normal to the tip 
path plane. The components of this velocity in the directions of the 
wake axes of Figure 2.7 are
Vitx = vlt sinx (2.44)
Total rotor-induced velocity at the tailplane
The total mean velocity induced by the rotors at the tailplane 
quarter-chord line may now be obtained by summing the horseshoe vortex 
("wing") contributions (2.33~34) and the "propeller" contributions 
(2.44-45). In so doing, it is expedient to express the resulting 
velocity as the Earth-axis components Uxt and Uzt previously shown in
y ± R/l-(zt/sinx) 2 . (2.42)
vitz = _vit C0SX • (2.45)
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Figure 2.5. Thus,
Ux t = (^x+vitx ^ ccs<i>r + ^ z +vi tz^ s -'-n'i)r + ^c (2.46)
^zt “ ( ^z+vitz^CCS(i)r ” (^x+vitx^s ^n(^ r • (2.47)
The rctcr inflow angle ^  is shewn in Figure 2.7, and is  simply
<V = Q t D + X = s 9 + a i + X * (2.48)
The strength of any r c tc r -ta i l  aerodynamic interaction may be 
measured by the deviation of the flow at the tailplane from the free 
stream direction, and according to the d e f ic it  or surfeit of dynamic 
pressure compared to the value in the undisturbed flew. In lew winds, 
the rctcr wake will resemble a propeller slipstream, with a fa ir ly  well 
defined boundary. Supposing that the mean velocity induced at the rotor 
equals the wind speed, the flew through the rctcr may turn through an 
angle in excess of 45°, and the dynamic pressure may be more than 
doubled. Clearly, in this circumstance wake impingement on the ta il  
surfaces will significantly influence the vehicle behaviour. Such 
effects  have become increasingly evident in lew speed nap-cf-the-earth 
helicopter flight (Docley, 1977). At lew speeds the induced velocity is 
high, and large ncse-up moments may be cccasicned as the tailplane 
enters a rctcr wake. High dynamic pressures and inflow angles due to 
rctcr dewnwash at the ta il  during transition flight were measured by 
Blake & Alansky (1977). These writers report a dewnwash angle c f  about 
50°, and a dynamic pressure which is  three times the free stream value 
when y = 0.08. Larger relative effects  occur at y = 0.06, but at about 
half the wake dynamic pressure measured when y = 0.08. To avoid large 
ncse-up tailplane moments, the YUH-61A horizontal stabiliser is  
programmed to align i t s e l f  with the local flew. The stabiliser 
incidence is automatically varied as a function of the collective  pitch 
and longitudinal cyclic  pitch angles, the air speed, and the aircraft 
pitch rate. Similar programmed variations of horizontal stabiliser 
incidence to improve helicopter handling qualitites have been described 
by Dumond & Simon (1973), Cooper (1978) and Wright & Lappcs (1981).
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2.5 EQUILIBRIUM OF THE VEHICLE
Let us consider the longitudinal equilibrium of the machine sketched 
diagrammatically in Figure 2.9. This figure depicts all of the forces 
assumed to act in the most general case of steady tethered flight in 
wind. Longitudinal equilibrium will be possible only for certain sets 
of parameters, although two or more different trim solutions may occur 
for certain machine configurations. Trimmed flight of the vehicle 
itself may be viewed as a necessary prerequisite to longitudinal 
equilibrium of the cable-body system. Even when craft equilibrium is 
achieved, there may be insufficient excess lift available to elevate the 
tethering cable to some required altitude. It is inconsequential to the 
equilibrium of the machine whether the force Fce results from the 
tension at the upper end of long, draped cable, or a cable so short and 
highly tensioned as to be considered straight and massless. The force 
Fce could even result from a pin joint at the "cable attachment point". 
Here we shall consider only the equilibrium of the machine, reserving a 
discussion of the draped-cable equilibrium until Section 2.6.
It will be convenient to define the machine’s position with respect 
to Earth-fixed axes, as shown in Figure 2.9. In this figure, it is 
implied that equilibrium is achieved without the application of cyclic 
pitch. Then, the control axis (A.N.F.) is colinear with the shaft 
axis. Using forces referred to the A.N.F., the equations of equilibrium 
in the longitudinal plane are
"FceC0Sace + Tesin0e + Hecos0e + De = 0 (2.49)
-Fcesinace + Tecos0e - Hesin0e + Le - mg = 0 (2.50)
-Fce2,2R + TgJ^R + HehrR - LeS.„R + Deh„R = 0 . (2.51)
The quantities of &2R, h,,R, etc., are the moment arms of various 
forces. These lengths are introduced for conciseness, and are shown in 
Figure 2.10. From this figure,
h x -  JlpSin0e + hpcos0e 
lx = &pcos0e -  hps i n 0 e 
h 2 = S,pCos(ac e +0e ) -  h p S in ( a c e +0e ) 
l2 = £ p S in ( a c e + 0e ) + hpc o s ( a c e +0e )
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Figure 2.9 Forces acting on the vehicle in wind.
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üpSineg + hrcos9e Y (2.52)
$.3 = 2,rcos0e - hrsin6e
h„ = -S,tsin0e + htcos0e
2,* = 2,tcos9e + htsin0e ,
where these nondimensional lengths are multipliers of the rotor radius. 
Before discussing solutions to the general longitudinal equilibrium 
equations (2.49) to (2.51), let us consider the simpler case of tethered 
hovering flight.
2.5.1 Equilibrium of tethered hovering flight
For flight in the absence of wind, the tailplane aerodynamic forces will 
be vanishingly small, and can be neglected. Although this is not true 
if the rotor wakes should impinge on the tail surfaces, such 
unconventional configurations are not considered here. In hover, the 
induced flow is axisymmetric and so the rotor thrust is directed along 
the A.N.F. The vehicle then seeks equilibrium under the action of three 
forces, as depicted in Figure 2.11. Clearly, the trim of the machine 
depends only on the thrust-to-weight ratio r, and on the location of the 
rotor thrust line and the tether attachment point relative to the 
machine’s centre of mass. In equilibrium,
-Fcecosace + Tesin9e = 0 (2.53)
-Fcesinace + Tecos9e - mg = 0 (2.54)
where 2,x is given in Equations (2.52). From (2.55), moment equilibrium 
is seen to occur for vehicle pitch attitudes 9 such that
“Te (î.p_2.r) + mg&j = 0 (2.55)
r U p )/rp = cos( 0+<f>p) (2.56)
where
<j)p — tan 1 (hp/2,p)
67
Figure 2.11 Equilibrium of tethered hovering flight.
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Since the absolute value of the cosine function cannot exceed unity, 
we see that if
I r ( V )^ p I  ^ ^
then no equilibrium solutions are possible for any 9. Conversely, if
I p^" V*) ^rp I • 1
then zero, one or two values of 0e may be found in the range -n < 0 < tt, 
depending on <j>p . Note that if <j)p = 0, then any equilibrium solutions 
will occur in pairs at pitch incidences of ±0e . Non-zero values of <j>p 
simply have the effect of shifting the values of 0 at which moment 
equilibrium occurs.
Force equilibrium;
The above discussion follows from Equation (2.55), and relates only 
to moment equilibrium. For trimmed flight the force equations (2.53) 
and (2.54) must also be satisfied. Furthermore, in tethered flight the 
cable force must be positive, and the cable angle ac must lie between 0° 
and 180°. From Equations (2.53) and (2.54) it can be shown that
F ^  = fsin9e 
mg cosace
(2.57)
tanace -
(rcos9p,-l) 
fsin9e
( 2 . 58 )
When the thrust to weight ratio r approximates unity, flight is 
possible only over a small range of pitch incidences 0e = 0. Only near 
flat hovering flight is the vertical component of rotor thrust 
sufficient to equilibriate the machine's weight. Equations (2.57) and 
(2.58) are shown graphically in Figure 2.12. It can be seen from the 
lower part of the figure that when r - 1 , a small change in pitch 
incidence will lead to a large change in cable angle. This observation 
follows immediately from the requirement for x-force equilibrium 
(2.53). For a machine restrained by a long cable, this change in upper 
cable angle will be associated with a large translatory displacement of 
the vehicle.
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Figure 2.12 Equilibrium upper cable tension and angle in tethered 
hovering flight at various thrust to weight ratios.
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Methods of achieving trim in tethered hovering flight:
A horizontal tail surface is ineffective in maintaining longitudinal 
trim when the local dynamic pressure is small, so a helicopter is 
trimmed by using cyclic and collective blade pitch to directly control 
the rotor thrust vector. Although such control is effective at all air 
speeds, a moveable horizontal stabiliser often provides additional trim 
capability in forward flight. For tethered vehicles, there may be some 
merit in trimming at a specified rotor thrust and craft pitch incidence 
by adjusting the moment arm of the cable tension. Adjustment of the 
tether attachment position provides a powerful, direct method of 
trimming a range of rotor thrusts over a wide variation of vehicle 
incidence. Other possibilities include a direct-tilting articulated hub 
having collective pitch control only, or a "rigid" rotor hub which 
enables large moments to be transmitted to the vehicle. For the 
remainder of this work, however, only non-tilting articulated rotors are 
considered.
Should one wish to trim a machine hovering at a certain thrust to 
weight ratio to a specified pitch incidence, then the most direct method 
relys on varing the cable tension moment arm. The appropriate value of 
ip to trim is, from Equation ( 2 .5 5 ) ,
ip = (hpSinee-rS.r ) / ( c o s 0 e- r )  . (2 .59 )
Note that if 9e and r are fixed constants, ip varies linearly with hp. 
Physically, this corresponds to moving the tether attachment point along 
the line of action of the upper cable tension vector. Alternatively, 
should one require the thrust to weight ratio to trim a certain machine 
at a particular attitude 0e, then this quantity is given by
f = (i,pCOS0e-hpSin0e)/(i,p-i,r) = S.p-S.r) . (2.60)
2.5.2 Equilibrium of tethered flight in wind
When the machine is tethered in a wind stream, additional aerodynamic 
forces are produced. Rotor flapping and a rotor H-force will occur, 
giving an additional moment at the vehicle centre of mass. Aerodynamic 
lift and drag forces will be developed by the tail surfaces, in 
proportion to the dynamic pressure at the tailplane location. Since the
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flow at the tailplane wil be influenced by the velocity field induced by 
the rotors, it is clear that aerodynamic interactions may significantly 
influence the equilibrium of the machine during operation in wind.
The general equations of longitudinal equilibrium were previously 
presented as Equations (2.49) to (2.51), accompanying Figure 2.9. To 
promote understanding of these equations, let us examine the physical 
mechanisms by which equilibrium is maintained during tethered flight in 
wind.
Force equilibrium in wind:
In discussing the equilibrium of tethered flight in wind, let us 
start from the axiom that any machine should also hover in a trimmed 
state. The rotor thrust, cable force and craft weight vectors must then 
intersect at a common point as shown in Figure 2.11. Also recognise 
that in wind the rotor drag (H-force) will not exceed about one-tenth of 
the rotor thrust.
Next consider how the machine shown in Figure 2.9 is maintained in 
equilibrium at constant rotor thrust and attitude as the wind speed 
changes. As the wind velocity rises, the rotor H-force will increase, 
contributing a nose-up pitching moment for the configuration shown.
This pitching moment may be equilibrated by developing lift on the 
tailplane, but an additional tail drag force is necessarily incurred in 
producing this lift. Consequently, the rotor and tailplane drag 
constitute an increasingly large horizontal force in wind. To 
equilibrate the increased drag, the horizontal component of the tether 
cable force must increase. Usually, the tailplane moment arm is long 
and so the lift developed by the tail is small. Then, the cable force 
will increase slightly in magnitude, and become more nearly horizontal 
as the wind speed becomes larger. Of course, the discussion becomes far 
more complicated if the vehicle's pitch attitude or the rotor thrust is 
allowed to vary as the wind speed changes.
Moment equilibrium in wind;
In hover, the rotor thrust, cable tension and vehicle weight vectors 
must be concurrent. If identical machine geometry, pitch attitude and 
rotor thrust are maintained in wind, the lines of action of these three 
forces will delineate a small triangle. The equilibrating tailplane 
moment equals the product of any one of these forces and the 
perpendicular distance to the opposite vertex of the triangle. Since
the moment arm of the tailplane lift will perhaps be two orders of 
magnitude greater than this small distance, the aerodynamic moment 
contribution of the tailplane will usually dominate the pitch 
equilibrium of the machine. The force triangle in hover is then 
approximately correct for tethered flight in wind because the hovering 
pitch attitude may be maintained in wind through the application of a 
small tail-force.
The class of machine under discussion has a relatively large 
horizontal stabiliser. For example, the research machine described in 
Appendix A.l has a tailplane area of about 190% of the total blade 
area. A figure of about 20% would be typical of contemporary 
helicopters with "large" horizontal stabilisers, whilst the Bell XV-15 
tilt rotor aircraft has a tailplane area amounting to 57% of the blade 
area. If the tail surface is large, it can develop considerable 
aerodynamic lift at small angles of attack, provided that the dynamic 
pressure is adequate. The pitch stiffness contribution of the tail 
(8M/80)t may therefore dominate the machine’s pitch equilibrium in 
wind. One would expect the tailplane authority to increase roughly as 
(U0/ftR)2, with all other parameters fixed. In the case of the example 
machine described in Appendix A, wind speeds of 8 to 10 m/sec will cause 
the machine to "weathercock in pitch" so that the tailplane angle of 
attack is no greater than a few degrees. By adjusting the tailplane 
setting angle 5, the machine can then be exercised through a range of 
pitch attitudes away from the hover trim incidence. Providing the wind 
is sufficiently strong, the machine will find equilibrium at a pitch 
incidence 9e = -5.
These aspects are illustrated by Figure 2.13 which shows the 
contribution to the pitching moment at the cable attachment point made 
by the rotor forces, tailplane forces, and the machine weight, plotted 
against the vehicle pitch incidence. Two wind speeds are used; in both 
cases the thrust to weight ratio is 1.5, and any velocity induced by the 
rotors at the tailplane has been disregarded. This is equivalent to 
making the rotor tip clearance much larger than the tailspan. In hover, 
the machine has been trimmed to 9e = 5° by adjusting the location of the 
tether attachment point. The tailplane has been set with z, = -25° 
relative to the aircraft reference line in order to demonstrate the 
tailplane authority. All other parameters correspond to the example 
machine described in Appendix A.l.
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Figure 2.13 Contributions to the pitching moment at the tether 
attachment point for wind speed ratios of 0.02 and 
0.08.
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The solid curves in Figure 2.13 show the various contributions to 
pitching moment at the tether attachment point when the wind speed is 
very low. The wind speed of 2.45 m/sec becomes 0o = U0/ftR = 0.02 in 
dimensionless terms. Although the tailplane moment at this wind speed 
is much less than the vehicle weight moment, the tailplane action is 
sufficient to shift the equilibrium pitch incidence from its hovering 
value of 5° to about 11°. A second equilibrium pitch incidence of -75° 
is predicted at this low wind speed. Although the assumed tailplane 
lift and drag laws (2.22) and (2.23) do not correctly represent the 
aerodynamic forces acting on a grossly stalled tailplane, it is certain 
that moment equilibrium will be achieved somewhere near this pitch 
incidence. In hover, equilibrium occurs at incidence angles of 5° and 
-52°. These negative incidence solutions are inadmissible as they 
require the tethering cable to develop compressive forces. In any case, 
there seems to be no practical reason to seek equilibrium at nose-down 
vehicle incidences of 50° to 70°.
The dashed curves of Figure 2.13 show the tailplane contribution and
/■V
the total pitching moment when the wind speed ratio UQ = 0.08. It can 
be seen that the aerodynamic moment due to tailplane lift rapidly 
dominates the pitch equilibrium of the machine. When 0o = 0.08, 
equilibrium is attained at a pitch incidence of about 22°, with a 
tailplane angle of attack ar of only -3°. At higher wind velocities the 
tailplane is aligned even more closely with the wind stream.
In the figure, the rotor moment varies less than one percent over 
all pitch incidences and wind speeds. This arises because the blade 
collective pitch angle is adjusted to maintain constant rotor thrust as 
the machine attitude varies. The small changes in rotor moment are due 
only to variations in H-force with attitude; the H-force amounts to 
about 4jt of the rotor thrust when 0o - 0.16. Of course, the moment due 
to the vehicle weight is independent of wind speed.
We have seen that in all but the lightest winds the tailplane has 
sufficent pitching moment capability to strongly influence the moment 
equilibrium of the example machine. It is also clear that if the rotor 
wakes should alter the magnitude or direction of the airflow at the 
tail, then this will affect the pitch equilibrium of the machine. Until 
now, any rotor-induced flow at the tailplane has been neglected; such 
aerodynamic interactions are examined in the following section.
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2.5.3 Influence of the rotor wakes on vehicle equilibrium
When searching for solutions to the longitudinal equilibrium equations 
the velocity induced by the rotors at the tailplane can easily be 
included in the calculation of tail aerodynamic forces. According to 
Cheeseman's mathematical representation of the induced flow (Section 
2.4.2), the velocity induced in the vicinity of a rotor in forward 
flight is assumed to comprise two parts. Within a skewed cylindrical 
wake extending beneath the disc, the rotor induces a velocity directed 
in opposition to the rotor thrust. The second part of velocity is 
induced by a horseshoe vortex, trailed on the lateral extremities of the 
rotor wake. In the present section, the influence on vehicle 
equilibrium of these two constituent parts of induced velocity are 
examined in turn.
Influence of the horseshoe vortices:
The velocity induced at a point by a vortex filament depends on the 
strength, K, of the circulation around the filament, and on the location 
of the point relative to the vortex. Equations (2.31) and (2.32) 
specify this dependence for a doubly-infinite horseshoe vortex. From 
the assumed variation of circulation with wind speed (2.29) the vortex 
strength is seen to be greatest at some intermediate wind speed. We 
shall not pursue the speed at which this maximum circulation occurs. 
Observe, however, that in still air v^  = v^ and so K = 0, whilst in the 
limit as U0 -+ °° the circulation again tends to zero.
The second factor influencing the flow induced by the horseshoe 
vortex at the tail is the relative geometrical positions of these two 
entities. For machine configurations with a horizontal stabiliser 
located some distance downstream of the rotors, the vortices bound to 
the rotor span lines will usually have litle effect on the velocity 
induced at the tailplane. The trailed vortices will also have slight 
effect on the downwash at the tail, unless the vortex filaments happen 
to pass close by the tail surface. In this circumstance, Cheeseman’s 
wake model is inapropriate, as the character of the flow in the vicinity 
of the tailplane will be governed by the three-dimensional aerodynamic 
interactions between vortex filaments and the solid tail surface 
(Ganwani, 1983). Usually, the net effect of the horseshoe vortex 
amounts to a free-stream rotation of at most five or ten degrees.
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One important parameter governing the influence of the trailing 
vortices on the machine’s pitch equilibrium is their lateral spacing 
relative to the tailspan. Figure 2.14 shows the variation of 
equilibrium pitch incidence as the rotor centre distance is changed from 
zero (2 coaxial rotors) to a spacing where the gap between the rotor 
tips exceeds the tailspan. The machine geometry is otherwise similar to 
that employed for Figure 2.13. For the thrust to weight ratio of 1.8 
and the wind speed ratio 0o = 0.08 chosen, the rotor wakes pass well 
above the tailplane. Consequently, only the horseshoe vortices 
contribute to the induced velocity at the tail. In Figure 2.14, the 
abscissa n = l-(br-l)/st represents the fraction of the tailplane 
influenced by the downwash field of one rotor. As the rotor discs 
overlap, n > 1, and the tail is influenced by the downwash of both 
rotors. For values of n  ^2.0 the tailplane is fully within the 
downwash field of two rotors. When n = 0.5, the rotor tip gap equals 
half the tailspan, and a trailed vortex is laterally positioned over the 
centre of each tail semispan. Consequently, the centre half of the tail 
is subject to downwash, whilst the remaining half lies in upwash 
fields. One would then expect the rotor wakes not to appreciably alter 
the equilibrium of the vehicle, as in this condition the net tailplane 
lift will be close to zero. It should be remembered, however, that the 
mathematical model of induced flow is highly idealised, involving 
several arbitrary simplifying assumptions. We have also disregarded any 
spanwise loading gradients across the tailplane, and the lateral 
displacement of the trailed vortex filaments during the process of 
roll-up. This contraction of the lateral spacing of vortices trailed 
behind a rotor can be clearly seen in the experimental results of Heyson 
& Katzoff (1957). Their flow field maps show the developed trailing 
vortices to be located at about 0.9R.
Influence of wake impingement on the tailplane:
If the tailplane does not lie within the rotor wakes, the 
aerodynamic interaction caused by the tail surfaces operating in the 
velocity field of vortices trailed by the rotors will usually alter the 
equilibrium pitch incidence of the vehicle by a few degrees only. An 
aerodynamic interaction which is potentially far stronger occurs when a 
rotor wake impinges on the tailplane. If the gap between the rotor 
discs is less than the tailspan, (br-l) < s^, we could anticipate that 
the tailplane would lie partially within the rotor wakes over some range
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of rotor thrust, wind speed or craft incidence.
As a portion of the tailplane enters the wake of a powered rotor, it 
will encounter an increased velocity component in the direction opposite 
to the rotor thrust vector. That is, the apparent wind will change in 
magnitude, and the angle of attack will decrease. The resulting 
decrease in tailplane lift will result in a positive moment, pitching 
the machine nose up. As the tail becomes further immersed in the rotor 
wakes, the increment in pitching moment increases. The moment will 
begin to decrease as the tailplane passes near to the wake centre, and 
the fraction of the tail within the wakes diminishes.
The effect of wake impingement on the tail surface is clearly seen 
in Figure 2.15. This figure shows the dimensionless pitching moment at 
the cable attachment point plotted as a function of machine incidence. 
The thrust to weight ratio is held constant at 1.5. Apart from the 
inclusion of rotor-induced velocity in the calculation of tailplane 
forces, the parameters used to produce the figure are identical to those 
used for Figure 2.13. To allow the influence of aerodynamic 
interactions to be assessed, a moment curve from Figure 2.13 has been 
repeated on Figure 2.15. For the particular case shown, downwash due to 
the "wing" action of the rotor causes the vehicle equilibrium pitch 
incidence to increase by about one degree. The extra moment due to wake 
impingement on the tail is shaded in the figure, and has altered the 
equilibrium pitch incidence by about 4.5°.
Figure 2.15 also shows that if the pitching moment contribution of 
the rotors was about 0.003 more negative, then moment equilibrium would 
occur at three machine attitudes. One solution corresponds to the case 
where the tail lies entirely outside the rotor wakes, whilst the 
remaining two solutions have the tail located at different positions 
partially within the rotor wakes. The first location occurs when the 
tailplane is entering the wakes, and the second when the tail is past 
the wake centreline and leaving the wakes. The fraction of the 
tailplane lying within the wakes will not be the same in the two cases.
Since the contribution to pitching stiffness (3M/30)t made by a 
conventional tailplane in an undisturbed wind stream is negative, the 
positive slope seen in Figure 2.15 is attributable to an increasing 
proportion P of the tail entering the rotor wakes. That is, 3P/30 is 
positive as the tailplane enters the wakes. If three equilibrium 
solutions occur, at least one must be characterised by a positive value
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Figure 2.15 Typical increments in pitching moment due to 
aerodynamic interactions between rotors and 
tailplane.
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of 3M/30, as the sign of this derivative must alternate. It should be 
remembered that a negative value of 3M/39 does not imply that the 
cable-vehicle system is statically stable. Although positive pitch 
stiffness is usually desirable, it is neither necessary or sufficient 
for stability (Etkin, 1972, p.199). The criterion for "static 
stability" of a positive-definite system is that the determinant of the 
stiffness matrix be positive. Despite this observation, should the 
machine be positioned in an equilibrium attitude where 3M/30 is 
positive, a small disturbance will cause the pitch incidence to 
diverge. If three equilibrium incidences exist, as occur in Figure 
2.13, a stable machine will eventually settle at an incidence where 
3M/39 is negative.
The foregoing discussion regarding the possible occurrence of three 
trim solutions should not be taken to mean that operation with the 
tailplane immersed in the rotor wakes is desirable. Indeed, as the 
rotor wakes are regions of highly unsteady flow containing strong 
discrete vorticity, prolonged flight in this condition would be most 
unwise. Should the rotor wakes impinge on the tailplane, it will be 
subject to large aerodynamic buffet loads which will tend to excite 
rigid-body and aeroelastic modes of vehicle vibration. We shall return 
to this topic presently, to discuss strategy whereby these undesirable 
effects may be minimised.
Influence of wind speed on wake impingement:
As the wind speed increases from hover, the rotor-induced velocity 
decreases rapidly. Consequently, we expect that any additional pitching 
moment resulting from impingement of the rotor wakes on the tailplane 
will also decrease. Additionally, as the wind speed increases, the wake 
skew angle x = tan-1 (-A[)/pd) will decrease. This causes two effects. 
Firstly, since x has decreased, any impingement of the wakes on the tail 
surface will occur at lower angles of vehicle incidence. Secondly, the 
thickness of the wake in the zw direction (see Figure 2.7) will 
diminish. Any aerodynamic interaction between the rotor wakes and the 
tailplane will therefore extend over a smaller range of machine 
incidences or wind speeds. All of these effects can be seen in Figure 
2.16, which again shows the variation of pitching moment with incidence 
of our example machine. The figure shows the dimensionless pitching 
moment at the point of cable attachment for several different wind 
velocities. Again, the thrust to weight ratio r is 1.5. At wind speed
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Figure 2.16 Influence of wind speed on the occurrence, extent 
and intensity of aerodynamic interactions between 
rotors and tailplane.
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ratios 0o less than about 0.03, the rotor wakes never impinge on the 
tailplane. Because of the relatively large induced velocities which 
occur at low wind speeds, the wake skew angle x remains sufficiently 
large that the wakes pass well below the tailplane regardless of the 
craft incidence. At the thrust to weight ratio selected for the figure, 
the equilibrium wake skew angle is 45° when 0o is 0.02, and has 
decreased to 24° when the wind speed ratio equals 0.035. We can also 
see from the figure that at the low wind speed of 0o = 0.035 the wake 
impingement persists over approximately 30° of craft incidence, but at 
0o = 0.08 is restricted to only 11° of pitch incidence. Furthermore, 
wake impingement on the tailplane occurs at lower vehicle incidences as 
the wind speed becomes larger. This is directly attributable to the 
lower wake skew angles at high wind velocities.
The pitching moment curve for 0o = 0.035 in Figure 2.16 shows two 
interactions: one centred on a machine incidence of 30°, and the other 
occurring near 0 = 50°. This situation arises directly from the 
momentum equation (2.1). It is easily explained once we know that for 
T - 1.5 the airflow always passes down through the rotor provided 0o is 
less than approximately 0.04. At large negative disc incidences, any 
wind increases the mass flow through the rotor, so reducing the induced 
velocity. The tailplane lies well above the rotor wakes. As the 
vehicle incidence is increased, the tailplane swings down toward the 
wakes, first encountering them near 0 = 14°. Of course the induced 
velocity and the wake skew angle change constantly during this 
manoeuvre. The tail passes out of the wakes near a pitch attitude of 
43°. As the craft incidence continues to increase, the wind speed 
further decreases the mass flow through the rotors, and the induced 
velocity must increase in order to maintain the same rotor thrust. The 
wake angle x steepens, and the wakes "catch up" to the tailplane, 
causing a second interaction near a pitch incidence of 50°. Although 
the magnitudes of these interactions will be incorrectly estimated if 
the tailplane is stalled, the event of wake impingement on the tail is 
certain. This occurrence follows immediately from the momentum theory 
and the assumption of a straight cylindrical wake.
It was previously argued that the magnitude of any rotor-tailplane 
aerodynamic interactions should increase at lower wind speeds and larger 
positive disc incidence because the induced velocity within the wakes is 
increased under these circumstances. Figure 2.16, however, shows 
interactions with strengths that are almost independent of wind velocity
or craft pitch incidence. The low wind speed, high disc incidence 
interactions do in fact result in larger velocities induced at the 
tailplane. For example, the induced inflow ratio = v^/ftR is 0.0083 
for the peak interaction at C0 = 0.08, whilst when 0o = 0.035 this 
quantity reaches 0.0218 and 0.0293 at pitch incidences of 30° and 50° 
respectively. When vectorially added to the stream velocity, the flow 
induced at high disc incidences acts to significantly reduce the 
resultant velocity vector at the tailplane. At the same time, the tail 
inflow angle <}>£ is increased. It is for this reason that all of the 
aerodynamic interactions shown in Figure 2.16 have approximately equal 
strengths.
Influence of rotor thrust on wake impingement:
The dependence of the strength of aerodynamic interaction on induced 
velocity in the wakes may be seen more clearly in Figure 2.17. Again, 
the figure depicts the variation of pitching moment as a function of the 
incidence of the example machine, but plotted now for three values of 
rotor thrust. At high thrust levels the induced velocity is larger than 
the wind velocity and the wake angle x is steep. For a wind speed ratio 
0o = 0.04, a thrust to weight ratio of 2.5 is sufficient to prevent any 
wake impingement on the tail surfaces. The figure shows that the 
interaction strength increases with rotor thrust as expected. Because 
the induced velocity is a complicated nonlinear function of wind speed 
and disc incidence, and because the tailplane forces depend upon the 
vector sum of free stream and induced velocities, the strongest 
aerodynamic interaction does not occur with the tail centred in the 
rotor wakes.
Avoidance of rotor-tail aerodynamic interactions:
It is difficult to avoid a significant aerodynamic interaction 
between the rotors and the horizontal tail surface during a conversion 
manoeuvre between powered hovering and autorotative flight. In hover, 
the induced flow passes down through the rotor disc, and the tailplane 
will usually lie well away from the rotor wakes. Conversely, in 
autorotative or windmilling flight the disc incidence is typically 20° 
to 40°, and the air flow passes up through the disc. Under these 
circumstances a conventionally located tailplane will be below the rotor 
wakes. Any steady transition between these two flow states must require 
the tail to pass through the longitudinal position of the rotor wakes.
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Figure 2.17 Influence of rotor thrust on the location, extent 
and intensity of aerodynamic interactions between 
rotors and tailplane.
During a rapid manoeuvre, no identifiable wake may exist. Perhaps the 
hovering wake is replaced by a region of transitory turbulent flow 
before a steady autorotative wake is re-established. Slaymaker, Lynn & 
Gray (1952) have experimentally studied the transition of a model rotor 
from hovering flight into autorotative descent.
Since any rotor-tailplane aerodynamic interaction is difficult to 
avoid during manoeuvring, let us examine ways of limiting the severity 
of the interaction. We have seen that the velocity induced by vortices 
trailed from the rotors in forward flight can be averaged to zero over 
the tailplane by setting the rotor tip gap equal to half the tailspan. 
Unfortunately, the rotor wakes then impinge upon one half of the 
tailplane for some machine incidences. If the tailplane is mounted well 
above the rotors, then this wake impingement can be avoided entirely.
Since autorotative or windmilling flight requires reasonably large disc 
incidences, the required tailplane height would be considerable. Dooley 
(1977) has investigated the effect of horizontal stabiliser location on 
the severity of pitch-up as the tail enters a helicopter rotor wake. He 
concluded that a high tailplane position produced less interaction 
because the rotor wake did not impinge on the tail until the forward 
flight speed was high, and the rotor downwash correspondingly low. Wake 
impingement on the tailplane of a side-by-side machine can be avoided 
completely by choosing a rotor tip clearance in excess of the tailspan.
This choice, however, means that the tailplane operates entirely in the 
upwash field between the two rotors, and can be subject to large induced 
velocities if the trailed vortices pass nearby. All interactions can be 
minimised by making the gap between the rotor tips much larger than the 
tailspan, but this decision carries an unacceptable structural weight 
penalty. Alternatively, the tail span can be reduced whilst maintaining 
its effectiveness by the addition of end plates. This configuration is 
used in the Bell XV-15 tilt rotor aircraft.
Another strategy may be adopted in order to minimise the aerodynamic 
interactions occurring between the rotors and tailplane. Firstly, we 
can set the rotor tip clearance equal to half the tailspan, in order to 
minimise the average velocity induced by the vortices trailed in forward 
flight from the rotor tips. Next, one can cause the wakes to impinge on 
the tailplane when there is zero resultant flow through the rotor. When 
the inflow ratio \ equals zero, the wake thickness is theoretically 
zero, and the extent of the "wake" interaction will be minimised.
Although this strategem can reduce the spatial or temporal extent of the
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interaction, the intensity of any interaction will remain unaltered.
Upon ignoring the small longitudinal flapping of the rotor, it is clear 
from Figure 2.18 that the first condition to be satisfied is simply
ht « hr . (2.61)
From the momentum theory (2.1), with X set to zero, we also require
0£ = CT/sin20 . (2.62)
Thus, if the geometrical condition (2.61) is satisfied, we see that for 
a given rotor thrust and craft incidence the wakes will impinge on the 
tailplane at one wind speed only. For wind velocities greater than this 
value the wakes pass above the tail (X > 0) whilst in lower winds the 
tailplane will lie above the wakes (X < 0). It may also be possible to 
minimise the strength of the interaction by attempting to satisfy 
Equation (2.62) at a small craft pitch incidence. Then, the induced 
velocity will be small because any wake impingement occurs at high wind 
speeds. It is also of interest that provided h^ £ hr, the tailplane 
will always remain above the rotor wakes in powered flight when 9e < 0.
Following these observations, the example machine used in this work 
has been modified with the objective of reducing the severity of 
aerodynamic interactions between the rotors and tailplane. The rotor 
centre distance has been slightly increased, the tailplane span and 
chord have been reduced slightly, and the tailplane moved upward. These 
changes are documented in Appendix A.2: the slightly modified vehicle 
is used as an example machine for the remainder of this thesis.
2.5.4 Some vehicle equilibrium calculation techniques
To conclude this section on vehicle equilibrium, several trim 
calculations are briefly described.
Hovering flight:
In hovering flight it is usually reasonable to neglect any tailplane 
aerodynamic forces. Equation (2.56) then has a closed-form solution for 
equilibrium pitch incidence. Should the vehicle have an unusual 
configuration where the tailplane is influenced by downwash from the
8Figure 2.18 Approximate geometrical condition for rotor 
wake impingement on tailplane when X = 0.
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hovering rotors, numerical techniques are required to solve the pitching 
moment equation. These techniques are identical to the two techniques 
described below, for flight in wind.
Flight in wind:
In forward flight, the velocity induced by the rotors will often 
significantly influence the tailplane forces, and therefore must be 
included in the moment equilibrium calculation. Two types of trim 
calculation are indicated when the rotor thrust is specified. Firstly, 
we can fix the tailplane setting angle £ to some particular value, and 
then seek any equilibrium craft incidences. Alternatively, one may 
specify the equilibrium machine pitch incidence and calculate the 
tailplane angle required for trim at this attitude.
Trim calculation with specified tailplane setting and rotor thrust:
To calculate the equilibrium pitch incidences corresponding to a 
certain tailplane setting angle, proceed as follows. Essentially, the 
technique entails stepping through a range of craft pitch attitudes, and 
finding for each trial machine incidence the total pitching moment at 
the point of cable attachment. This procedure will trace out a pitching 
moment curve similar to those shown previously in Figure 2.16. If the 
moment changes sign, numerical interpolation techniques can be used to 
find the equilibrium craft incidence. At each step in the calculation, 
the induced velocity can be iteratively calculated from (2.8) or (2.9) 
because the rotor thrust is known. The rotor flapping angles, H-force 
and torque then follow immediately from (2.12-14), (2.19) and 
(2.20-21). Next, the flow at the tailplane is found using Equations 
(2.33“48), and the tailplane forces evaluated from (2.22-27). These 
quantities allow the total moment at the tether attachment point to be 
evaluated for the particular specified value of craft pitch incidence.
Calculation of tailplane angle to trim, rotor thrust specified:
The alternative calculation of tailplane angle to trim is 
considerably faster, as a direct numerical solution is available. Since 
the equilibrium vehicle pitch incidence is prescribed, the induced 
velocity, rotor forces and flapping coefficients can immediately be 
determined. The flow at the tailplane location can also be calculated, 
although we do not yet know the tailplane forces. When the machine is 
in trim, the tailplane moment equilibrates the resultant moment due to
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rotor, cable and weight forces. Let us denote the moment at the tether 
attachment point which is not due to the tailplane forces as Mpj this 
quantity is known. Then, for moment equilibrium
M* = L.2,5R + D.h5R , (2.63)
where the moment arms of the tailplane forces about the cable attachment 
point are given by
S,5 = U p+2,t)cos( 9e+<J>t) - (hp-ht)sin( 9e + (j>t) (2.64)
h5 = (2,p + 2,p)sin( 0e+4>t) + (hp-ht)cos( 0e + c()t) . (2.65)
The tailplane lift and drag forces L and D, and the tail inflow angle cf>t 
were previously depicted in Figure 2.6. Upon rewriting (2.63) using the 
tailplane forces given by (2.22-23) and (2.25-26), and rearranging, one 
obtains
2M
e2h5cosar + (at2,s+e 4hs )sinar = - - e0h 5 . (2.66)
This equation is of the form acosa + bsina = c, and has an elementary 
closed-form solution. Equation (2.66) may yield zero, one or two 
solutions for the tailplane angle of attack ar , from which we may obtain 
the tail setting angle to trim.
Trim calculation with specified rotor blade pitch:
In the preceding two types of trim calculation, it was assumed that 
the rotor thrust was known. Alternatively, one may specify the blade 
collective pitch angle 90 , and calculate the rotor thrust. This adds a 
second loop around the iterative calculation of induced velocity using 
the momentum equation (2.9). An induced velocity must first be chosen: 
the blade element expression (2.18) is then used to calculate the rotor 
thrust corresponding to this first guess at vi0. We can then return to 
the momentum theory to recalculate the induced velocity corresponding to 
the first estimate of rotor thrust. This leads to a second estimate of 
vi0, and so to the next prediction of rotor thrust. Numerical 
relaxation between successive induced-velocity estimates often speeds 
the convergence of this iterative calculation. Once both the induced 
velocity and rotor thrust have converged to their final values, the 
remainder of either trim calculation proceeds as described above.
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In the equilibrium calculations, it is assumed that linear 
aerodynamics applies to both the rotor blades and tailplane. Any trim 
solutions obtained must be examined for tail or rotor blade stall, and 
rejected should either of these occur. With the blade twisted to 
improve windmilling performance, 0! is positive. Then, blade tip stall 
will usually occur first in powered flight, whilst in windmilling flight 
stall near the blade root will generally be more important. The 
expressions of interest for a linearly twisted blade operating in an 
assumed uniform inflow are given by Bailey (19*11).
Force equilibrium calculation:
Sc far, we have considered only the calculation of moment 
equilibrium. When this is dene, all forces acting on the vehicle are 
known, with the exception of the cable force. One can therefore 
immediately calculate this unknown force using the equations of force 
equilibrium (2.49-50). All that remains is to check that the 
equilibrating cable force is tensile.
2.6 EQUILIBRIUM OF THE TETHERING CABLE
In preceding sections we have considered some of the factors influencing 
the equilibrium of a tethered rotorcraft. The discussion centred mainly 
on the equilibrium of pitching moments, as the requisite equilibrating 
force was assumed to be available at the cable attachment point. For a 
physically realisable vehicle trim solution, we required only that the 
cable force be tensile, and that the upper cable angle lie above the 
horizontal. Longitudinal equilibrium of the system comprising the 
vehicle and its tethering cable imposes mere stringent requirements, 
however. If the machine is to operate at altitude, the rotor thrust 
must not only support the weight of the vehicle, but must provide 
sufficient excess thrust to lift the cable as well. In this respect, 
equilibrium of the machine may be viewed as a necessary prerequisite to 
tether cable equilibrium.
When the vehicle is hovering in still air, a uniform inelastic cable 
will form a catenary. If the rotor thrust is vertical, the upper cable 
force vector must also be vertical. The cable will then adept its most 
simple equilibrium shape, hanging vertically below the machine. For any 
given rotor thrust, this condition will allow maximum altitude to be
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attained. Any departure of the cable from vertical, or presence of 
curvature will increase the cable mass to be lifted, and so restrict the 
operating ceiling. In the presence of wind, the aerodynamic force 
normal to cable elements will further increase the cable curvature. 
However, because the induced power of a rotor decreases markedly with 
increased wind speed one could expect maximum altitude to be attained in 
wind rather than in hover.
In this section, the equations of equilibrium of a flexible elastic 
tethering cable immersed in a unidirectional wind field are presented, 
prior to a discussion of some factors influencing the equilibrium shape 
of the draped cable. Firstly, however, the literature relating to the 
shape of a cable immersed in a fluid stream is reviewed.
2.6.1 Previous investigations concerning the equilibrium of 
a cable in a fluid stream
The differential equations describing a catenary are well known and will 
not be repeated here. Whilst the catenary equations have simple 
analytic solutions, the presence of aerodynamic forces complicates the 
cable equilibrium equations. Often a numerical solution is required; 
several investigations following differing assumptions are reported in 
the literature.
Glauert (193*0 presents graphical results describing the equilibrium 
shape and tension of a flexible inelastic cable towing a heavy body.
Both the cable weight, and the aerodynamic force acting normal to the 
cable are included in his analysis, although the tangential cable 
skin-friction drag force is neglected. Results are presented in the 
form of curves for a family of cables of differing weight to drag 
ratios. Neumark (1961) gives the remarkable result that a uniform, 
massless, inextensible cable immersed in a uniform wind stream and 
subject only to normal aerodynamic forces will adopt a catenary 
profile. As distinct from the classical catenary, this catenary has 
uniform tension along its length, and a horizontal axis of symmetry. 
Other workers (Landweber & Protter, 1947) have analysed the equilibrium 
shapes of cables immersed in uniform fluid streams. Their theory 
includes fluid dynamic forces in the directions normal and tangential to 
the cable, but neglects the cable weight. The skin-friction drag force 
is assumed to be constant along the cable length, whilst a normal force
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proportional to sin2  ^ is assumed. This sine-squared law gives a good 
fit to experimental data. Landweber & Protter state that the tangential 
drag force is insignificant when the acute angle between the cable and 
the wind direction exceeds 45°. Their theory applies equally to a cable 
towing a body, or to a tethering cable. It encompasses the case where 
the body generates a net thrust opposing the stream direction, giving a 
re-entrant loop in the cable. Again, solutions are presented in tabular 
form to facilitate engineering application.
Further extensions to the theory were made by Genin & Cannon (1967) 
who incorporated normal and tangential aerodynamic forces, and cable 
weight into their analysis of an inextensible flexible cable immersed in 
a uniform stream. By numerically integrating the equilibrium equations, 
the relative effects of these three forces were demonstrated. Genin & 
Cannon endeavour to show the importance of skin-friction drag: although 
this force undoubtedly influences the cable shape, the effect of cable 
weight is far more important for the cases they examine. Unfortunately, 
it is difficult to assess the relative importance of mass and tangential 
drag forces from the results presented. Genin & Cannon also appear to 
misunderstand Glauert's earlier work, in asserting that his theory 
neglects the cable weight.
A more convincing demonstration of the importance of tangential 
aerodynamic forces to the equilibrium cable shape is given by Varma & 
Goela (1982). These workers appreciate that whereas the aerodynamic 
forces are proportional to the cable diameter, d, the mass forces vary 
as d2. Consequently, the aerodynamic forces govern the cable's 
equilibrium shape as the cable diameter decreases. Numerical results 
are presented for a cable with the very small diameter of 0.33mm in a 
uniform 10 m/sec wind. The equations include both normal and tangential 
aerodynamic forces1, and the equilibrium cable shapes clearly show 
dependence on these forces. Since the cable weight used by Varma &
Goela is only about 1.2 Newton per kilometre, their results could be 
considered essentially as zero mass solutions. This figure of lN/km 
should be compared with approximate values of the aerodynamic forces, 
calculated for a typical cable angle <j> of 30°. Then, the aerodynamic
1Varma & Goela assert that a previous study of tethered wind-energy 
conversion systems (Fletcher & Roberts, 1980) neglected all aerodynamic 
forces acting on the cable. This is incorrect: the study cited 
included normal aerodynamic forces, although the tangential force was
neglected (B.W. Roberts, personal communication, 1983).
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normal force and the tangential skin-friction drag force are 
respectively 6.6 N and 0.87 N per kilometre. It is evident from these 
numbers, and from Figure 2 of Varma & Goela’s paper that one must 
carefully account for both components of the aerodynamic force when 
considering the equilibrium of small-diameter cables. As a design 
axiom, in seeking to minimise the cable mass a material with a high 
strength to weight ratio should be selected, and then loaded to a 
suitably high stress level. Consequently, one would expect tethering 
cables to have small diameters in practice.
An approximate analytical solution for the shape of an inelastic, 
flexible towing cable has been provided by Narkis (1977). The 
approximation arises from an observation, first recorded by Glauert, 
that for certain towed body weight to drag ratios the cable is 
straight. In any case, a towing cable is often nearly straight over 
much of its length. Narkis constructs a perturbation solution about 
this constant-angle cable which gives quite accurate results for both 
heavy and light cables. Both these cable types are "nearly straight" 
over much of their length. Presumably, Narkis’ theory breaks down when 
the cable has intermediate mass and appreciable curvature.
The several works mentioned above essentially report engineering 
investigations of the equilibrium shape and tension of a homogeneous 
cable under the action of gravity, and subject to a uniform flow field.
A mathematically rigourous theory of the equilibrium of a flexible 
inelastic cable subject to external forces which are arbitrary functions 
of the cable orientation is given by Alekseev (1964). His theory 
applies to a homogeneous cable which has a general equilibrium curvature 
in three-dimensional space, and leads to solutions for tension, arc 
length and cable coordinates as integral functions of the arbitrary 
external forces.
2.6.2 Equations of equilibrium of an elastic cable in a 
unidirectional wind field
Although Alekseev’s theory is both elegant and rigourous, we do not 
require such general theory here. As the wind field is assumed to be 
unidirectional, and the rotorcraft assumed to develop no resultant side 
force, the tethering cable will lie in a vertical plane aligned with the 
wind direction. The cable is assumed to be extensible. Because the
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cable mass must be kept small, the cable structural core will have a 
small cross-sectional area, and we anticipate that even relatively short 
cables could be quite compliant. Furthermore, the inclusion of cable 
elasticty facilitates numerical estimation of the cable 
force-displacement derivatives, as will be seen in Chapter 3*
Consider the elastic cable sketched in Figure 2.19. In accordance 
with the nomenclature established in the literature, denote the upper 
cable tension by Tx, and the upper cable angle by <j>x. This marks a 
departure from the previous notation where the cable angle $x was called 
ace. The tension Tx is the equilibrant of the force Fce of 
Figure 2.9. The lower end of the cable is attached to the origin of the 
Earth-fixed axes. Figure 2.19 depicts the elastic cable in a strained 
condition, and indicates that the fluid-dynamic pressure £pUq maY a 
function of altitude z.
We assume the cable to be of uniform construction throughout its 
length, although what follows here and in Section 3*4.2 may easily be. 
extended to cables where the cross-section is an arbitrary prescribed 
function of distance l along the cable. The cable is composed of a 
structural core, encased in a layer of electrical conductor.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the electrical conductor carries no 
mechanical load. This is a realistic assumption for a layer of low 
elastic modulus conductor woven around a high-modulus core. In the 
unstrained condition, the diameter of the structural core is d^Q, and 
the outside diameter of the cable is dc. The conductor area Ac remains 
constant under tension. Because the maximum tension usually occurs at 
the top end of the cable, the required cable structural core diameter 
can be determined at this point. The core diameter, d^0 should exceed
dk0 - /4FST x/ttou'
where au is the ultimate stress of the material, and Fs is a reserve 
factor on ultimate stress.
Equations of equilibrium of an elastic cable:
Consider an element of cable with an unstrained length of dfi,. Under 
the action of the local tension T the element extends to ds as sketched 
in Figure 2.20. The weight force, and the normal and tangential 
aerodynamic forces acting on the strained element are w.ds, N.ds and 
x.ds respectively. Note that w.ds = w0.di,, where w0 is the weight per
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Figure 2.19 Equilibrium of an elastic tethering cable.
The strained length of the cable is scR.
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unit length of unstrained cable. Let us denote the extension of the 
element by Ad£. Then,
ds = di, + AdS, = dUd+AdJl/di,) = d£(l+et)
where ej- is the tangential engineering strain of the element. From the 
theory of elasticity, = T/AkoEk, where Ako is the cross-sectional 
area of the unstrained element, so that
ds = dZ(l+T/AkoEk) = di,(l+TCk) . (2.67)
Here, Ck = l/AkoEk is the compliance per unit length of the cable 
structural core. Now, from Figure 2.20,
dx = ds.cos<i) , dz = ds.sin<j)
so that with (2.67) one obtains the geometrical relationships
dx/dfi, = cos<}>(l+TCk) (2.68)
dz/dS, = sin<j>(l+TCk) . (2.69)
Again from the figure, together with (2.67), the equations of force 
equilibrium in the tangential and normal directions may be expressed as
dT/di, = (wsin<|)-T) (l+TCk)
= w0sin<{) - t (l+TCk) (2.70)
T.d<j)/dS, = (wcos^+N) (l+TCk)
- w0cos(j> + N(l+TCk) . (2.71)
The equations (2.68-71) define the equilibrium shape and tension of an 
extensible cable in an arbitrary unidirectional wind field. We cannot 
integrate the equations until the functional forms of the elemental 
aerodynamic forces N and t are specified.
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CROSS-SECTION OF
Figure 2.20 Free body diagram of a strained cable element. 
The unstrained elemental length is d&.
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Poisson’s ratio effects:
Under tension, a structural element extends and suffers a diametral 
contraction. In considering the action of distributed weight and 
aerodynamic forces .over a strained element, we should evaluate w, N and 
t using the reduced cable diameter. The contraction may be quantified 
using Poisson's ratio, = -er/ef Accordingly, the reduced diameter 
of the cable structural core is
dk = dkoU-VkTCk) (2.72)
and the external diameter of the strained cable element is
dc = /4Ac tt + d^ . (2.73)
In practice, the maximum strain along the cable is expected to be of the 
order of 5%, with a typical working strain of perhaps 2% or 3%.
Monofilamental Kevlar-29 has an ultimate strain of about . We could 
therefore expect the radial strain not to exceed 1%, and therefore to be 
inconsequential to the calculation of aerodynamic forces. It will also 
have been observed from (2.70-71) that an expression for the cable 
weight per strained length, w, is not required. The weight per unit 
length of unstrained cable is
Wq = (^ k^oPk^ U + c^Pc^ 3 • (2.7*0
Cable aerodynamic forces:
Finally, let us consider the functional form of the aerodynamic 
forces per unit length of cable, N and t . Virtually all previous 
workers have used the empirical expressions for normal and tangential 
drag coefficients proposed by Hoerner (1965, p. 3.11)* Based upon the 
experimental results of several other workers, including Relf & Powell 
(1917), Hoerner proposed that at subcritical Reynolds numbers
CN 55 Ci)0sin2<j) + CfSin<t>
CT = CfCos<f)
Here, C^q is the basic drag coefficient with the flow normal to the 
cable element, whilst Cf is the skin-friction drag coefficient measured 
with the cable aligned with the flow direction. When resolved parallel 
and perpendicular to the wind directions, these expressions with
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C[)0 » 1 .1  and Cf =* 0.02 give reasonable agreement with the experimental 
findings cf several workers cited by Hcerner. Mere recently, ESDU 
International have published a Data Item (E.S.D.U., 1982) which presents 
collected results frem many investigations of single cylinders immersed 
in flu id  flews. Based cn these experimental investigations, i t  is 
recommended that
Cn “ C[)Csin2<i> (2.75)
CT -  CDo.k . ( it/2-<}>) • (2- I tt/ 2-(J>| ) , 0 < <f> < tt , (2.76)
where k » 0.033 for smooth cables, and k * 0.045 for stranded cables.
It is surprising that Relf & Powell (1917) is  the only reference cited 
by the ESDU to contain experimentally measured tangential force data. 
Figure 2.21 shows this experimental data, together with measurements cf 
the aerodynamic normal force acting on a number cf different cables.
The empirical curves (2.75-76) and Hcerner’ s expression fer the 
tangential force also appear cn the figure. It can be seen that the 
relations given by the ESDU provide a good approximation to the 
available data, provided that the basic drag coe ffic ien t  Cq0 is known. 
Hcerner’ s expression for the tangential drag coe ffic ien t  is inaccurate.
Reynolds number e f fe c t s :
At medium to high subcritical Reynolds numbers Re » U0dc/v  the basic 
drag coeffic ien t Cd0 is largely independent cf Reynolds number. The 
ESDU defines an emperically reduced Reynolds number tc account for the 
effects  cf fluid stream turbulence and the presence of roughness 
elements on the body. As this effective Reynolds number decreases below 
about 102, the drag coefficient rises sharply as can be seen in Figure 
2.22. Although the effective Reynolds number depends cn both the scale 
and intensity of wind stream turbulence, i t  is  usually su ffic iently  
accurate to disregard these influences. Cable roughness significantly  
increases the effective Reynolds number and cannot be ignored. Suppose 
a large number n of small strands of diameter d are packed around a core 
of diameter D. It is easy to shew that for large n
d/D * ir/(n-ir) .
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Figure 2.21 Comparison of the data of Relf & Powell (1917) with
the normal and tangential drag coefficient expressions. 
CDo is estimated from CN at $ = 90°.
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Furthermore, if n = 50 then the Data Item previously cited gives an 
equivalent roughness ratio e/D » 0.04. This roughness is sufficient to 
increase the effective Reynolds number by a factor of seven. Figure 
2.23 shows the basic cable drag coefficient plotted against wind speed 
for cable diameters of 1 mm and 10 mm. The figure shows results for 
smooth cables and for stranded cables with e/D « 0.04, and was obtained 
using the previously mentioned Data Item. Since the kinematic viscosity 
of air was taken to be v = I4.6xl0-6 m2/sec, Figure 2.23 is applicable 
only to sea-level conditions. The value of v rises monotonically with 
altitude until well above the tropopause, reaching a value of 
approximately 34.9xlO-6 m2/sec at an altitude of ten kilometers.
Once the basic drag coefficient Cq0 is determined, one can calculate 
the normal and tangential aerodynamic forces per unit length of cable as
2 pU0 • Cfj* dc (2.77)
2 pu0 • * ^c (2.78)
where the air density p and the wind speed U0 may be constants, or may 
be prescribed functions of altitude. Possible forms taken by these 
functions will be discussed presently.
2.6.3 Some cable equilibrium calculation methods:
Solution of the cable equilibrium equations consists essentially of 
integrating the differential equations (2.68-71) over the cable length, 
subject to the relations (2.72-78). Because of the manner in which the 
differential equations are formulated, one actually integrates over the 
unstrained cable length £CR. Although an analytic solution is available 
in the absence of wind, generally the integration must be performed 
numerically. Certainly this is so when both the weight and the 
tangential aerodynamic force are included, or where the wind speed 
varies with altitude. Two classes of problem occur, and will be 
discussed in turn. Either we prescribe the cable length, and seek an 
equilibrium value of the upper cable altitude z l t or we may specify the 
altitude of the vehicle, and solve for a cable length 2,CR.
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Figure 2.23 Effect of typical roughness, diameter and wind 
speed on the drag coefficient of cables.
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Prescribed cable length, nonuniform wind field:
By far the most difficult calculation arises in seeking an 
equilibrium solution for a cable of prescribed length which is subject 
to a wind which varies in strength with altitude. The difficulty arises 
in starting the calculation: the vehicle equilibrium solution provides 
end conditions for the cable equilibrium equations, yet until the 
altitude of the upper cable point is known the vehicle equilibrium 
equations cannot be solved. It may be posible to reformulate the 
problem by writing the cable upper boundary conditions in terms of the 
craft equilibrium equations. A simultaneous numerical solution of the 
algebraic equations of vehicle equilibrium and the differential 
equations describing the cable equilibrium, subject to the prescribed 
wind field, may then be possible using a suitable "shooting method".
This boundary value problem is complicated by the nonlinear vehicle 
equations and still requires an initial estimate of the vehicle 
altitude. If the first estimate of the altitude z x is poorly chosen, 
the numerical method will fail.
The difficulty in choosing a first estimate of altitude suggests an 
alternative solution technique, analogous to the deployment of the 
vehicle. Beginning with a short cable, solve the equilibrium equations 
of the vehicle and tethering cable for successively longer cables until 
the prescribed cable length is reached. Provided that the increase in 
cable length at each step is sufficiently small, each solution will 
provide an initial estimate of sufficient accuracy to begin the 
calculation at the next cable length. Alternatively, the calculation 
can be started with the wind profile scaled by zero, and the scalar 
successively increased to unity by some suitable increment. It is 
apparent from these considerations that the calculation of machine and 
cable equilibrium in a nonuniform wind field is extremely difficult and 
time consuming when the cable length is prescribed. We do not attempt 
this calculation here.
Prescribed cable length, uniform wind field:
If the machine operates in conditions where the wind speed is 
approximately constant with altitude, the equilibrium calculation for a 
specified length of cable is straightforward. Such conditions could 
occur over restricted altitudes, or if the rotorcraft were towed at a 
constant velocity. Incidentally, this simplifying factor is present in 
almost all studies of cable towed or tethered bodies. It is a good
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assumption for a body towed at high speed, but is less certain when the 
body is tethered in a wind stream. Upon assuming the wind field to be 
uniform, the equilibrium of the machine can be calculated immediately, 
and therefore the upper cable angle and tension are known. The cable 
solution then proceeds as a simple initial-value problem, integrating 
down the cable until the prescribed length is reached. At the 
completion of the integration, the altitude zx and range Xx of the upper 
cable end have also been calculated.
Prescribed upper cable point altitude:
The second class of cable problem occurs when we specify the 
equilibrium altitude of the machine, and must calculate the required cable 
length. Because the starting altitude is known, one simply integrates 
down the cable until the ground is reached at z, » 0. Any variation of 
the wind stream dynamic pressure with altitude is irrelevant to the 
method of solution of this initial value problem: the wind speed and 
air density profiles can be made arbitrarily complicated.
In any of these initial-value problems, it may be that the upper 
cable tension is insufficiently large to lift the cable to the 
prescribed altitude or cable length. Consequently, as the integration 
proceeds, we must check that the cable tension remains positive, and 
that the cable angle <j> lies within the range of 0° to 180°. Violation 
of either condition implies that although the vehicle is in trim, a 
cable equilibrium solution cannot be achieved for the desired cable 
length or the prescribed altitude.
2.6.4 Some shapes adopted by elastic cables in still air
In still air a uniform, flexible, inelastic cable forms a catenary. The 
catenary solution can be found in many elementary mechanics textbooks, 
and will not be discussed here. When the cable is elastic, it does not 
form a catenary since the weight per unit length varies with the local 
cable tension. That is, the elemental weight in the strained condition 
w = w0/(l+TCk) is not distributed uniformly along the cable. An exact 
expression for the shape and tension variation in this case is not known 
to the writer. The term TC^ = T/A^q E^ is the same order as the working 
strain of the cable, so that the classical catenary solution is 
sufficiently accurate for many high-modulus engineering materials. For
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other materials, such as nylon, the equilibrium cable shape may depart 
considerably from a catenary.
This brief section serves to present some shapes adopted by elastic 
cables draped in still air. These cable profiles were obtained by 
numerically integrating the differential equations of cable equilibrium 
(2.68-71), using the cable parameters listed in Appendix A. They are 
included for completeness, and will be referred to later in this thesis.
Figure 2.24 shows a family of profiles adopted by a cable of length 
1080 ra as the vehicle thrust to weight ratio is varied. The wind speed 
is zero, and the vehicle incidence is maintained at 10° nose up. The 
cable core is composed of Kevlar-29 fibres. Because this cable is 
structurally stiff, the cable shapes correspond closely to catenary 
profiles. This figure can be compared with Figure 2.25 which is 
identical except that the Kevlar core has been replaced by nylon. The 
effect of the increased cable compliance can clearly be seen, especially 
at the higher cable tensions where considerable cable elongation is 
evident.
Further results for Kevlar cables are shown as Figure 2.26. In this 
figure the vehicle pitch incidence is varied with the rotor thrust and 
machine altitude held constant. Again, the wind speed is zero.
2.6.5 Influence of wind on cable equilibrium
It is clear that the total drag force acting on the vehicle increases 
with the wind speed. As a result, the upper cable angle will usually 
decrease, and the upper cable tension will increase. Due to the 
increased aerodynamic forces acting normal to cable elements the cable 
will become more curved. The length of tether required to reach a 
specified altitude will therefore increase. In order to lift this 
increased cable mass, it is desirable that the equilibrium vehicle pitch 
incidence should be reasonably shallow, and the thrust to weight ratio 
be large. Although these requirements would at first seem to be 
incompatible with windmilling operation of the machine, it should be 
remembered that a much greater rotor thrust can occur in wind than in 
hovering flight.
Since the cable aerodynamic forces increase as the square of the 
wind speed, they will eventually dominate the equilibrium shape of the 
cable. This is true even for high density, large diameter cables; for
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Figure 2.24 Influence of thrust to weight ratio on the 
shape of Kevlar cables draped in still air.
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Figure 2.25 Influence of thrust to weight ratio on the shape 
of nylon cables draped in still air.
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sufficiently large wind speeds the cable weight forces will be 
insignificant in comparison with the aerodynamic forces.
It is important to appreciate the different effects of the normal 
and tangential components of aerodynamic force. The normal aerodynamic 
force acts to increase the curvature of a cable element, but has no 
effect on the tension within that element. Conversely, the tangential 
aerodynamic forces add directly to the increment of tension across the 
cable element, and so tend to straighten a cable trailed downwind. The 
roughness of the cable influences the tangential skin-friction force, 
which will be larger for a stranded cable than for a smooth jacketed 
cable. Although the basic cable drag coefficient C^q depends on the 
effective Reynolds number, Figure 2.23 shows that C^o often lies between 
0.9 and 1.2. The drag coefficient may be larger for small, smooth 
cables at wind speeds below about 5 m/sec, but the importance of this 
effect is diminished by the low dynamic pressures of light winds.
Scaling laws for operation at maximum altitude:
It is interesting to derive some relationships which show how the 
operating ceiling of tethered rotorcraft is restricted by the magnitude 
of various parameters. We assume that arbitarily large thrust to weight 
ratios can be developed by the vehicle. The idealised analyses then 
yeild relationships between the maximum operating altitude, the cable's 
strength and the scale of the aerodynamic and gravity loadings.
Two extreme types of idealised cable loading will be considered.
The first case examined is applicable to a vehicle tethered by a small- 
diameter cable which is subject to moderate or strong winds. The 
cable's weight is assumed to be insignificant relative to the total 
normal aerodynamic force acting on the entire cable. The second cable 
loading consists entirely of weight forces, and therefore yeilds a 
scaling law applicable to tethered flight in still air. These two cases 
represent extrema in the interplay between the aerodynamic and 
gravitational loadings which influence the ceiling altitude of tethered 
rotorcraft.
Idealised operating ceiling in high winds:
For a given wind velocity and air density, the aerodynamic forces 
will become more important than the cable mass forces as the cable 
diameter decreases. As previously noted, this situation arises because 
the elemental aerodynamic forces depend on the projected area dc .ds,
Ill
whilst the weight is proportional to the elemental volume 7rd£/4.ds.
This causes an important effect of scale which is discussed below.
Neumark (1961) gives the correct but rather surprising result that a 
uniform inextensible cable immersed in a uniform stream forms a catenary 
when subject only to normal fluid forces. This catenary has a 
horizontal axis of symmetry, and is described by the equations
T - Tj = constant (2.79)
nl/T = cot<}>0 - cot<j> (2.80)
nx/T = coseC(j>0 - cosec<p (2.8l)
nz/T = Hn tan(<j>/2) - In tan(<f>0/2) , (2.82)
where n is a constant given by
It is important to appreciate that a cable subject only to the assumed 
aerodynamic loading can never have a slope of zero. In practise this is 
not so, because the gravitational and skin-friction forces will be non­
zero. From Equations (2.81-82) the catenary profile is found to be
The parameter of this catenary is T/n.
Next, assume the cable to be stressed to some allowable working 
stress Oy. Then
and with Equations (2.82) and (2.83) the maximum attainable altitude zx 
is given in dimensionless form by
n _ 2 P^o ^ c *^D o (2.83)
nx/T = -cosh[nz/T + in tan(<pQ/2) ] + cosec$0
T = ow .irdQ/4 , (2.84)
(2.85)
For geometrically similar cables, <p0 and <i>x are constants, and the
ceiling altitude is seen to be directly proportional to the cable 
diameter and its strength to weight ratio, and to vary inversely as the 
square of wind speed. Furthermore, for geometrically similar cables, 
only the cable diameter dc in Equation (2.85) is dependent on the 
vehicle scale R. The thrust of a rotor is limited by tip speed due to 
Mach number effects, by blade stall, and by the blade area sttR2. For a 
rotor operated to its aerodynamic limits, the thrust is therefore 
proportional to sR2. If two geometrically similar machines operate at 
the same thrust to weight ratio and vehicle pitch attitude, the cable 
tension then varies as R2. Consequently, the cable diameter will be 
proportional to R, and for cables of geometrically similar profile 
subject only to normal aerodynamic forces
R constant ( 2. 86)
So, to double the idealised ceiling for operation in strong winds, the 
machine size must also be doubled, provided that geometric similarity is 
preserved and that the rotors are operated to their aerodynamic limits.
Idealised operating ceiling in still air:
It is interesting to compare this result with that obtained for a 
uniform inelastic cable draped in still air. Such a cable will have a 
weight per unit length w0 of
wo
TTd2
Ij * PcS (2.87)
where here pc is the effective cable density. Using (2.84) and (2.87) 
with the classical catenary equations it is easy to show that the 
maximum altitude zx occurs when
. (i - cos $ i) . (2.88)
Ow
This maximum altitude occurs when the cable slope is zero at the 
ground. The idealised operating ceiling in hover is therefore dependent 
only on the cable’s strength to weight ratio, and is independent of the 
size of the tethered vehicle.
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Any real cable draped in wind will be subject to weight forces and 
to aerodynamic forces. When the ratio of weight to aerodynamic forces
w0 = tt Pq dcg 
n 2* p ’ Uq
is large, the scaling law (2.88) will apply. Otherwise, the maximum 
operating ceiling will depend on the cable strength, the wind speed and 
the machine size, according to the laws (2.85) and (2.86).
Some cable shapes in wind:
From the preceding brief discussion, it is apparent that a number of 
interdependent factors influence the equilibrium shape and tension 
variation of a tethering cable. These factors include 
upper cable angle and tension 
cable density, diameter and surface roughness
scale and shape of the dynamic pressure variation with attitude. 
Some effects will be now illustrated with results pertaining to our 
example machine. The results are presented as plots of the equilibrium 
cable shapes, together with additional data collected in Table 2.1 
Figures (2.27-30) relate to the tethering cable described in 
Appendix A. This cable is of uniform section, with an external diameter 
dc * 1.41 mm and a mass per unit length of approximately 3-30 kg/km.
The cable is multi-stranded, and is assumed to have a constant basic 
drag coefficient Cd0 = 1.0 at all wind speeds. This constant value is 
accurate to about 10$ for wind speeds between 1 m/sec and 30 m/sec.
Figure 2.27 illustrates the effect of the aerodynamic forces on the 
shape of a cable immersed in a uniform wind stream of moderately high 
velocity. The figure depicts cable shapes obtained with a vehicle 
altitude of 1 km, a thrust to weight ratio r = 2.0 and an equilibrium 
pitch incidence of 10° nose up. Consequently, the upper cable angle and 
tension are identical for all three curves, although the cable lengths 
vary considerably. It can be seen that this wind speed (U0 * 19 m/sec) 
gives aerodynamic normal forces which are sufficiently large to almost 
completely determine the equilibrium cable shape. The resultant 
aerodynamic force acting on the cable amounts to about 65$ of T x, whilst 
the cable weight equals approximately 19$ of this tension. If all wind 
forces are neglected the resulting catenary forms almost a straight 
line. The influence of the tangential skin-friction forces may also be
114
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2.27 a 0 . 1 6 2.0 10 64.4 1.06 0.950 1.13 .123 - - 1.53
b 0.16 2.0 10 64.4 1.06 0.950 1.83 .200 .488 . 454 1.53
c 0 . 1 6 2.0 10 64.4 1.06 1.03 1 . 8 0 .197 .450 .521 1.53
2.28 a 0.08 1.5 10 58.2 0.557 0.465 1.62 .177 .120 .137 2.63
b 0.08 2.0 10 67.6 1.04 0.943 1.18 .129 .114 .211 3.38
c 0.08 2.5 10 70.9 1.54 1.44 1.11 .121 .100 .235 4.38
d 0.08 3.0 10 72.4 2.04 1.94 1.08 . 1 1 8 .090 .244 5.63
2.29 a 0.08 2.0 -10 107.0 1.03 0.913 1.02 .111 -.043 .272 5.69
b 0.08 2.0 0 87.2 1.00 0.898 1.03 .112 .051 .270 4.52
c 0.08 2.0 10 67.6 1.04 0.943 1.18 .129 .114 .211 3.38
d 0.08 2.0 20 49.8 1.13 1.04 1.52 . 166 .127 .137 2.29
e 0.08 2.0 30 34.4 1.26 1 . 1 8 2.32 .253 .100 .080 1.30
2.30 a 0.16 2.0 -10 104.0 1.02 0.937 1.13 .123 .248 .948 6.15
b 0.16 2.0 0 83.8 1.01 0.952 1.37 .150 .419 .737 3.79
c 0.16 2.0 10 64.4 1 . 06 1.03 1.80 .197 .450 .521 1.53
d 0.16 2.0 20 3^.3 1.16 1 . 1 6 2.64 .288 .382 .358 -0.58
2.32 a 0 . 1 8 2.0 10 63.4 1.07 1.03 2.00 .218 .435 .503 1.09
b 0 . 1 6 2.0 10 64.3 1.06 1.02 1.74 .190 .434 .507 1.51
*Total aerodynamic rotor power.
Table 2.1 Further information relating to the cable equilibrium 
solutions of Figures (2.27-30) and Figure (2.32).
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seen. As these forces act upward along the length of the cable, they 
increase the average cable tension. A more highly tensioned cable 
requires less curvature to equilibrate the forces normal to each 
element, and is therefore straighter than a less taut cable. Because 
all cables depicted in Figure 2.27 have identical upper end altitudes, 
angles and tensions, the straighter cable ’c' lies inside the less 
highly tensioned cable ' b'. Table 2.1 gives some indication of the 
tension variation along each cable in the form of values of the upper 
and lower cable tensions T x and T0.
In Figure 2.28 we see the influence of the rotor thrust to vehicle 
weight ratio T on the equilibrium shape of cables in a uniform wind 
stream. Both the normal and tangential components of aerodynamic force 
are included in the calculation. As expected, the cable becomes more 
vertical and less curved as the thrust to weight ratio is increased.
The amount of drape is dependent on the cable slope and tension at the 
upper end. As the thrust to weight ratio approaches unity, both the 
upper cable angle and tension must decrease in order that the machine 
remain in force equilibrium. A comparison of these quantities as set 
out in Table 2.1 with the hovering-flight predictions of Figure 2.12 
implies that the rotor drag and tailplane forces are quite small. Table 
2.1 also shows that the steep, highly tensioned cables develop more drag 
force, D, than the longer shallow draped cables. This result is not 
paradoxical, as the steep cables have larger components of the normal 
aerodynamic force in the streamwise (drag) direction. Although the more 
highly tensioned cables are shorter, the aerodynamic normal force is 
perhaps an order of magnitude greater than the skin-friction force. 
Similarly, the aerodynamic "lift" force L acting downward is greatest 
when the cable has a shallow inclination above the horizontal.
The influence of the magnitude and direction of the upper cable 
tension vector is further illustrated in Figures 2.29 and 2.30. In 
those figures two different wind speeds are chosen, and the vehicle 
pitch incidence is set at several values for a constant thrust to weight 
ratio. Again, the craft altitude is held at one kilometre. Each figure 
shows the strong influence of the cable upper end conditions. As the 
vehicle pitches nose up the cable becomes more highly tensioned and more 
horizontal. These two effects oppose, with the net result that the 
cable sag to span ratio remains approximately constant for the range of 
pitch attitudes shown. Comparison of cable profiles with similar 
downwind ranges between the two figures again reveals the dominant
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influence of normal aerodynamic forces on cable curvature.
Two other points of interest can be found in Table 2.1. Because the 
curve 'a' of Figure 2.29 is inclined forward into the wind stream, the 
normal components of-aerodynamic force cause a significant upward lift 
to be developed. The lift acting on the cable equals approximately 4% 
of the vehicle weight. At the other extreme, the skin-friction forces 
acting on a long, shallow draped cable in high winds may contribute 
significant lift. It can be seen in Table 2.1 that the tensions at the 
top and bottom of the cable 'c' are identical. What occurs here is that 
over the upper 40? of the cable, the tension decreases with altitude, 
due to the cable weight. In the remaining 60? of the cable, below the 
point marked in Figure 2.30, the cable angle is sufficiently shallow 
that the upward-acting tangential skin-friction forces cause the cable 
tension to increase toward the ground. Coincidentally, the lower cable 
tension equals the upper cable tension for the case chosen.
2.6.6 Wind profiles and their effect on cable shape
To this point, we have been speaking of equilibrium shapes found by 
cables immersed in uniform wind streams, with the implicit assumption 
that the air density also remains invariant with altitude. As both of 
these assumptions are often unreasonable, let us consider the form of 
possible dynamic pressure profiles. Two types of wind profile are of 
interest: the planetary boundary layer, and the remainder of the wind
field extending past the tropopause and containing jet streams. Air 
density usually shows a steady decrease with altitude.
Planetary boundary layers:
The troposphere can conveniently be divided into three layers: a 
planetary boundary layer some 300 to 1000 metres deep, a 3 to 10 metres 
thick surface sublayer, and the free atmosphere outside the boundary 
layer. The thickness of both the sublayer and the planetary boundary 
layer depends on the scale and type of surface roughness elements. 
Outside of the boundary layer, the flow is determined by the action of 
Coriolis, pressure gradient and inertial (centrifugal) forces, and is 
termed the gradient wind. The balance of forces is such that the steady 
air flow must be tangent to the isobars. When the isobars are only 
slightly curved, the inertial force can be neglected, and the idealised
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flow resulting from pressure and Coriolis forces is called the 
geostrophic wind.
Within the sublayer, it is assumed that Coriolis forces are 
negligible, and the flow in this region of constant shear stress is 
governed only by surface roughness characteristics. The velocity within 
the sublayer is given by Prandtl’s logarithmic law
where uT = /i0/p' is the "friction velocity", x0 is the surface shear 
stress, K * 0.40 is von K^rm^n’s constant, and z0 is the roughness 
scale.
In the remainder of the planetary boundary layer, Coriolis forces 
are important and must be considered together with pressure, viscous and 
inertial forces. The equations describing the balance of these forces 
can be solved (Batchelor, 1967, p -195; Holton, 1972, p.84) to give the 
well known Ekman spiral, which is described in terms of perpendicular 
velocity components:
u/uG - 1 - exp(-irz/zG ) .cos(ttz/zg) (2.90)
v/uG = -exp(--rrz/zG) .sin(TTZ/zG) . (2.91)
The thickness of the boundary layer, zG , is defined as the height at 
which viscous effects are negligible, and is often called the gradient 
height. Figure 2.31 depicts the theoretical velocity spiral in a 
Southern Hemispheric Ekman layer. Over the depth of the layer 
(z-0 to z=zG ) the mean value of £(u2+v2)/uG is 0.4016. A uniform 
velocity u « 0.8962.uG will therefore give the same average dynamic 
pressure over the thickness of an Ekman layer.
The ideal Ekman spiral is rarely observed in the atmosphere, due to 
factors such as eddy mixing and hydrostatic instability. Although there 
is some change of wind direction with altitude, several investigations 
cited by Teunissen (1970) show that the surface wind rotation is limited 
to only about 20° of azimuth. One series of measurements over flat 
terrain disclosed no systematic deviation in wind direction over the 
lower 600 feet of atmosphere. Teunissen suggests that the wind profile 
in the planetary boundary layer may be approximated by the power law
122
Figure 2.31 Ekman spiral in the Southern Hemisphere.
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(u/uG ) - (z/zG)a (2.92)
where the gradient height zG lies between about 300 m and 550 m, and the 
exponent takes values from 0.1 to 0.4. Both these parameters increase 
approximately logarithmically with the scale of surface roughness 
elements. Some workers (Lumley & Panofsky, 1964, p.117; Tennekes & 
Lumley, 1972, p.169) advocate a logarithmic wind profile which matches 
the velocity in the shear layer to the remainder of the boundary layer. 
This law takes the form
where B accounts for any shift in the zero point of the wind profile, 
and is small.
Effect of Ekman layer profile on cable shape:
To demonstrate the influence of the wind profile on the equilibrium 
shape of a draped cable, let us take the Ekman layer as representative 
of a typical atmospheric boundary layer profile. The Ekman layer 
profile is more highly sheared than typical logarithmic or power law 
profiles. Because we are interested in the equilibrium of a cable 
draped in a vertical plane, the change of wind direction with altitude 
will be ignored, and the resultant velocity /u2 +v2 obtained from 
(2.90-91) taken as representative of the wind strength at any particular 
altitude.
Figure 2.32 shows the shape of a cable immersed in an Ekman layer 
one kilometre thick. The cable parameters are specified in Appendix 
A.1. Within the boundary layer, the dynamic pressure was calculated by 
assuming the air density to vary according to the U.S. standard 
atmosphere, 1976. The resulting cable shape is compared with that found 
by a cable subject to a field of uniform wind speed and air density, and 
having the same mean dynamic pressure over the one kilometre altitude.
It is apparent from the figure that the lengths and shapes of cables in 
these two wind profiles are quite different, yet inspection of Table 2.1 
shows that the total aerodynamic forces acting on the two cables are 
almost identical. Since the boundary layer profile gives a 
concentration of dynamic pressure towards the top of the cable, the 
centre of pressure for the whole cable will be displaced above the 
position found for a uniform wind stream. Then, since the upper cable
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tension vectors are nearly identical, moment equilibrium of the entire 
cable about the lower cable point requires that the upper cable end be 
displaced further downwind in a boundary layer environment.
Wind field above the boundary layer;
Above the gradient height z q  of 300 to 1000 metres, the wind speed 
and direction show no systematic dependence on the surface properties. 
Viscous forces are insignificant, and the flow is driven by Coriolis and 
pressure gradient forces. Temperature gradients are extremely 
important, and the atmosphere may be highly stratified, with large 
vertical wind shears. Outside of the planetary boundary layer, the flow 
cannot be described by a single velocity profile. As an illustrative 
example, however, a monthly average tropospheric wind velocity profile 
has been presented in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 3
THE LINEARISED EQUATIONS OF LONGITUDINAL MOTION OF THE VEHICLE
In the previous chapter, equations describing the longitudinal 
equilibrium of a rotorcraft and its tethering cable were presented.
Those governing equations will now be used to develop equations of 
perturbed longitudinal motion about an arbitrary symmetrical trim 
condition. Using these linearised equations, we can then examine the 
stability of small-perturbation motion of the vehicle.
Many important physical assumptions were made in Section 2.1. Some 
of these are restated here, together with further idealisations which 
considerably simplify an analysis of the vehicle dynamics. The vehicle 
is assumed to behave as a rigid body, and to possess geometrical and 
dynamical symmetry about the longitudinal (x-z) plane. As the rotor 
speed is automatically controlled by adjusting the loading of the 
electrical machine, ft is not admitted as a degree of freedom. The 
vehicle’s state is then described by six rigid-body degrees of freedom, 
plus a number of variables representing the freedom of the rotor blades 
to flap and lag. Next, assume that the rotor forces and blade motion 
respond instantaneously to perturbations in linear and angular velocity 
of the rotor hub, and that they are independent of vehicle 
accelerations. This is equivalent to stating that the rotor frequency ft 
is much greater than any frequency associated with rigid-body motion of 
the vehicle. Since the transient blade motion following a disturbance 
is heavily damped, the assumed quasi-static rotor behaviour gives an 
excellent approximation to flapping response. The validity of this 
assumption is less certain when applied to the calculation of rotor 
forces or induced velocity perturbations because the rotor may have to 
accelerate a large mass of air in order to establish steady perturbed 
flow. Nevertheless, we shall adopt this assumption of quasi-static
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rotor behaviour as it allows the rotor aerodynamic derivatives to be 
evaluated directly from the trim equations of Chapter 2. The 
perturbations in rotor force and moment which occur in response to 
vehicle velocity perturbations can then be represented by rotor 
aerodynamic derivatives, without further consideration of the blade 
degrees of freedom. A lifting-line representation of the tailplane is 
adopted, and we also assume the tailplane aerodynamic forces to respond 
quasi-statically. The third important force to act on the machine 
arises from the tethering cable, which has an infinite number of degrees 
of freedom by virtue of its distributed mass. We assume that the 
influence of the cable on the vehicle can adequately be represented if 
we neglect the motion of any waves in or on the cable. This assumption 
will be discussed further in Section 3*1*3.
These idealisations permit the rigid-body motion of the craft to be 
described by six spatial degrees of freedom. The equations of perturbed 
motion may be written either in conventional craft-fixed axes, or in an 
Earth-fixed reference frame. In the general case where the machine is 
rolled, pitched and yawed both of these options are formidable. Further 
simplifications are available here.
This study concerns the longitudinal behaviour of the rotorcraft and 
tethering cable. Because the vehicle is assumed to have a longitudinal 
plane of dynamic symmetry, there is no unbalanced side force, rolling 
moment or yawing moment in trimmed flight. Furthermore, since the wind 
field is assumed unidirectional, the tethering cable must also find 
equilibrium in the symmetry plane. Due to the counter-rotation of the 
rotors, longitudinal motion produces no resultant aerodynamic forces or 
moments in the lateral directions (y,«j>,^ ). A pitching motion produces 
no inertial coupling between the longitudinal and lateral degrees of 
freedom because the products of inertia Ixy and IZy are both zero by 
virtue of symmetry. With these assumptions, and if longitudinal motion 
of the system begins from a symmetrical trim condition, the equations of 
motion in six spatial degrees of freedom reduce to sets of uncoupled 
"longitudinal" and "lateral" equations. This decoupling has previously 
been reported in connection with symmetrical bodies towed or tethered by 
a cable (DeLaurier, 1970; Cannon & Genin, 1972b). In the circumstance 
of a symmetrical trim condition, the moment of inertia in pitch is 
independent of the machine’s pitch attitude. The equations of 
longitudinal vehicle motion then take their most simple form when 
written in an Earth-fixed reference frame.
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Also note that if the machine is tethered to the Earth's surface by 
one straight inelastic member, this in general reduces the number of 
rigid body degrees of freedom by one.
3.1 EQUATIONS OF PERTURBED LONGITUDINAL MOTION
In the absence of rotor cyclic pitch control, the axis of no feathering 
is coincident with the shaft axis, so ctnf - 9. The equations of 
longitudinal motion for small perturbations Ax, Az and A9 from 
equilibrium may then be written in the Earth-fixed axes as
m A X  = A X C + 2 A X r + A X t C 3 -1 )
m A Z  = A Z C + 2 A Z r + A Z t (3-2)
I A 9  = AMC + 2 A M r + AMt  . (3-3)
In these elementary equations, the right-hand sides represent 
perturbations in force and moment which occur in response to the vehicle 
motion, or from control action. Contributions from the tethering cable, 
rotors and tailplane are identified by the subscripts c, r and t 
respectively. The functional form of these force and moment 
perturbations is the subject of much of the present chapter.
Equations (3.1-3) describe the motion of a vehicle tethered by a 
cable which may be straight or draped. When the cable weight and 
aerodynamic forces are small in comparison with the tension, the cable 
will be nearly straight. In those circumstances, it is expedient to 
formulate the vehicle equations of motion in terms of the cable angle 
and length. Perturbation equations of motion in these variables can be 
obtained from the longitudinal equilibrium equations (2.49-51). 
Accordingly, upon differentiating these equations, the alternative set 
of perturbation equations in the Earth-fixed frame are
m A X  = A F q  • C O S Q I q 0 + A a c . F C g S i n a C g + 2 A X r + A X t (3.4)
m A Z  = "" A F  Q » s i n o t Q 0 A a c . F C 0 C O S a C 0 + 2 A Z r + A Z t (3.5)
I A 9  = - A F c . j l 2 R - ( A 9 + A a c ) . F c e h 2 R + 2 A M r + A M t  , (3.6)
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where the  f o r c e  and moment c o n t r i b u t i o n s  of the  r o t o r s  and t a i l p l a n e  a r e  
aga in  denoted  by AXr , AM^ , e t c .  The moment arms h 2R and £2R a re  de f ined  
by Equations ( 2 . 5 2 ) ,  and can be seen i n  F igu re  2 .10 .  Equat ions (3- 4—6) 
have on ly  t h r e e  degrees  of freedom s in c e  th e  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  i n  upper 
c ab le  ang le  and f o rc e  Aoq and AFC may be e x p re s se d  as f u n c t i o n s  of Ax,
Az and A0. This i s  sc  f o r  s t r a i g h t  or draped  c a b l e s .  A l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  
when th e  ca b le  i s  s t r a i g h t ,  p e r t u r b a t i c n s  of  the  v e h i c l e  c e n t r e  of  mass 
p o s i t i o n  Ax, Az can be e l im in a t e d  and th e  e q u a t i o n s  c a s t  i n  t h e  
o r d i n a t e s  A9, Aac and AFC.
3 .1 .1  Rotor c o n t r i b u t i o n s  to  the  e q u a t io n s  of  p e r t u r b e d  motion
To f u r t h e r  develop th e  equ a t io ns  of l o n g i t u d i n a l  mot ion  (3 .1 - 3 )  or  
( 3 . ^ - 6 ) ,  we r e q u i r e  ex p re s s io n s  f o r  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  made by the  r o t o r s  
to  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  i n  f o r c e  AXrf AZr  and p i t c h i n g  moment AMr  a c t i n g  on the  
m achine .
In  the  d i s t u r b e d  f l i g h t  c o n d i t i o n  shown in  F ig u r e  3 .1 ,  the  v e h i c l e  
c e n t r e  of  mass has p e r t u r b a t i o n  v e l o c i t i e s  u = Ax, w = Az and q = A0 
which give r i s e  t o  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  in  r o t o r  f o r c e s  and moments. Using 
r o t o r  f o r c e s  r e f e r r e d  t o  the  a x i s  of no f e a t h e r i n g ,  t h e  p e r tu r b e d  f o r c e  
components in  the  E a r t h - f i x e d  a x i s  d i r e c t i o n s  a r e ,  per  r o t o r ,
Xr  = Tsin0 + Hccs 0
Zp = Tecs© -  Hsin9
For example,  T = Te+AT in  F igure  3 .1 ,  where th e  s u b s c r i p t  ’ e* deno tes  an 
e q u i l i b r i u m  q u a n t i t y .  In d i f f e r e n t i a l  form, t h e s e  e q u a t io n s  y i e l d  the  
r e q u i r e d  e x p r e s s io n s  f o r  the  r o t o r  f o r c e  p e r t u r b a t i c n s :
11X<3 A0(Te ccs9e -Hes i n 0 e ) + AT.sin0e + AH.cos 0e (3.7)
AZp = -A9(Tes i n 9 e +He ccs0e ) + AT.cos0e -  AH.sin0e . (3.8)
The f i r s t  terms in  t h e s e  ex p re s s io n s  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  f o r c e  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  
due t o  the  r o t a t i o n  of  the  e q u i l i b r i u m  r o t o r  f o r c e  v e c to r s  th rough  A0.
By assuming the  r o t o r  fo rce  p e r t u r b a t i c n s  AT and AH to  be 
s u f f i c i e n t l y  smal l  t h a t  they  may be approximated by t h e  f i r s t  terms of
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A
Figure 3.1 Perturbations of rotor forces and velocities; 
u = Ax, w = Az and q = A9.
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Taylor's series, Equation (3*7) may be cast as
AXp =* A0[TgCCS0e -  Hesin0e + + 9Xr 9 ur
+
A0(Te ccs 0e ~He sin0e +X0p ) + Xyp.Up
+ Xw r.Wp + Xqp.q + Xgo r .A0c (3.9)
In th is  expression, the rotor  force  perturbaticns  are assumed to depend 
on the machine pitch incidence perturbation A0, the l inear  perturbation 
v e l o c i t i e s  ur , wr at the rotor  hub, the veh ic le  p itch  rate  perturbation 
q and the blade c o l l e c t i v e  pitch angle 0O which has been se le c te d  as a 
representative  control  term. The various aerodynamic der ivat ives  may be 
written in an abbreviated symbolic notat ion  as
where ' n' may represent any element of the set
{ S j }  = { 0 , U p , Wp , q , 0q } .
This symbolic notation is used several times in Chapter 3» to refer to 
several different sets of dependent variables.
Similarly ,  the perturbation o f  v e r t i c a l  rotor  force  AZr is
AZp = -A0(Tesin0e +Hecos0e +ZQp) + Zup.Up
(3 .1 0 )
+ ZW p.Wp + Zqp.q + ZgCp.A0Q (3.11)
where
n G {Sx} . ( 3 . 12 )
Since the blade f lapping hinge o f f s e t  i s  zero ,  rotor  moments w i l l
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depend only on the rotor forces and machine geometry. From Figure 3.1 
the pitching moment is
Mr = T.2.rR + H.hrR .
Consequently, the perturbation of rotor moment in disturbed flight can 
be written as
AMp = M0p . A 0 + Myp • Up M^p. Wp + Mqp • Q + M qq • A0q , (3*13)
where
Mnr = + ^ . h rR , n e {SJ . (3-14)
Note that the rotor force derivatives such as 3T/9ur are not the usual 
rotorcraft aerodynamic derivatives, since here the derivatives are taken 
with respect to linear velocities measured in the Earth-fixed axis 
directions.
The derivatives X0r, Z0r and M0r represent changes in rotor force 
and moment due to changing rotor inflow with pitch incidence. They do 
not appear in the usual rotorcraft equations of motion written in 
body-fixed axes but must be included in an Earth-fixed frame. All terms 
in A0 are absent from equations written in a body-fixed frame because 
the axes rotate with the body. When the rotor is hovering in still air 
all derivatives with respect to 0 vanish, as the rotor inflow is then 
independent of disc orientation.
In the preceding expressions, ur and wr are linear velocities of the 
rotor hub, measured with respect to the Earth axes. Due to the pitching 
motion, the rotor hub suffers additional velocity relative to the 
machine’s centre of gravity. Upon discarding terms of second order in 
disturbance quantities, the rotor hub velocity components are
U p  = Ax + A 0 . h 3R (3.15)
w r  = Az + A0.2.3R (3.16)
•C
D<3IIcr
These relations, together with Equations (3*9), (3.11) and (3*13) give 
expressions for the perturbations in rotor force and moment in terms of 
the velocity perturbations of the vehicle's centre of mass:
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AXr = (Tecos0e-Hesin0e+XQr)A0 + Xur.Ax
+ X,:wr . Az + (h3R.Xur + 5,3R.Xwr+Xqr) Aè + X0or * (3.17)
AZr = (-Tesin0e-Hecos0e+Z0r)A0 + Zur.Ax
+ ZWp . Az + ( h 3R. Zjjp + il 3R. Z j^>+Zqp ) A 0 + ^Qor*^®o (3.18)
AMr = MQr.A0 + Mur.Ax + M^.Az
+ (h3R.Mur+ i ,3R.Mwr+Mqr ) . A0 + MQOr.A0o (3.19)
Transformation of aerodynamic derivatives from control-axis 
to Earth-axis directions:
Equations (3.10), (3*12) and (3.1*0 express the derivatives of rotor 
X-force, Z-force and pitching moment in terms of derivatives taken with 
respect to linear velocities in the Earth-axis directions. In Section 
3.2, expressions are developed for rotor force derivatives taken with 
respect to velocities in the directions of the control axes. Because 
the Earth axes can be mapped onto the control axes by a single rotation 
of (it+0) about the y-axis (see Figure 2.2) the transformat ion between 
axis sets is simple. Designate the linear velocities in the xc and zQ 
directions of the control axes as u and w. Then,
u = -urcos0 + wrsin0
w = -ursin0 - wrcos0 .
From these relations, it is clear that
to the first order in perturbation quantities. Operating on the 
expressions (3-10), (3*12) and (3.1**) with these relations gives the 
rotor derivatives in terms of quantities in the control axis directions:
( 3 . 20 )
a_
3wr (3-21)
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■0r
Lur
'•wr
3H 3T
39 0 0 3 * 39 3in0e
-3H 2„ r 3T 3H- „ „ 3T ,- ^  + S Jsin6ecos9e - ^  sin 83ÏÏ 003 ®e
-3H /3T 3H, . 3T .
' - ^Jsin0eoos8e * ^  sin 9,3w 003 0e
v  9H 3T . a
V  = 3^  cos0e + g^ sin0e
3H n 3T .
8or - 3i0oos9e * s m e e
3T n 3H .
'9r “ gg cos©e gg s i n 9e
„ - 3 T  2 n  r  3T  3H 'i . 3H . 2
zur = g^ cos 0e " tg^- " ^j j s i n 0 ec o s0e + ^  sin 0e
„ -3T 2rt r 3T 3h ï , A 3H 2 nzwr " g^ 7 cos 0e M^TT " ^ J sin 0ecos0e - 377 sin  0e3u 3w 3u
7 - 9T n 3H . azqr - gq °os0e - ^  s m 0 e
3T 3H .
,0or " 30oCOS0e 30oSin0e
Her * H-lpR + lï-hp»
M ur + 3u * ^n ^) co s0e [gw .S,r R + ^w .hr R ] s i n0e
Mwr = -(-^.£r R + hr R}cos0e + (-^ jj.i,r R + h r R) si n0e
« 3T 
V  = 3q
3H
• V R + g ^ * ^ r R
M0or " h 0,irR + ^©¿hpR
(3.22)
These expressions are equivalent to the transformat ions given in the 
textbooks by Seckel (1964, p.463) and Etkin (1972, p.192).
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Detailed expressions for the basic rotor aerodynamic derivatives 
3T/3w, 3H/3u, etc. will be developed in Section 3.2.
3.1.2 Tailplane contribution to the equations of perturbed motion
In order to incorporate the effects of the horizontal tail surface into 
the analysis, perturbations of tailplane force AXt, AZt must be related 
to the perturbed motion of the vehicle. That is, we require expressions 
for the various tailplane aerodynamic derivatives.
Figure 3.2 shows the tailplane aerodynamic forces and angles in 
perturbed flight. Again, the vehicle centre of mass has perturbation 
velocities u = Ax, w » Az, and the machine is pitching at a rate 
q = A0. The resulting linear velocity components of the tailplane 
quarter-chord line are u^ and w^, measured in the Earth-fixed axis 
directions. In the perturbed state the rotor hubs suffer velocity 
perturbations which occasion perturbations in the rotor-induced velocity 
field. It is important to appreciate that the perturbations of 
rotor-induced velocity at the tailplane depend on the velocity 
perturbations of the rotors, and not on the tailplane velocities. The 
perturbed inflow angle <f>t, lift and drag forces shown in Figure 3.2 
therefore depend directly on the perturbations to vehicle attitude and 
velocity, and indirectly on the perturbations of rotor-induced flow. A 
more detailed view of the tailplane angles is given in Figure 2.5.
From Figure 3*2, the perturbed lift and drag forces may be resolved 
in the directions of the Earth-fixed axes as
Xt = Dcos<{>t - Lsin<f>t
Zt = Lcos<{>t + Dsin<f>t ,
and the pitching moment at the vehicle centre of mass is 
Mt = h,R.Xt - i„R.Zt .
Expressed in differential form, these relations give the perturbations 
in tailplane aerodynamic force and moment:
Mt
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AXt = -(Desiri(i)te+LeC0S(|)te). A<{>t + AD.cos<i>te - AL.sin<f>te
- ~Z^q .A(}>^  + AD.cos<|)^g - AL.sin^^e ( 3 .23)
AZt = (-Lesin(j)te+DeGOS<})te). A(j)t + AL.cos<{>te + AD.sin<}>te
= Xte.A<}>k + AL.cos^g + AD. s in4>-^ e (3.24)
AMt = AX^. h^R - AZt .fcHR + AhHR.Xte - A£„R.Zte
where the additional subscript ’e' signifies an equilibrium quantity. 
Since the moment arm perturbations Ah,, and AS,* depend only on A0, the 
previous equation can be cast as
The last term of (3*25) represents the perturbation in tailplane moment 
as the tailplane moment arm changes with vehicle pitch incidence.
Next, the perturbation quantities in Equations (3.23-24) are 
expanded with Taylor series in the various dependent variables. We 
assume the perturbations in <})£, L and D to depend directly on 
perturbations to the vehicle pitch incidence 9, tailplane setting angle 
5 and on the linear velocity perturbation of the tailplane quarter-chord 
line. Because the tail is assumed to behave as a lifting line there is 
no direct dependence of the tailplane aerodynamic forces on pitch rate. 
Additional perturbations in tailplane force result from perturbations in 
the rotor-induced flow field. This indirect dependence is assumed to be 
a function of perturbations to the machine pitch incidence, pitch rate 
and linear velocity at the rotor hubs, and of the blade collective pitch 
angle perturbation A90 which is chosen as a representative control 
function. These four rotor variables adequately describe the induced 
flow perturbations at the tail when the rotor perturbations are steady.
Although the rotor is assumed to respond instantaneously to velocity 
perturbations, when the machine operates in wind a time lag At will 
occur as the rotor flow-field perturbations advect to the tailplane 
location. Consequently, the time rates of change ur , wr , q and q of the 
perturbations ur , wr , q, A0 should be included in the Taylor series 
expansions. These additional terms are conventionaly known as downwash 
lag derivatives. Note that a steady pitchrate q = A0 will give a
AMt = AXt.hHR - AZt .A„R - (S.„R-xte+h‘*R * Zte) . A0 . (3 .25)
downwash lag effect to aerodynamic derivatives taken with respect to 
vehicle pitch incidence perturbations A0. That is, A(3 /3q) « At.3 /36.
Because the perturbations in tailplane force depend on the linear 
velocity perturbations of both the rotor and the tailplane, it is 
expedient to partition the tailplane aerodynamic derivatives into 
"direct” parts, and "indirect" parts which depend on the rotor-induced 
flow. Although the Taylor series expansions are then more lengthy, they 
do at least display the physical origin of all terms. Upon performing 
the requisite Taylor series expansions, and denoting the "indirect" 
induced velocity field contribution (interaction terms) by the notation 
( )^ , Equation (3.23) yields
AXt =
3Xt 3Xt 3Xt 3Xt
• Aç+ — b 
3wt
.Wt +
39 '■i9 + 3?
+ (ü*ti .. ur +
3^r i
.wr
r3X
+ (3q
.q +
f d x t )
(3 Ü p V Ur
+
l3 « r V
.wr +
l9q Ji
• q H
► flit) . 
'■3A8'i
A9 +
r 3Xt > .
3A90 ^  * A0°
» Xut *ut + Xwt .wt + x et-,A6 * Xç. Aç
+ (Xùt)i *, ur + ^ w t  ) i .wr + « q t > i .q + (X y t )i •ur
+ (Xw t )i '>wr + (Xqt^ i • q Hh U 9t)i . A9 + (X0ot)i •A90
The cumbersome notation required for this development is unfortunate; 
it is hoped that any confusion can be dispelled by a comparison of the 
above two expansions. For example, Xwt represents
"the derivative of the x-component of tailplane force, taken with 
respect to a direct z-velocity perturbation of the tail"
whereas by the derivative (Xwt)i = OXt/3wr)i we mean
"the derivative of the x-component of tailplane aerodynamic force 
which results from perturbations of rotor-induced velocity at the 
tail, taken with respect to a z-velocity perturbation at the rotor"
Also, the derivative (X9ot)± = (3Xt/390)i is taken to represent
"the derivative of the x-component of tailplane aerodynamic force 
arising from perturbations of rotor-induced velocity at the 
tailplane, taken with respect to the blade collective pitch 
angle".
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All forces and velocities in these derivatives are measured in the 
Earth-fixed axes.
In terms of the basic aerodynamic derivatives of the tailplane, the 
various derivatives of (3*26) can be written in the functional notation 
as
9^ *cos<j)te ~ ■^ •sin<j)te »
3D 3L
(3.27)
where 'n' represents an element of the set
{S2} = {ut,wt, A9,Ad .
The aerodynamic interaction terms are
( 3 .28 )
where n can be any element of
{ S 3 } — { Up , Wp , Q , Up , Wp , Q , A 0 , A 9q } •
Similarly, from (3*24) it follows that
A^t -  Z u t * u t  + Zwt*wt + Z Qt • A 0 + Zj-.Ac
+ ^utH'^r + (zwt)i^r + (^qt^i*^ + (^ut^i*ur
+ (^wt ) i • wr + ^qt^i,cl + (^0t^i*A9 + ^0ot^i*A9o (3.29)
where
n € {S2} (3.30)
(3.3D
Finally, it is found from (3*25) that
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AMt = Mut.ut + Mwt.wt + ( - M * xte~h*R*zte+M0t)-Ae 
+ M^.Ac + (MQtJi.Up + (Mgt)i.wr + (Mqt)i•q
+ M^utH*ur + ( Mwt ) i • wr + (Mqt)i»q
+ (M0t)i.A9 + (M0ot).A0o , (3.32)
where
Mnt = xnt’^ >*R - znt*^»tR * n ^ iS2} (3*33)
M^nt)i - (Xnt)i-M " (Zn t > i - M  , n G  {S3} . (3-34)
The basic aerodynamic derivatives of an isolated tailplane DL/Bu^, 
etc. are evaluated in Section 3*3.
Before Equations (3.26), (3*29) and(3.32) can be used in the vehicle 
equations of perturbed motion, the linear velocities of the rotor hubs 
ur, wr and of the tailplane u^ , wj- must be expressed as functions of the 
vehicle perturbation velocities u=Ax, w=Az and q=A8. From Figure 3.2 it 
is evident that
ut = Ax + h^R.AS (3-35)
wt - Az - J^R.AS . (3-36)
The previous expressions for ur and wr (3.15-16) may be differentiated 
to yield the required expressions for ur and wr .
Upon substitution of the various linear velocity and acceleration 
relationships, Equations (3.26), (3.29) and (3-32) become
AXt - Ax[(Xy{-)^] + Az[(X^)^] + A0[ (Xy^) . h3R + (xwt^i*^3R + x^qt^i^
+ A x [Xu^.+(Xu -^) j_ ] + Az [Xw^ + (Xw -^) j_]
+ A0[Xu^.hwR - Xw -^.i,ltR + (Xut)i.h3R + (^wt^i*^3^ + x^qt^i^
A9£x0t+ (x0t ^ i + AcHX^] + A0oC (X0O^) ] (3-37)
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AZt = Ax[(ZClt) i + AzE CZ ^t )^  + A0[(ZClt) i . h 3R + U w t h ’ M  + (Zq t ) i ] 
+ Ax[ Zu  ^+ ( ZU£)  ^] + Az[ Zw^  + ( Zw^ ) j_ ]
+ A0[Zu^.hlfR - Zw^.i1+R + (Zu .^)j_.h3R + (Zw )^j_.i.3R + (Zqt^i^
+ A0EZ0 t+(Z0 t) i ] + AcCZ; ] + A0O[ ( Z0O£ ) i ] (3.38)
AM^ - Ax[(MQ^)j_] + Az[(My^)^] + A*0*[( . h3 + (Myft^i'^s^ + ^qt^i-^
+ Ax[Mu  ^+ (MU£)  ^] + Az[Mw^  + (Mw^ )-¿]
+ A 0 [M y ^ . h ltR M ^ . X ^ R  + (My^) j_. h 3R + ( ^ w t ^ i ^ 3 ‘^  + ^ q t ^ i - ^
+ A0[_ i.,»R.X^g ~ hj^R.Z^g + (M0^)^] + A^[M^] + A0O[ (M0ot ) i J
(3.39)
Apart from the evaluation of the basic tailplane aerodynamic derivatives 
3L/9ut, 3<f>/3ut, etc. the expressions (3.37—39) are complete, and of a 
suitable form to be substituted into the equations of perturbed 
longitudinal motion (3.1_3) or (3-^~6).
Observe that in hovering flight the perturbations in tailplane 
aerodynamic force and moment will be vanishingly small unless the rotor 
wakes happen to impinge on the tail surfaces.
3.1.3 On the mathematical representation of the cable dynamics
Earlier in this chapter, linearised equations describing the perturbed 
motion of the tethered vehicle were presented. Perturbations in rotor 
and tailplane force were given in terms of conventional aerodynamic 
derivatives. Suitable functions which describe the influence of the 
tethering cable on the vehicle remain to be found. This development 
forms the subject of this section.
When the tether is short, light and highly tensioned it seems 
intuitively reasonable to suppose that it will behave quasi-statically. 
The influence of cable inertia and damping forces will be negligible, 
and the cable will remain nearly in equilibrium during perturbed motion
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of the vehicle. As the tether becomes longer and therefore heavier, its 
influence on the vehicle dynamics grows increasingly pronounced. 
Eventually, the excitation and damping of waves on the tethering cable 
will dominate the system behaviour. The large-displacement motion of 
the cable-body system is essentially nonlinear, especially when the 
tethering cable has large curvature and tension variation. Such a 
system is properly described by a coupled set of nonlinear partial 
differential equations with variable coefficients. Solution of these 
equations is extremely difficult, due to the complexity of the 
coefficients. Because there are no external forces disposed along the 
cable in such a way as to excite cable wave motion1, we may regard the 
tethering cable to be driven principally by the inequilibrium force 
resultant acting at the cable upper end. The influence of the 
distributed cable mass and damping on the characteristic motions of the 
system will depend on the degree of coupling between the vehicle modes 
and the cable wave motion.
When the cable mass per unit length vanishes, the frequencies of 
transverse cable vibration tend to infinity. Consequently, the vehicle 
motion cannot excite these cable modes, and the machine will not be 
affected by the cable inertia. A similar conclusion follows for 
increases in the cable tension.
An elastic cable will generally vibrate in modes which involve 
extension as well as flexure. If the cable diameter is decreased the 
cable becomes more compliant, and so the frequencies of modes which 
predominantly involve cable stretching could be expected to decrease. 
When the cable has significant curvature, the influence of cable 
compliance, mass per unit length and tension are interdependent. 
Variations of these parameters will alter the frequencies of both 
transverse and extensional vibrations, and the degree of participation 
of these motions in the cable natural modes.
As the cable diameter is reduced, the aerodynamic damping forces 
become increasingly important in determining how the cable vibrates.
This is also found to be true for increases in the wind speed (Huffman & 
Genin, 1971). Phillips (1949) has shown theoretically that aerodynamic 
forces acting on the cable will amplify propagating waves only over a 
very restricted range of operating conditons. Consequently, the 
presence of damping forces distributed along the length of the tether is
1 except, perhaps, those periodic aerodynamic forces due to vortex 
shedding.
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expected to contribute to the stability of the system. We shall return 
to this matter presently.
From these considerations, it would seem that there will exist a set 
of reasonably light draped cables which have sufficient tension to allow 
the cable inertia forces to be ignored. That is, a range of cable 
parameters can be found where the vehicle motion is largely uncoupled 
from the cable wave motion. Under such circumstances, we can also 
choose to neglect the cable aerodynamic damping. This assumption is 
conservative in that it will cause the system stability to be 
underestimated.
In this section, we pause to discuss previous solutions to similar 
cable problems, and to estimate the range of parameters over which a 
simple linearised quasi-static representation of the cable is adequate. 
Such a quasi-static cable model permits the cable to be replaced by an 
equivalent spring. Although this approach complements the 
representation of rotor and tailplane force perturbations using 
aerodynamic derivatives, its theoretical foundation is less certain and 
requires further examination. Rather than beginning with an exploration 
of the limitations of a quasi-static cable model, let us first review 
some previous work relating to the dynamic behaviour of tethering and 
towing cables.
Studies of cable-body dynamics divide into two quite distinct groups.
One approach is to regard the problem as essentially one of cable 
dynamics, with the body providing end conditions for the cable. This 
approach is usually adopted in order to study the behaviour of a passive 
body, such as a sphere, when it is restrained by a tethering cable which 
has appreciable curvature. Because of the comprehensive mathematical 
representation of the distributed cable mass and aerodynamic forces, a 
set of complicated nonlinear or linearised equations of motion results. 
Some simplification is afforded by describing the cable as a 
lumped-parameter system using, for example, finite-element techniques.
Alternatively, other workers concentrate on the linearised dynamics 
of the vehicle itself, representing the cable influence on vehicle 
motion by a number of Taylor series expansions involving "cable 
derivatives". This approach is favoured when the tethered vehicle 
dynamics are relatively complicated, and the cable is both light and 
well tensioned. In this circumstance the ratio of inertia forces to 
cable tension forces is small, and the cable behaviour can be adequately 
described by a set of force-displacement derivatives.
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A review of some previous work on cable dynamics:
Nonlinear equations of motion for an elastic string with fixed ends 
have been derived by Carrier (19^5) for the general case where cable 
tension variations -are large during the vibration. The equations 
describe spatial motion, although no fluid forces are introduced. Rogge 
(1972) has presented similarly rigourous equations of motion of a general 
inelastic cable subject to gravity and fluid forces. His equations are 
posed in terms of a fixed length of cable which connects a fixed point 
to a point Q which moves with prescribed motion. The inverse problem is 
of interest: how should the point Q move so that the other end of the 
cable remains stationary? Unfortunately, Rogge does not expound on this 
topic.
Of more direct interest are three studies of the dynamics of towing 
cables. Huffman & Genin (1971) formulate a nonlinear mathematical model 
of a flexible cable in a uniform unidirectional wind stream, to study 
the large-displacement motion in the vertical plane. The cable is 
elastic, and is subject to both normal and tangential aerodynamic 
forces. A heavy sphere is chosen as the towed body, greatly simplifying 
the analysis. By integrating the equations of motion, the cable 
response to an impulsive force applied normal to the free end is found. 
The character of the motion changes from overdamped to oscillatory as 
the wind speed increases or as the cable length is reduced. Due to the 
increased energy dissipation through aerodynamic drag, the peak response 
amplitude decreases with increased wind speed. As the towed body mass 
becomes large in comparison to the cable mass, the cable vibration 
becomes increasingly pendulum-like. Huffman & Genin found no evidence 
of instability in the towing cable motion, and believed the sole 
mechanism for instability to be a coupled resonance between the natural 
modes of the towed vehicle and those of the cable. They did conclude, 
however, that the cable dynamics have a significant effect on the system 
behaviour except when the tension is large in comparison with the other 
forces acting on the cable.
Cannon & Genin (1972a, 1972b) extend the equations of motion given 
by Huffman & Genin to encompass spatial motion, and to include internal 
damping in their cable model. Instead of numerically integrating the 
equations of motion, approximate methods for calculating the eigenvalues 
of the system are given. These techniques are based on perturbations of 
an analytical closed-form approximation to the equilibrium cable shape, 
developed from observations that a towing cable is often nearly straight
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along much of its length. Cannon & Genin find that the lowest natural 
frequency corresponds to a pendulum-like oscillation, with very little 
change in cable shape. They also show that when the wind field is 
unidirectional, and. the towed body possesses dynamical and geometrical 
symmetry about the longitudinal plane, then the cable equations decouple 
into "longitudinal" and "lateral" sets.
Analyses of the stability of cable-tethered aerodynamic bodies have 
also been published by DeLaurier (1971; 1972) and by Rao (1977), and 
were discussed in Section 1.3.2. DeLaurier’s work is notable for 
including a thorough treatment of the vehicle equations of motion, 
whilst retaining an emphasis on cable dynamics.
A literature review of the cable derivative concept;
An alternative approach to the cable-body problem is to express the 
perturbations of cable force as linearised functions of the dependent 
perturbation variables of the vehicle. Several writers have given 
expressions for these "cable derivatives". Without exception, the upper 
cable force is assumed to depend functionally on the displacement of the 
upper cable point and to be independent of all velocities and 
accelerations. The cable derivatives then represent effective springs 
with rates that depend on the distribution of weight and aerodynamic 
forces along the cable. Because previous researchers have been 
interested principally in bodies towed behind aircraft, they have 
invariably assumed the dynamic pressure of the fluid stream to be 
invariant along the cable length. Cables are always assumed to be 
uniform, and the tangential skin-friction force is often ignored. All 
of these assumptions simplify the estimation of cable force-displacement 
derivatives, and permit closed-form or universal solutions to be 
obtained in some instances.
In their early study of tethered aerostat dynamics, Bairstow, Relf & 
Jones (1915) develop simple closed-form expressions for the cable 
derivatives by differentiating the catenary equations. Such expressions 
are of limited utility, as aerodynamic forces often cause the cable to 
depart substantialy from the classical catenary profile. This occurs 
especially when the cable diameter is small. Glauert (1930) also uses 
the concept of cable derivatives for his investigation of the stability 
of cable-towed bodies. He includes the aerodynamic force normal to 
cable elements in his analysis, but neglects both the tangential skin 
friction force and the cable weight. This set of assumptions implies
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that the cable tension is constant along the cable, and leads to 
closed-form expressions for the cable derivatives. Glauert demonstrates 
that when the cable curvature is moderate, the force-displacement 
derivatives in the .Earth-fixed frame of Figure 2.19 are of similar 
magnitude. If most of the cable is nearly vertical, then Zz >> Xx and 
Xz * Zx. These latter relationships arise simply because the tangential 
(or extensional) stiffness of a straight inelastic cable is infinite, 
whilst the effective normal stiffness is small.
Other workers have adopted different assumptions regarding the 
forces which act on cable elements. Bryant, Brown & Sweeting (1942) 
develop expressions for the force-displacement derivatives of a constant 
diameter cable immersed in a uniform wind stream. The cable weight, as 
well as the aerodynamic force normal to cable elements, is included in 
their theory. Cable derivatives can then be written in closed form as 
functions of the differences in tension, angle and position between the 
cable endpoints, and of the ratio of weight to aerodynamic forces. As 
the cable straightens, the force-displacement derivatives of an 
inelastic cable are shown to approach infinity at a rate proportional to 
( 3 • The cable angles <p0  and <i>x can be seen in Figure 2.19.
Bryant, Brown & Sweeting argue that in this circumstance the vehicle 
equations of motion describe fixed point rotation about the cable 
attachment point. Whilst it is certainly true that
"an enormous change in the tension will produce only an
infinitesimal displacement of the free end of the cable"
if the force which causes the change in tension is applied tangentially 
to the cable, the application of a force normal to the top of the cable 
will simply cause a finite cable rotation. Thus, in the limit as an 
inelastic cable becomes straight, the cable derivatives are more 
properly replaced by cable constraint equations. Consequently, the 
vehicle equations of motion reduce to those describing motion where the 
cable attachment point is constrained to move in a circular arc. 
Surprisingly, Bryant, Brown & Sweeting appear not to appreciate this 
point.
O'Hara (1945) extends the cable derivative theory by considering an 
elastic towing cable subject to normal and tangential aerodynamic 
forces, plus the cable weight. Inclusion of the tangential 
skin-function force does not permit the cable derivatives to be given in 
closed form. Instead, by assuming the cable tension to be approximated 
by a mean value and that variations of cable diameter are linearly 
proportional to small changes from this tension, O'Hara derives
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approximate integral expressions for the cable derivatives. The 
integrals of aerodynamic force functions in his expressions must in 
general be evaluated numerically. O'Hara gives some results for an 
elastic towing cable of moderate curvature, (4>x~4>0) 38 13°« He clearly 
shows that both aerodynamic forces and cable elasticity exert a strong 
direct influence on the cable derivatives, and can therefore 
significantly influence the natural modes of the system. One could 
anticipate that the cable elasticity will dominate the force- 
displacement derivatives when the cable is nearly straight, whilst the 
effective spring rates follow almost entirely from cable shape changes 
when the cable curvature (<J>i-<J>0) is large.
Neumark (1961) extends the earlier work of Bryant, Brown & Sweeting 
(1942) in that he gives approximate formulae for the force-displacement 
derivatives of a nearly-straight inelastic cable as power series in 
(<|> i-<J>0) • When the mean curvature (<i> x — <i>0) is appreciable, his 
expressions are equivalent to those derived by Bryant, Brown &
Sweeting. Neumark also discusses the longitudinal natural modes of an 
inextensible cable tethering a balloon. By neglecting all damping 
forces, the cable inertia, and the balloon pitching motion, two cable 
modes are identified. The first consists of a low frequency "pendulum" 
oscillation where the cable moves with litle shape change. The second 
mode is characterised by rapid oscillations of the balloon approximately 
along the chord OP of the cable, shown in Figure 2.19. These modes 
were described by Glauert (1930) as the "pendular" and "bowing" cable 
modes.
The damping of transverse cable waves:
Phillips (1949) has produced an interesting theoretical analysis of 
the conditions required for aerodynamic forces to amplify transverse 
waves propagating on a towing cable. His theory indicates that waves 
travelling upwind are always damped, whilst downwind travelling waves 
are slightly damped if the wave velocity exceeds the wind speed. The 
wave velocity is proportional to the square root of cable tension, and 
the aerodynamic forces acting on the towed body cause this tension to 
increase with the square of the wind speed. Consequently, Phillips 
reasons that if the towed body drag coefficient exceeds a certain small 
value then all waves on the cable will decay.
Since cable waves produced by the vehicle motion will usually 
propagate downwind, we expect these waves to decay on the above basis.
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The distributed cable damping will then improve the stability of any 
natural mode.
Corrections to a quasi-static cable model:
Of the theoretical analyses of cable-towed body stability which use 
cable derivatives, only a study by Etkin & Mackworth (1963) provides an 
assessment of the validity of neglecting the cable aerodynamic drag and 
inertia forces. Ignoring cable inertia forces is equivalent to assuming 
that any cable wave motion has no effect on the vehicle dynamics. Etkin 
& Mackworth state without proof that such analyses should arbitrarily be 
restricted to cases where the cable mass and aerodynamic drag are less 
than ten percent of those of the towed body. They also show that if the 
cable moves as a rigid body, the cable aerodynamic drag and inertia 
forces can be approximately accounted for by adding one third of the 
cable drag coefficient and one third of the cable mass to the towed body 
quantities. An approximate criterion for this quasi-rigid behaviour of 
the cable is given as mc/m << tt2, where mG/m is the ratio of cable mass 
to vehicle mass. This inequality expresses the condition that the 
frequency of "pendulum" oscillations of the cable and body is much lower 
than the fundamental frequency of transverse cable vibrations. Provided 
that this is so, Etkin & Mackworth argue that coupling between the 
pendulum motion and the cable wave motion is small, and that an 
assumption of quasi-rigid cable behaviour is justified.
Estimation of cable natural frequencies:
Etkin & Mackworth (1963) were concerned principally with an unstable 
lateral pendulum-like oscillation, and compared this frequency with the 
natural frequencies of transverse vibration of a taut string fixed at 
both ends. This comparison is valid in the limit as mc/m tends to 
zero. Here, we require estimates of the natural frequencies of a long 
cable draped in a wind stream. To see if a quasi-static representation 
of the cable is reasonable, the higher order frequencies of cable 
vibration must be compared with the vehicle pitching frequency and the 
frequencies of fundamental "pendular" and "bowing" oscillations of the 
cable.
Initial order-of-magnitude estimates for the frequencies of 
transverse and longitudinal (or extensional) cable oscillations can be 
obtained from the theory of pendulum string vibrations (Thomson, 1966,
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chap. 8). The influence of cable inclination and curvature is initially 
ignored, but will subsequently be discussed.
The natural frequencies of transverse vibration of a straight 
uniformly tensioned string of mass mc which supports a pendulum bob mass 
m are found as solutions of
AtanA = mc/m . (3*40)
Here, X is a wave number defined as
X = u)&c R/c (3.41)
and the speed of propagation of transverse waves is
c = /T£cR/mc' . (3.42)
If the tension T varies along the cable then the natural frequencies are 
not given by (3*40) although the local wave speed can be found from 
(3.42). Provided that the upper cable tension (r-l)mg is significantly 
greater than the cable weight, then T = (r-l)mg and from (3*41-42) it is 
seen that
T
U)
n
m
mc (r-i) (3.43)
The superscript ( )T signifies a transverse mode, and the approximation 
becomes exact in the limit as mc/m(r-l) vanishes. Equation (3.40) 
requires numerical solution, and yields
*o Xn * nu , n = 1,2,3 ... (3.44)
providing that mc/m remains less than approximately one. The 
fundamental frequency of transverse cable vibration is ojJ * /(r-l)g/&cR ' 
regardless of the mass ratio mc/m.
Longitudinal or extensional frequencies of a straight cable are 
again found from the frequency equation (3*40). Now, however, the speed 
of extensional or stress waves is
— i
Pcc = /e7
where E is the modulus of elasticity and pc is the cable density. For a 
cable of uniform section, pc = mc/Ac5,cR, and so the frequencies of 
longitudinal cable vibration are then
15o
L . /E A0 
wn n ' /  l R m. (3-45)
Next, suppose the cable to be stressed to some working stress c^ . Then
Ac = (r-l)mg/ow
and so
L
0)
n (r-D
--- 1
E_
°w
n = 0,1,2,3 ... (3.^6)
Again, solutions to the frequency equation are given by Equation (3-44), 
and the fundamental extensional frequency is almost independent of 
the ratio mc/m. From Equations (3-44) and (3*45) this "bounce” 
frequency is
L /E Ag
wo " J &CR m
A comparison of (3*43) and (3.46) shows that
L
U)
n
T
. u>. 0 , 1 , 2, 3  . . . (3.47)
where ew is the working strain of the cable. Since ew will be small, we
expect >> u>£ for all n. For example, if the cable structural core is
composed of Kevlar-29 aramid fibres then ew would not exceed about 5i.
Vibration at the fundamental transverse or longitudinal frequencies
toj and u)q may be regarded as quasi-rigid, with only minor cable shape
changes occurring. Unless the cable is driven by machine pitching
oscillations near a cable natural frequency, waves will not occur on the
cable. The cable will tend to move in the lowest energy fundamental
T L
modes at frequencies oc or u> .
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If it is assumed that the cable mass does not significantly 
influence the vehicle pitching motion, the frequency of such motion can 
readily be estimated. For hovering flight in still air with 0e = 0°, 
the pitch frequency- is approximately
where kp is the dimensionless radius of gyration about the cable 
attachment point. Using typical machine parameters where 
0.2 < kp < 0.3, and 0.01 < hp < 0.1, it is estimated that
R- 2 < top < 5 R - 2 rad/sec
where the rotor radius R is measured in metres. This frequency estimate 
is valid for hovering flight, where the only rotational stiffness is due 
to the vehicle weight moment. When operating in wind, the large tail 
surface can provide a much larger rotational stiffness, potentially 
increasing the pitching frequency by more than one order of magnitude.
Criteria for decoupling of vehicle motion and cable wave motion:
To ensure that the cable will oscillate only in its fundamental 
natural modes, the frequencies of cable wave motion should be well 
removed from either of the two fundamental cable frequencies or the 
vehicle pitching frequency. That is, we require
( wq , Wq , u)p)  ^^ , (jo^1 , ... etc.) .
The first two transverse and longitudinal frequencies of a vertical 
cable are plotted in Figure 3*3 against a parameter £cR/(r-l) for 
several values of mc/m. Kevlar-29 yarn, with /e/ow' * 6.7 has been 
chosen as a typical structural material in constructing this 
demonstration figure. Clearly, oil and to'i are well separated from wj and 
respectively, and uf is significantly greater than ojJ for mass ratios 
mc/m less than about irew.
Additionally, we require that oip << oj’J', if the vehicle pitching 
motion is not to excite waves on the cable. This is fundamentally more 
difficult to achieve as up tends to be large and invariant with cable 
length, whilst u)]1 is low and decreases inversely with /&cR/( f-1)' .
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icR/(r-D (m)
Figure 3.3 Frequency estimates for vertical cables of 
various masses.
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Nevertheless, to satisfy this condition,
mG 1
m (r-i) << ( = V )  •h p ^ c (3.48)
The term k2/hp2,c which appears in (3.48) is not necessarily small. It 
will be shown in Chapter 4 that a hover stability criterion in the 
absence of rotor damping is that k2/hp£c > 1.
The condition (3.48) may not be as restrictive as it first appears.
A quasi-static representation of the tethering cable is certainly 
inappropriate if the vehicle pitching frequency approximates any of the 
higher-order cable frequencies, as then the cable will be driven near 
resonance. However, this strong coupling will be present only within a 
few relatively narrow windows as suggested by Figure 3.3.
Effects of cable inclination and curvature:
In the preceding paragraphs, we have considered only straight, 
vertical pendulum strings. Next, consider the influence of cable 
inclination and curvature on the cable natural frequencies. Over a 
given length, an inclined cable must develop a larger mean tension than 
a vertical cable. Consequently, all transverse natural frequencies will 
increase when the cable is inclined. In wind, cable curvature arises 
principally from normal aerodynamic forces, although the cable weight 
does make some contribution. Therefore, the cable tension is only 
slightly altered by cable curvature. Frequencies of transverse 
vibration of inclined, curved cables could then be estimated as
T . /g ( rcos 00-1) nPai *  An .  /  ——  .  ----------- £—  .  —
n n / S,CR cosace mc n = 0,1,2,3 ... (3.49)
where the factor (rcos9e-l)/cosace represents the upper tension of an
inclined cable, as obtained from vehicle force equilibrium
considerations. The wave numbers Xn are given approximately by (3.44).
With increases in the cable curvature, the longitudinal 
(extensional) cable motion becomes more strongly coupled with the 
transverse (flexural) motion. As a curved cable element extends or 
contracts, it will also move normal to its equilibrium position. So, 
although the stress-wave speed c = /E/pc' is independent of both cable
tension and curvature, these two parameters will indirectly influence 
the extensional cable motion. In general, any motion of an elastic 
cable will involve both bending and extension of cable elements.
On the concept and limitations of cable force-displacement derivatives: 
Cable force-displacement derivatives are effective stiffnesses at 
the upper cable point which result from a combination of cable 
structural elasticity and cable shape changes. Generally, upper cable 
end displacements and forces in two perpendicular directions will be 
coupled, as will be extensional and flexural motion of the cable. This 
coupling will be least when the cable is straight.
When the cable is extensible and nearly straight, the tangential 
stiffness will be due almost entirely to cable elasticity, while the 
stiffness in the normal direction will be small. The cable endpoint 
motion has two degrees of freedom, and we expect the two modes to occur 
at quite different frequencies. The two frequencies will be the 
fundamental "pendulum" frequency «J, and the fundamental longitudinal or 
"bounce" frequency
If the cable is curved, and is supposed to be inextensible, the 
upper cable point will again have two degrees of freedom. The effective 
stiffness is due entirely to cable shape changes, and the predicted 
cable modes correspond to the "pendular" and "bounce" modes of some 
fictitious straight elastic cable. These were described by Glauert 
(1930) as the "pendulum" and "bowing" modes. When the cable is 
substantially curved, the introduction of cable elasticity will alter 
the cable force-displacement derivatives by only a small amount.
Since the bowing mode of a draped cable involves motion which is not 
distributed linearly with distance from the lower cable point, we cannot 
correct for cable inertia by adding a fraction of the cable mass to the 
vehicle mass. It is this conclusion which ultimately restricts the 
range of applicability of a quasi-static representation of the tethering 
cable.
To summarise, we have seen that for a vertical pendulum string
- the fundamental transverse and longitudinal frequencies are well 
removed from the corresponding higher order cable modes if mc/m £ 1.
- there is insignificant coupling between and provided that 
niQ/m £ tt 0^.
- in hover, the vehicle pitching motion will not excite waves on the 
tethering cable provided that m c / m ( r - l )  < (k2/hpi,c)
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- the upper limit of cable mass per unit length at which a
quasi-static cable derivative approach becomes unacceptable could be 
increased providing that none of the cable natural frequencies 
correspond to u>p.
These trends are believed to continue for a cable draped in a fluid 
stream and restraining a vehicle, where both ojp and the frequencies of 
transverse cable vibration increase.
For the example machine and cable detailed in Appendix A.l, the 
quasi-static derivative analysis should be restricted to parameter sets 
where £cR/(r-l) does not exceed about three kilometres.
3.1.4 Cable contribution to the equations of perturbed motion
Following the discusión of the previous section, assume that the 
perturbations of cable force and moment exerted on the machine depend 
only on the linear displacement of the upper cable point. This 
independence of velocity and acceleration seems intuitively reasonable 
when the cable is' light and highly tensioned, but is less certain when 
the drape is large. In this circumstance, waves propagating on or in 
the cable may significantly influence the vehicle behaviour. Section 
3.1.3 suggests that the assumption of quasi-static cable behaviour is 
reasonable if mc/m does not exceed about O.l(r-l).
The quasi-static cable assumption allows the perturbations in cable 
force and moment given in Equations (3.1_3) to be expressed as functions 
of the linear and angular displacements of the machine. In Figure 3*4, 
the vehicle centre of mass has been displaced by Ax, Az and the machine 
has suffered a rotation of A0. The cable force components and the 
pitching moment about the vehicle centre of mass are
Xc = — F q . co s ct q
Z q  =  — F Q . s i n & Q
Mc = -Fc .S,2R = Xc.hxR + ZQ.lxR . (3.50)
With the cable force vector and geometry shewn in the figure, Xc , Zc and 
Mc all take negative signs. It is convenient tc write the force and 
moment perturbations as Taylor series expansions:
I
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XX0*AXp + Xzc.AZp (3.51)
AZC - Zxc.AXp + Zzc.AZp (3.52)
AMC -  Mx c .AXp + Mz c .AZp Fce.h2R.A0 (3.53)
The final term of (3.53) represents the perturbation in pitching moment 
as the moment arm varies with machine incidence. The four cable 
derivatives Xxc, Xzc> Zxc, Zzc describe the stiffness of an equivalent 
spring, referred to the upper cable point. Pitching moment derivatives, 
and angular spring-rates are formed from these four force-displacement 
derivatives.
From Figure 3.4 the linear displacements of the upper cable point 
are, to the first order
AXp -  Ax + h j R . A e (3.54)
AZp = Az + fl.jR.A6 (3.55)
Substitution of these expressions in (3*51-53) yields
AXC = Xxc.Ax + Xzc. Az + (Xxc.h1R+Xzc.5,1R) . A0
AZC - Zxc.Ax + Zzc.Az + (Zxc.hjR+Zz g .fl,jR).A9
AMC = Mxc.Ax + Mzc.Az + (Mxc.hlR+Mzc. fl,jR-Fce.h2R)A6
It is obvious from (3*50) that
(3.56)
(3.57)
Consequently, Equations (3*51-53) may be cast as
AXC = Xxc.Ax + Xzc.Az + X qc .A6 (3.58)
AZC = Zxc.Ax + Zzc.Az + Zqc .A0 (3.59)
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AMq - Mxc.Ax + Mzc.Az + (Mqq FQg.h2R).A8 , (3 -60)
where
(3.61)
^0c “ zxe*h xR + (3 .62 )
Mqc - X^.ihjR)2 + ^ZC + ^ XC^  * ^  1^  ^l ^  + ^ZG*^!^^2 * (3*63)
and Mxc and Mzc are defined by (3*56-57).
Schemes for the estimation of the four basic cable stiffness
derivatives Xxc, Xzc, Zxc and Zzc are discussed in Section 3.1*.
3.1.5 The nondimensional equations of perturbed motion
The various Taylor series expansions permit the vehicle equations of 
perturbed motion (3*1"3) or (3.^-6) to be written in a more explicit 
form. It is also convenient to transform the equations of motion into a 
dimensionless form. Although this transformation does not appreciably 
alter the equations of motion, it is in accordance with conventional 
rotorcraft practice, and so facilitates evaluation of the rotor 
derivatives in their usual form. The scheme of nondimensionalisation is 
based on rotor quantities and is discussed in Appendix B. An 
aerodynamic unit of time is defined as m/Q, where m = m/psApR. This 
latter quantity is often termed the relative density parameter. 
Derivatives taken with respect to dimensionless time t = t.Q/m are 
denoted by the operator (?). Because the equations of motion involve 
cable stiffness terms, the dependent variables Ax, Az and A0 are 
adopted, rather than the set u, w, A0 commonly used in conventional 
aircraft work. Consequently,
 ^ _ u _ 1 d(Ax/R) dr _ 1 dAx 1 1
U ftR - ft dx * dt ’ I di " m x ‘
Expressions for w and q follow in an identical fashion. It can be seen 
that a factor of 1/m appears in all velocity and acceleration terms as a 
consequence of the particular time scaling used. Upon substitution of 
the rotor equations (3.17-19), the tailplane equations (3*37-39) and the
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cable equations (3 .58-60), the vehicle equations of motion may be cast 
in dimensionless form as
Ax[ 1 - ( ) -^ ] -  Az.(x^-)^ - A0[h3. ( x ^  )j. +2-3 ( x ^  ) i +( xqt )i 3
i i
-  Ax[ 2xur +xu^  +(xU£ ) ^  ] -  Az[ 2xwr+xw^  +(xW£ ) ^  ]
“ A^[2h3xur +2 ¿ 3xwr+2xqr. +hltxU£-2,1+xwt +h3(xu^ )^+2,3(xw^ )^+(xq^)^] 
-Ax.mxxc - Az.mxzc
-A0.m[2tceccsee-2hcesin0e +2x0r+x0t+(xe t ) i +x0c]
-  A0O.m[2x0cr+(x0ct ) i ] + Ac-mx  ^ (3.64)
-A x .(z^ )^  + A z [ l - ( z ^  )  ^] - A0[h 3 ( z ^  ) ^  +2,3 ( z ^  ) i +(z ^  ) i ]
< i
-  Ax[2zur>+zu^ +(z u^  )  ^] -  Az[2zwr.+zw£ +(zw^  )  ^]
- A&[2h3zur.+2 2,3zWp +2Zqr +hwzut~&i*zwt +h 3(zU£ ) i +2>3(zwt^i+ z^ qt^i-^
"" Ax • mzXQ ™* Az • mz 20
- A0.m[“ 2tCQSin0g-2hCgCCS 9e+^ z 0r +z 0t+ ^ z 0t  ^i +z 0c ^
-  A0O.m[2z0o r +( z 0ot ) i ] + Ac.mz^ (3.65)
-Ax. (m^^ ) j_ - Az. (m^t )^  + A^[k2-h3 (m^ )j_-2,3(m^^ )j_-(mq^ )^  ]
f r
-Ax[2mur+mut+(mut)t ] -  Az[2mwr+mwt+(mwt)A]
” A6[ 2h 3mur+2 2,3mwr+2mqr +h i,niut _ *^»mw t 3 ^ mut^i+ 3^ (mwt i^ + ^ mqt^i-^
-  Ax .mmxc ** Az .mmzc
-A0.m[2m0r-]lHX^g-hltZ^g+m0^  + (m0^  )i"fce^2 +m0c^
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= A0o .m[2m0or+(mQot)i] + Aç-mm^ . (3-66)
In these equations of perturbed motion, the rotor collective pitch angle 
0O and the tailplarre setting angle ç have been chosen as representative 
control functions. The equations are valid for hovering flight, or for 
tethered flight in wind.
Alternative form of equations when the cable is straight:
When the tethering cable is straight, or is sufficiently tensioned 
as to be nearly straight, it is useful to formulate the equations of 
perturbed vehicle motion in the ordinates A0, Aoq and Afc. By making 
similar substitutions as before, the alternative set of vehicle 
equations of motion (3.4-6) may be expressed more explicitly. The 
resulting equations will not be written in full, as they differ only 
slightly from the previous three relations. Specifically,
(Afc.mcosace-Aac.mfcesinace) replaces (-Ax.mxxc-Az.mxzc);
( Afc.msinace + Aac.mfcecosace) replaces (-Ax.mzX0-Az.mzzc);
(Afc.m$,2 + Aac.mfceh2) replaces ( - Ax .mmxc-Az .mmzc)
in Equations (3*64), (3-65) and (3.66) respectively. The terms z0c, z0c 
and m0c should also be deleted from the three equations.
3.2 ROTOR AERODYNAMIC DERIVATIVES
Following Section 3.1.1» we require expressions for the derivatives of 
the rotor thrust and H-force coefficients. Such derivatives allow the 
incorporation of the rotor dynamics in the vehicle equations of motion. 
Since the equations of motion are given in a dimensionless form, here 
the rotor force coefficients are differentiated with respect to 
dimensionless velocities û = u/flR = Ax/ftR, w = w/ftR and q = q/Q. The 
linear velocities are those of the rotor hubs, and are measured in the 
control-axis directions of Figure 2.2. Equations (3.22) have previously 
accounted for the transformation between the control axes and the 
Earth-fixed axes.
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The following derivation parallels that given by Bramwell (1976, 
p.200 et seq.) although the opportunity has been taken to remove some 
minor inconsistencies. Bramwell is concerned with a helicopter rotor at 
a small disc incidence ap, and consequently makes the assumption that 
3 /3u - 3 /3y. Whilst this is acceptable when is small and p is
approximately parallel to u, errors arise at larger disc incidences. 
These errors are removed by differentiating with respect to 
perpendicular velocities u and w. Furthermore, the "exact" form of the 
momentum equation (2.1) is used here, rather than an approximate 
equation adopted by Bramwell. The resulting aerodynamic derivative 
expressions are then limited only by the physical assumptions made in 
deriving the rotor force and flapping coefficient expressions.
All of the rotor aerodynamic derivatives follow from a combination 
of the momentum theory and the blade-element expressions for rotor 
forces and flapping coefficients.
Including a tip loss factor, B, the momentum equation in forward 
flight becomes
2 S t (-»
1 ' b2(u2*a2)2 • (3.67)
The blade-element expressions for rotor forces and flapping coefficients 
given in Section 2.2.2 include the effects of linear blade twist 0! and 
tip loss. We shall retain these small terms in the aerodynamic 
derivatives, although any nonuniformity of induced velocity over the 
disc has been neglected. Nonuniform inflow could be expected to be 
important for heavily loaded rotors, particularly as it influences 
lateral flapping. When the rotor is lightly loaded, or operating in 
high winds, induced flow nonuniformity is less important. At high 
forward speed the induced velocity is small, and the rotor inflow is due 
mostly to the component of flight velocity normal to the disc. Here, 
where the disc is lightly loaded and net lateral flapping effects vanish 
because of symmetry, we have chosen to neglect any nonuniformity of 
induced velocity in our treatment of the longitudinal vehicle dynamics.
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3.2.1 Rotor aerodynamic derivatives in forward flight
Derivatives with respect to u :
Let us begin by taking derivatives with respect to the dimensionless 
velocity perturbation u. From the momentum theory (3.67) it follows that
ax* x^  a t0 Xj iu 3u 4• x 8X)
aû t c ‘ aû (y2+X2) ^w*aû A‘ 3QJ • ( 3 . 6 8 )
and from the blade-element expression for thrust coefficient, (2.18),
3t0 a
3Ü = ¥
Uu + 2uB(e0- ÍB6,)] f! + (b2 + V )  |Aau (3.69)
Figure 3.5 shows the relative wind at a rotor hub subject to 
perturbations û, w in the control axis directions. It can be seen that 
in the perturbed state
y = Ucosanf (3.70)
X = Usinanf - Xi (3-71)
A A
U2 = (Ug+ucosanf+wsinanf)2 + (-usinanf—wcosanf)2 (3*72)
tan(6a) = (-usinanf+wcosanf)/(U0+ucosanf+wsinanf) , (3.73)
where a^f = anfe + 5a .
So, from (3*72),
3U 3Û
3 q cosanfe » sinanfe • (3.7*0
Also, Equation (3.73) yields
a ( 6a) 
3 û
Sinqnfe 9anf
a a
a(6a) _ cosanfP _ aanf 
a w Oq a w
(3.75)
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Finally, from Equations (3*70-71), together with (3*74-75) it follows 
that
3y 3X*
3u = 1 ’ 3u
3u 3X
3w = 0 : 30 * 1
The above identities are
are parallel, and u and i
(3*69) and (3.76) into (
3X j_ 
3u
aXi 
’ “to
[ uX + 2pB(
Alternatively , since
1
(u2+x2) t2S ’
we may write
pXi
(y2+X2) " yvfo8* ;
3Xj
3G
(3*76)
3 X j
3w
r ,
(u2+A2) Lu A'3u 
(3*77)
(3*78)
XX-
(3*79)
where
U = U o c o s o t n f / V h
X = (UoSinanf - vio)/vh (3*80)
vi0 - vio/vh
and the "thrust velocity" is
Vft = ftR/Cr/i*
Note that \i and X are equivalent to t and y of Section 2.2.1, but are 
referred to control axes rather than to disc axes. With (3*79),
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Equation (3.77) may now be cast as
JHi = uà + 2uB(9 n+ jB 9 , )  -  4 t n/ a l j  . v - quB14 
30 t i l °  U -v J o À B * )  * B2 ♦ i y 2 ]
We may next eliminate 3X/3G from (3.69) to give
|xc = ^ [uà + 2yB(90 + JBQj) - (B2 + 2P 2)-f^1
a l2nB(Qn + ±BQ,) + ux + v f ^ ^ B ^ i u ^ / d - V i n l B 1*)]
" 4  r a^. (B2H u 2) i
L 4tc ‘ (1-vioXB*) J
Similarly, the H-force coefficient expression (2.19) is differentiated to 
obtain
3hc 1 r , rl « 1 A 1 , 1  1
3u “ ]45o + (SiLi|0o + 5 0i + 4 ^  + g a i^ J
+  ^2 C 7^  9o +  ^ 0o0 1 + ^ 0 1 + ( 29o+01 X + g- aju)]
+ 2 [~ ~2 BX(9q + 2 B9j) + ]f B (ao+ax) - ■jj- Baxbxu]
+ [‘JJ’ ‘SiU + If 62 u( 29q + 9 x ) + 2 (“ ~2 ®o + 2 ®0i^ + If 1) ]*gQ
+ ” T2) + 52^I6 1j2^ 9 o +0i) ~ "5 0o “ "q 0i)
♦ f(j B3(e0 * I B0, ) + I BA * \ B2a,u - Ì Bbly2)].f§>
- f $  B3b> - I B2ao^]-iD - f[| B*ao + y Ba.w2].H' •
(3.83)
(3.8 1)
] (3.82)
Finally, derivatives of the flapping coefficients with respect to 
forward velocity perturbations are found by differentiating (2.12-14) to 
give
ì °  = v [2B,u(9o .fae.) + f b 3 f|] (3-810
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lâi = 2y 3X r U2 i
3Û (B2-¿y2) * 3Û y L1 (B2-¿y2)J y / 0 (3.85)
H i  _ I l  l i o  + l i .  f i  U2 ]
3û a0 3û y Li (B2+£y2)J y + 0 .
( 3 .8 6 )
Derivatives with respect to w :
Let us next consider derivatives taken with respect to the 
dimensionless heave velocity perturbation w. Again, the thrust 
coefficient expression (2.18) and the momentum equation (3*67) are 
differentiated, and 3tc/3w is then eliminated between these two 
results. Together with the relations (3*76) and (3.79) this yields
U  = ______________ 1______________
3w (1 + aAi(B2+^y2)/4tc - vJolB1*) (3.87)
Once this derivative is known, expressions for the remaining aerodynamic 
derivatives follow rapidly. One obtains 3tc/3w directly from (2.18) as
3tc
3Û
______ atn (B2H y 2)____________
[4tc(l-v*olB-) + a ( B2+£y 2 ) ] (3.88)
The rotor H-force coefficient expression (2.19) yields
3hc
3w
+
[i 6xy + ^ 5ay(20o+0l) + j (- i By(0o + | B0X) + | BaJ].|4 
^  “  ^2)  +  ^  ( 2 0 o + 0 i )  ”  "6 ~  ^
♦ f ( |  B3( 0O -  I  B6 . )  + I  BA *  B 2a , u -  |  Bb lM2 ) ] - f f 1
' I B’b ‘ • \ B2aou]--|4° - I B’a0 * i Ba,ul].||‘ .3w 
(3.89)
Again, derivatives of the flapping coefficients can be obtained from 
Equations (2.12-14):
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3a„ Y 3 3X 7 ^  3 7 B . r x  3w 6 3w
3a! 2]i 3X
3w " (B2- i u 2)*3w
3bj 4Bp/3 3a j 9a
3w (B2+^u 2)*9w " a0 *3w
(3.90)
(3.91)
(3.92)
D e r iv a t iv e s  with respect t c  p itc h  r a te  q :
In e v a lu a tin g  the ro to r  aerodynamic d e r iv a t iv e s  taken w ith re sp e ct  
t c  l in e a r  v e lo c i t y  p e rtu rb a t io n s , Equations (3*76) served to  in clu d e  the 
e f f e c t s  of u and w on the ro to r  f o r c e s .  Now, to  develop exp ression s fo r  
d e r iv a t iv e s  taken with resp e ct t c  p itc h  r a te  q, we must consider the 
e f f e c t  of an imposed steady p itc h  r a t e  on the ro to r  fo r c e s  and blade 
f la p p in g  motion. When a steady p itc h  r a te  i s  in clud ed in  the 
blade-elem ent a n a ly s i s ,  there  i s  no change t c  the r o to r  t h r u s t ,  and sc
(3.93)
A steady p itch  r a te  does, however, in f lu e n c e  the ro to r  H - fo r c e .  When 
the p itc h  r a te  terms are in c lu d e d , the r e s u l t i n g  increment in  H -fo rce  
c o e f f i c i e n t  i s  found t c  be
Ah, 2L6 B3a, * J g  B2u b ,] .q
where higher harmonic f la p p in g  terms have been ig n o re d . Adding t h i s  
increment to (2.19) and d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  now giv es
JiUc - ar-l 3 
3q 2 l r  a“ -  Xe B3ub, -  £  B
1 21 9  ^1 1ao 8 B a ,u 2) ^ r * J.39
12 6l(1 “ 1  U2 ) -  <52 [t  M 1 " 1  U2 ) + Z  9 i (1 “ k  U2) ]
\[\ b3(9o + | B0J + | BA + | B2alU - | BblU2] 3a_i•3q
(3.94)
I t  would seem that Bramwell's a n a ly s is  (1976, p.205) o f  9hCQ/3q i s  in
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e r r o r ,  as he c an cels  terms in  a0 and b x which prop erly  should add. 
Furthermore, the expression given above lea d s to  a p it c h in g  moment 
d e r iv a t iv e  3m/3q which i s  almost i d e n t i c a l  to  th a t  given by Gebhard & 
Gcland (1956). Equation (3.94) in clud es p r o f i l e  drag terms which are 
net present in  the usual a n a ly se s . When the ro to r  l i e s  above the 
v e h ic le  centre o f  mass, these a d d it io n a l  terms are s t a b i l i s i n g  in  th a t  
they g iv e  an increment in  p itc h in g  moment which opposes the p itc h  r a t e  
p e r tu r b a t io n . The s t a b i l i s i n g  in flu e n c e  decreases with in c r e a s in g  wind 
speed and decreasing  blade p itc h  a n g le .  Note a ls o  th a t  3hc /3q i s  
independent of 60 .
A steady p itc h  r a te  a ls o  in flu e n c e s  the ro to r  blade f la p p in g ,  with 
a d d it io n a l  i n e r t i a l  (gyroscopic) and aerodynamic terms appearing in  the 
f la p p in g  e q u a tio n . So lvin g  the f la p p in g  eq uatio n  y ie ld s  the increments 
in  blade f la p p in g  c o e f f i c i e n t s
Aa0 = 0
Aa, = —-16 ______ qY ( B - - * B V )
Ab x -B q( B 2- ^ 2) •
Together with Equations (2 .1 2 -1 4 ) , the above equations le a d  to
3a.
3q
M i  = -16 1
3q Y ( B ^ B V ) (3.95)
M i  = - b 2
3q = (B2+ * u 2) (3.96)
D e r iv a t iv e s  with respect to p itc h in g  r o t a t io n s  A8:
We s h a l l  next consider d e r iv a t iv e s  taken w ith re sp e ct  to  the machine 
p itc h  in cid en ce 0. In s t i l l  a i r ,  a l l  of these d e r iv a t iv e s  are zero 
because the ro to r  fo rce s  are independent of the machine o r i e n t a t i o n .  In 
wind, however, changes in  9 cause p ertu rb atio n s  to the b a s ic  ro to r  flew  
parameters p and A, thereby a l t e r i n g  the ro to r  fo rc e s  and blade m otion. 
Let us begin with the d e r iv a t iv e s  of the t i p  speed r a t i o  p and the 
in flo w  r a t i o  A from Equations (2 .1 5 -1 6 ) . Since no c y c l i c  p itc h  i s
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applied, anf = 0, and it fellows that
It = ~°=3lne (3.97)
8A
80
Occcs0 - (3.98)
where 0o = U0/ftR. Proceed by differentiating the momentum equation 
(3.67) and the thrust coefficient expression (2.18). After seme 
algebraic manipulation it can be shewn that
0o [(b 2 + 2U2 - 1*tcvfoAB,»/aAi)cos0e
- (2B( 0O+^B01 ) u + Ap - ^tcv^cuB‘*/aA^)sin0e
[B2 + 2U2 + ^tc(l-vJ0ABw)/aAi] . (3.99)
Similarly, the derivative of the thrust coefficient is found to be
||= - f[(2Bu(9o*iB01) -
= atc0o [(B2+£y2)ccs0e
- [(2Bu(0o+iB01)+uA)(l-v-cAB‘t) + (B2-iu2)v-cyB‘*]sin0e]/ 
[4tc(l-v?0ABH) + aAi(B2+^u2)] . (3.100)
The H-force coefficient derivative is
8hG rl ' rl 1 1 , 1 x
90 1.4 + ‘S1C 2| 9o + 6 ® i ',' 4 ^ + 8
+  6 2  ( ¡ j *  9 q  +  2 "  q 9 1  +  ( 2 0 q  +  0 i ) ( ^ -   ^ + q  a i u )  J
♦ |(- f BX(9q + i B0,) + B2a? * \ B2ao - £ BaiblU)].|^
+ f 62u(26c + e,) + I (- By( 8Q+20!) + ^ Bai)].||-
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[  ^i C16 U2 ” 1S)] + ii2( 20c + 91) “  ^ 9q “ «12 16
+ §(| B3(ec * | B8,) + | BX * \  B2a ,ij - i Bb,u2)]. 3a i
| [| B 3b , - i B2aoW].|f .  !  [ I  d 3- + I  Ra „2]2 L6 B a o + s Baiy -** 30
( 3 .1 0 1)
w h ils t  the d e r iv a t iv e s  c f  the f la p p in g  c o e f f i c i e n t s  are
| | o  = I [ 2B2u(e0 . f  B e , ) . ^  - | b3 | i ] ( 3 . 102)
I f 1 = (-gi-jr"*) [ \ & x  + ( f  (0 0  + f  B0i)  + 2 * ) - f ^  + 2 ^ - f ^ ]30 30
a i h  + ____ H____  I l üi. I-1 r r 2 _ i 2\ J*
2p___  3A
( B 2- * p 2) J *30 ( B2- £ p 2) * 30 ’ p / 0 . (3.103)
! £ i  _  1_l 3ac + b^ r _ ____ ü!_____l lu
30 a 0 30 p L ( B 2+£p2) 39 p A 0 . (3 .1 0 4 )
D e r iv a t iv e s  with respect tc  blade c o l l e c t i v e  p i t c h :
F i n a l l y ,  we req u ire  d e r iv a t iv e s  taken with re sp e ct  t c  the blade 
c o l l e c t i v e  p itc h  angle 9C . The d e r iv a t io n  i s  s im i la r  t c  th a t  given fo r  
d e r iv a t iv e s  with respect t c  u, w, e t c . ,  but i s  le s s  com plicated because 
many terms in  the governing equations are independent of 0O. From the 
momentum eq uatio n , and the blade-elem ent exp ression s fo r  r c t c r  fo rce  and 
f la p p in g  c o e f f i c i e n t s ,  one obtains
3A 2/3 B3 + Bp2
90o [ B 2+£p2) + 4 t c ( l - v î 0 ÀB**)/aAi ] (3.105)
11c = a t n (2/3B3+Bp) (1-vfpAB1*)
30o [aAj_( B2+£p2) + 4 t c ( l - ^ ? cTB‘t)'] ( 3 . 106)
3hc 1 r f f l  „ 1 1 , 1 2 1 ^^ 5ip + ô2[- 0cp + ^ 0iP + ? Ap + £ a xp2 - a j
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3. ( 1 3 1 \
+ B a x - - ByA)
+ [| 6iu + ^ u(20o+01) + | (- |  Bu (90 + - B9X) + | Ba1)].||^
+ ^ ~ T2^ + <5z^ r6 ^ (29Q + 9!) "g 9C "g 0i)
+ |(t B3 ( 90 + | B91 ) + f BX + | B2alU - | BblU2)] ||l
c
- f[ £  B 3b i - | B 2acy ].
9an
a 00
f 1 _ 3 I n  2l 9b I
k  B a° + 8 Bai|J J-300
(3.107)
Sa„
30c «[B- + BV
. 1 „3 l A i l
3 B 390 J
( 3 . 1 0 8 )
i _ __ 2u ri r _ lAii
99c ~ (B2-£u2) 3 99c (3.109)
l£i _ ^ B ^  lio , &i 9ac fninl
990 (B2+£p2) * 99c ac* 990 * U.nu;
3.2.2 Calculation of seme rotor aerodynamic derivatives
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show seme important rotor derivatives plotted 
against the dimensionless wind velocity 0o , for two values cf rotor 
thrust. Derivatives are taken in the rotor control-axis directions with 
the control axis held vertical at all wind speeds so that 0o = p.
Because the flapping hinge offset is zero, the moment derivatives can be 
found directly from the force derivatives, and have therefore not been 
shown. The derivatives represent force perturbations of a single rotor 
due to perturbations occurring at the rotor head. That is, the 
derivative 9x/9q does net include a contribution due to the linear 
velocity components occasioned at the rotor hub by a pitch rate q. 
Similarly, X q and zq include only aerodynamic terms, and exclude the 
perturbations in horizontal and vertical components cf rotor force due 
to rotation cf the equilibrium rotor forces. The derivatives are 
equivalent to those of Equations (3*9) and (3.11), but written in a
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Figure 3.6 Aerodynamic derivatives of the example rotor at a 
total thrust to weight ratio T  = 1.5.
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Figure 3.7 Aerodynamic derivatives of the example rotor at a total 
thrust to weight ratio T = 3.0.
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dimensionless form.
The form of the variation of the rotor derivatives in Figures 3.6 
and 3*7 is well known (Bramwell, 1976, p.210); we note the strong 
vertical damping zq and the relatively poor "drag damping" x q . It is  
also interesting to see that although our example rotor is  quite lightly  
loaded, at a weight disc loading of about 15 N/m2 (0.30 l b / f t 2), the 
derivatives are substantially the same as those given by Bramwell for a 
machine with a disc loading of about 230 N/m2. His calculation of the 
rotor aerodynamic derivatives appears to include terms due to the 
increased forward t i l t  of the disc at higher fl igh t  speeds. Also of 
interest in Figure 3.6 and 3*7 is the coupling zq between rotor thrust 
and inplane motion which peaks near 0o = 0.03 for the example rotor.
This peak arises as a consequence of the rapid changes in induced 
velocity which occur close to hover. The derivative xq is also quite 
large. As this derivative is approximately equal to t c .3a /3§, i t  is 
nearly proportional to the equilibrium rotor thrust. The rotor disc lag 
with pitch rate 9ax/3q is an inertia e f fe c t ,  and we see from (3*95) that 
this lag is  inversely proportional to the Lock number Y = pacR*Vlflap. 
Consequently, xq increases in direct proportion to the blade flapping 
inertia. Single-bladed counterweighted rotors, or those driven by tip 
je ts  will therefore have derivatives xq which are large in comparison to 
those of more conventional shaft-driven multiblade rotors. This 
observation will lead to an approximation useful in Chapter 4.
When the rotor is hovering in s t i l l  air, i t  can be seen that the 
only rotor derivatives of significance are zg, xq and perhaps x q .
In producing Figures 3*6 and 3*7 the vehicle pitch attitude was 
fixed at 9e = 0°, so that 3x/3n = -3hc/3n and 3z/3n = -3 tc/3n, where 
’ n' represents a perturbation in a control-axis direction. Of course, 
the machine will generally find equilibrium with the pitch incidence 6e 
non-zero. In this case motion in either the horizontal or vertical 
directions will involve more than one aerodynamic derivative. The 
resulting force perturbation in the horizontal and vertical directions 
can be found from Equations (3*22).
3.2.3 Aerodynamic derivatives of a rotor in hovering flight
When a rotor is hovering in otherwise s t i l l  a ir , many of the expressions 
for the various rotor derivatives given in Section 3.2.1 simplify
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c o n s i d e r a b l y .  These  h o v e r  d e r i v a t i v e s  w i l l  be r e q u i r e d  i n  C h a p t e r  4 f 
and can be shown t o  be :
3 t c
3u
3hc
3u
9a0
3u
9a x 
9u
9_b i 
9u
9X
"3w
3 t c
9w
3a0
9w
9 t c
3Q
9hc
9q
3a0
9Q
IT 6o + 5 1 C75- 9o + -5- 9 i if 
+ <52 C-jj- 9o + j  9o9 i + ^ 9 i “ if * i ( 29o +9i ) )
+ 'TS'2 BM eo + "2 B 9 i  ^ + if B2ao)
+ t" 12  ~  ^ (0o + if 9 i  ^ + 2^3 B3(0o + i  B9i) " if Bxi ) ]  gQ
_ a r1 R 3 ] 9 b x
2 lr  a °  •* * 9u
3 _  M 3 a x
§ a - [-5 B(e0 + I  Be, )  -  Xi ]
3B*a°
8 Xi
C16 Ai +as )
3h
r m r ^ i i T : w  ■ u
y  9X 3a, 3b,
s B3 - ^  ; w * = 0 >
_ 1 =
3w
0
( 9o + if 9 i^
a,  
*  2 b * ( e0 I  BXi ^ - | f l
9a
9q
1 -  _ 16
B^Y
3b.
3q
= -1
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All derivatives taken with respect to pitch incidence 9 are zero for a 
hovering rotor.
The collective pitch derivatives are
9 X 2 Bas
990 = 3(^1 -as )
9tc _ 8aÀ B3 9hc
90o 3(^Xi-as) ; 9"0O ~ 0
_9a0
9 Bq
9 A. I
3 9 0 J
3 . 3  T A I L P L A N E  A E R O D Y N A M I C  D E R I V A T I V E S
In this section, expressions are derived which relate perturbations of 
the tailplane inflow angle <j>t, and the tail lift and drag forces to 
various perturbations in angle and velocity occurring at the tailplane. 
We begin with aerodynamic derivatives taken with respect to steady 
perturbations u, w, q, A0 and Ac, considering in turn the effects of 
direct perturbations at the tail and the indirect effects due to 
rotor/tailplane aerodynamic interactions. Subsequently, expressions for 
various downwash lag derivatives are developed.
As the tailplane aerodynamic derivatives are required in a 
dimensionless form, it is convenient here to simultaneously 
differentiate and nondimensionalise the governing equations given in 
Section 2.4. In most cases the change in notation is trivial, requiring 
only the addition of a circumflex to the dimensional quantity. For 
example, the
dimensionless tailplane lift C = L/psArft2R2
dimensionless total relative wind 0^ = U^/ftR
Further details of the nondimensionalisation scheme employed may be 
found in Appendix B.
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3.3.1 Tailplane aerodynamic derivatives for uniform perturbed motion
Figure 3*8 depicts the tailplane in a disturbed flight condition. It 
suffers relative wind components as the vehicle motion gives the 
tailplane perturbation velocities u^, wt; has rotated through an angle 
A9 from the trim pitch incidence 0e ; and the setting angle is perturbed 
by Ac* Note that the linear velocity of the tailplane occasioned by the 
machine pitch rate has been accounted for in Section 3.1.2, and 
comprises a portion of both u^ and wt. Additionally, the tail is 
subject to the perturbed velocity field induced by the rotors. During 
flight in wind, each rotor is assumed to induce a velocity field having 
two constituent parts. These parts represent the action of the rotor as 
an edgewise "propeller" and its simultaneous behaviour as a circular 
wing, according to Cheeseman’s (1958) representation of a rotor flow- 
field. From Equations (2.46-47), together with (2.44-2.48), the 
instantaneous perturbed relative wind components at the tailplane can be 
expressed as
uxt = U0 - ut + Vxcos(j>r + Vzsin<J)r - Vj^sinie+a^
Uzt ■ - wt - Vxsin<j)r + Vzcos<f>r - vitcos(0+ar)
The velocity components Vx, Vz induced by the horseshoe vortices, and
the velocity vit induced at the tailplane due to the "propeller" action
of the rotors were given previously as Equations (2.33_34) and (2.40). 
Again using (2.48), the relative wind expressions become
uxt = uo " ut + (-Vxsinx + Vzcosx - VitJ.sinO+aJ
+ (Vxcosx + Vzsinx).cos(0+ax) (3*111)
Uzt = - wt - (Vxcosx + Vzsinx).sin(0+al)
+ (-Vxsinx + Vzcosx ~ v^t).cos(9+a!) . (3.112)
The wake skew angle x is shown in Figure 2.7. All of the bracketed 
terms result from aerodynamic interactions between the rotors and 
tailplane. That is, they represent the rotor-induced velocity averaged 
along the tailplane quarter-chord line.
D + 9
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Next, d e r iv a t ive s  of the l i f t  and drag fo rce s  are obtained from the 
trim equations (2.25-26) and (2 .22-23) .  In the shortened symbolic 
n ota t ion ,  i t  follows that
Although these expressions  hold for any element of the s e t  of t a i lp l a n e  
and ro tor  perturbations shown, some d er iv a t ive s  wil l  be zero.  Because 
the t a i l p l a n e  angle of a t tack  i s
Op = 9 + £ + <}>k »
we can write
(3.113)
(3.114)
» fwhere n represents  any element of these s e t
{S„} = {ut , wt , A6, AC, ur , wr , q, ur , wr , q, A0O} .
30]
3n (3.115)
, i f  n E {0 ,c )  .
Also,  s ince the downwash angle at the t a i l p l a n e  i s
<J>t - tan 1(^z t /,^xt^
then
F in a l ly ,  the der ivat ive  of the t o t a l  dimensionless r e l a t i v e  wind ve loc i ty  
at the t a i l  locat ion  i s  found from Equation (2.27) to  be
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30+- 30xt , 30z+- . £=• r o i /- 117>
■an = •cos<i>te + -sin<i)te * n e • (3.117)
Derivatives corresponding to direct perturbations at the tail;
All that remains to be evaluated are the partial derivatives of the 
relative wind components Uxt,Uzt at the tail, with respect to the 
various independent perturbations. The derivatives taken with respect 
to direct perturbations at the tailplane quarter-chord line follow 
immediately from Equations (3.111-112), and in dimensionless terms are
= “ 1 i2.zt
3Qt 3Qt
l°xt = 0 lUzt3wt 3wt
I2xt = 0 J2.zt
3A8 3A9
12xt = 0 l£zt
3A; 3AC
( 3 . 1 1 8 )
Because the steady tailplane self-induced velocity is accounted for by 
the reduced lift-curve slope of a finite lifting wing, derivatives of 
the relative wind components taken with respect to tailplane setting 
angle perturbations Ac are zero. This is true also of craft incidence 
perturbations A0. Such perturbations do, however, change the rotor flow 
field and lead indirectly to flow perturbations at the tail.
Derivatives describing aerodynamic interactions 
between rotors and tailplane:
In order to evaluate the derivatives of relative wind at the 
tailplane taken with respect to rotor perturbations, the equations given 
previously in Section 2.4 must be differentiated. That is, we seek 
expressions for the velocity gradients in the assumed rotor-induced flow 
field. To begin, differentiate the "indirect" or rotor-induced parts of 
the relative wind equations (3.111-112). These indirect aerodynamic 
interaction terms are bracketed. Upon differentiation, it follows that
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90yf r96 9a.i t r t f ; ft • \ n \9^ r = ^  + 9 -^ JL - (vxCOSx + Vzs i n x) s in (9 e +ai e )
+ ( -Vxs i n x + Vzcosx - vi t ) c c s ( 6e+a i e ) ]
r 9vì +• 9Vy . 9My . \9Xi . , n \
+ >-■ 3  ^ " 3^  s i n * + 3^  C0SX " (vxc c s X + Vzs i n x) ^ J . s i n ( 0e +ai e )
r 9Vy 9 V 7  ^ 3 y -,+ [ - ^ c o s x  + ^ s i n x + ( “ Vx s i n x + Vz c c s x) ^ J . cos ( 0e +a i e )
(3.119)
f “ 2^  = [ f f  + | ^ 1] [" ("V x s in x  + Vzc c s x -  v i t ) s i n ( 0e +ai e )
-  (Vx c c s x + Vzs i n x)co s(0 e +ai e ) ]
" [
9Vj 
9n kc c s x
3V.
9n 's in x + (-V x s i n x + Vz cos s i n ( 0e +ai e )
9vit- 9VX . 9V7 . \9xi  /.  \-  ~ ^  s i n X + ^ f c o s x -  (Vx c c s x + Vzs i n x) - ^ J . c o s ( 0e +axe)
( 3 . 120 )
where 'n rep resents an element of the se t
i s » }  ^ ( 0 » Up,Wp, q , 0q } .
In th ese  two ex p ressio n s , i t  i s  obvious th at
90
9n 1 i f  n s 0 otherwise zero . ( 3 - 1 2 1 )
» » r
D e r iv a t iv e s  taken with respect to  Gr , wr and qr w i l l  be developed in  the 
fo l lo w in g  s e c t i o n .  Downwash la g  a ls o  causes a d d it io n a l  terms in  the 
d e r iv a t iv e s  90xt/9q and 90z^/9q. I t  remains to e v a lu a te  the d e r iv a t iv e s  
of the v e lo c i t y  v^t induced at the t a i l p l a n e  due to  the a c t io n  o f  the 
roto r as an edgewise " p r o p e lle r ” , and the d e r iv a t iv e s  of the v e lo c i t y  
components Vx and Vz induced by the c i r c u l a r  wing. We s h a l l  a ls o  
re q u ire  d e r iv a t iv e s  of the rotor wake skew angle x .
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Derivatives arising due to the behaviour 
of the rotor as a propeller:
Let us begin by differentiating the "propeller" contribution to 
rotor-induced velocity. I f  any gradient of streamwise development of 
the induced velocity within the rotor wakes is  neglected, then 
3k/3n = 0. From (2.40), with = vio/flR, i t  then follows that
f!lit
3n KP lii + kA.^*3n kAi‘3n n € {S3} (3.122)
The second term of (3.122) represents the changing fraction of tailplane  
quarter-chord line which lies  within the skewed cylindrical wakes. This 
term could be expected to dominate when the t a i l  is entering or leaving 
the wakes. The f i r s t  term accounts for the change in induced velocity  
at the rotor as the rotor is  perturbed, and has already been found in 
Section 3.3. The derivative of the proportion P of the tailplane within 
the rotor wakes follows from (2.43):
3P
3n
zte
(st s in x) 2‘
_____________1________________
/ (l/ st )2- ( z te/st sin x) 2'
r~9zt 
L 3n
+ zte dXi 
tanx 3nJ ’
(3.123)
where ' n' represents any element of the set {S 3}. Note that i f  Pe = 0, 
the tailplane lie s  entirely outside the rotor wakes in the trim 
condition, and we should therefore put 3P/3n = 0. Here, is  the 
dimensionless z-ordinate of the tailplane measured in the wake axes of 
Figure 2.7. Of the two terms in square brackets, the f i r s t  represents a 
perturbation of the machine relative to fixed rotor wakes, whilst the 
second term arises from perturbations to the wake skew angle resulting  
from aerodynamic changes at the rotors.
From (2.38-39), the derivatives of the dimensionless tailplane  
position (xt»zt) measured in the wake axes are
3xt
3n
- _ _  f 3x 3 a ,1
'  Z t e ' 3n 3n J
3zt _ 
3n
x. . (lx + 3ax] 
t e ’ 3n 3n ' n € {S3} .
(3.124)
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A d d it i o n a l ly ,  the d e r iv a t iv e  o f  the wake skew a n g le ,  x i s  found from 
(2.30) to  be
l l  = 1 3u
3n (p2+X2) 3n
3X -I 3a j 
u Sn-1 ~ 3n * n e  { S 3} (3.125)
D e r iv a t iv e s  a r i s in g  due to the behaviour 
o f  the ro to r  as a c i r c u l a r  w ing:
We have yet to  consider the v e lo c i t y  g ra d ie n ts  caused by the 
horseshoe v e r t ic e s  which are a s s o c ia te d  with the behaviour of the ro to rs  
as c i r c u l a r  w ings. The d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  o f  the "wing” c o n tr ib u t io n  i s  
s tr a ig h tfe r w a r d  because the d ista n ce  from the v e h ic le  cen tre  o f  mass to 
the t a i l p l a n e  quarter-chord l i n e ,  r\ = x£+z£, i s  c o n s t a n t .  A l l  
d e r iv a t iv e s  of the terms R^  and Sj_ of (2.35-36) are th e r e fo r e  z e ro , and 
Equations (2.33~3iO then y ie ld
3VY V* 3R Vx 3zt
3n R * 3n + zt e * 3n
2±Lz = Xx M  
3n R * 3n
sR _ 1 _
4 * s t r t
[ S 1 —S 2 — s 3 + S|,
( 3 . 1 2 6 )
■ t!t + ( s 2+x t ) _1 + ( s 3+x t ) _1 -  ( s „ + x t )
“ ( ^ i +xt ) ” 1 + ( ^ z - x t ) " 1 + ( S 3- x t )_1 -  ( S ^ X t ) " 1] . j &
r f f
(3.127)
where 'n* again rep resents an element of the s e t  {S 3} .
F i n a l l y ,  the d e r iv a t iv e s  of the dim ensionless c i r c u l a t i o n
R = K / U R 2sn)
o f the e q u iv a le n t  c ir c u la r  wing a re  obtain ed from (2 .2 9 ):
3R
3n
R 3tc 
t c * 3n
t n 3 X j
20o Xh 3n n € {S3} . (3.128)
In (3*128), Aft = Æp/2* is  a dimensionless form of the thrust velocity. 
All other derivatives have been given previously, with the exception of 
derivatives of induced velocity at the ta i l  taken with respect to the
t » »
accelerations Qr , wr and q of the rotor. Such derivatives form the 
subject of the following section.
3.3.2 Inclusion of downwash lag terms
The induced velocity at the rotors will change in response to 
dimensionless perturbations ur , wr , q, A0 and A90 at the rotor. We 
assume the rotors behave in a quasi-static fashion, in that the rotor 
forces, inflow and blade motion respond instantaneously to perturbations
If changes to the perturbations ur , wr , e tc . are made very slowly, 
the downwash induced by the rotors at the tailplane will remain at the 
particular steady value appropriate to the uniform perturbation at the 
rotors. Conversely, when changes to ur , wr , e tc . occur rapidly, then 
the velocity induced at the tailplane cannot be assumed to remain 
steady. Despite our assumption that the rotor responds instantaneously 
to perturbations, a f in ite  time At is required for the perturbed flow 
f ie ld  to be advected to the tailplane.
t t
Let us f i r s t  consider the linear acceleration terms ur and wr , and 
their effect on the total dimensionless velocity components 0xt and 0zt 
at the tailplane. A perturbation in 0X^  arising from linear velocity 
and acceleration perturbations in the x-direction can be expressed as
A0t ~ 52xt aar (3 .12 9)
where At is  the dimensionless advection time from the rotor to the 
tailplane. The negative sign arises since the velocity induced at the 
ta il  lags the change at the rotor by At . From (3.129) we deduce that
- A t 3°xt
'  9 u r  *
Similarly, in the condensed notation,
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-At ¿!Lxt * 3n
' 90 zt 
3n
(3.130)
where here ' n' represents n £ {ur , wr , q}
i
Next, consider the e f f e c t s  c f  p itch  rate  q = A0. In the Earth- fixed 
axes the equations c f  motion include der ivat ives  taken with respect  
t c  pitch incidence perturbations A0. Consequently,  a uniform pitch  rate  
engenders a lag in dcwnwash perturbations resu lt ing  from A0. Additional 
terms must therefore  be added t c  Equations (3.119-120) fo r  the case where 
n 2 q
A £^xt * 3A0
A(la
(3.131)
Since the r c t c r  wakes are assumed t c  form skewed cy l in d ers ,  the 
advective time w i l l  be proportional tc  the distance from r c t c r  t c  t a i l ,  
measured in the rotor  wake d i r e c t io n .  Because the t o t a l  dimensionless 
v e l o c i t y  at the ro tors  in th is  d i r e c t io n  i s  / u 2+X2, cne can estimate the 
dimensionless advecticn time to  be
Ax xt
m ( p 2 + X 2 )
■ i
2
(3.132)
The l o c a t io n  o f  the t a i l  in the streamwise d ir e c t io n  o f  the r c t c r  wakes, 
xt , i s  given by Equation (2 .3 8 ) .  Equation (3*132) i s  approximate 
because the induced ve lo c i ty  in a rea l  wake develops with streamwise 
d istance ,  and so the wakes acce lerate  both tangent ia l ly  and r a d ia l l y .
3 .3 -3  Calculation c f  some ta i lp lane  aerodynamic der ivat ives
Figures were shown in Section 3 .2 .2  g iv ing  typ ica l  variation  with wind 
speed c f  the aerodynamic der ivat ives  o f  an i s o la te d  r o t o r .  Because the 
ta i lp la n e  aerodynamic derivat ives  are in f luenced  by the rotor  induced 
flew f i e l d ,  and sometimes depend s trong ly  on th is  v e l o c i t y  f i e l d ,  cne
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cannot sensibly speak of the aerodynamic derivatives of an isolated 
tailplane. Any tailplane derivatives should be calculated with 
reference to specified relative tailplane and rotor positions. 
Furthermore, many, rotor parameters, including particularly the rotor 
thrust loading, w ill influence the tailplane derivatives. In response 
to these observations, we shall present the tailplane derivatives 
calculated for our example machine operating at a typical thrust to 
weight ratio r of 2.0.
For example, consider the modified Gyromill Mk.2 machine defined in 
Appendix A.2, with the equilibrium vehicle pitch attitude maintained 5° 
nose up by tailplane action. Figure 3.9 shows the variation of several 
important tailplane aerodynamic derivatives.' As mentioned previously, 
these are not the derivatives of an isolated tailplane, but include 
e ffects  due to the tailplane and the rotors. For example, of the 
figure includes both "direct" terms due to the linear velocity of the 
tailplane, and "indirect" aerodynamic interaction e ffects  resulting from 
the linear and angular velocities of the rotor hubs. The quantities 
plotted as tailplane derivatives in Figures 3*9 to 3.11 are in fact the 
bracketed coeffic ients in Equations (3.37—38). They represent 
derivatives in the Earth-fixed frame of tailplane forces taken with 
respect to perturbations of the vehicle centre of mass. For consistency 
with the plots of rotor aerodynamic derivatives, here x is taken to be 
positive upwind, and z as positive vertically  downward. These are, of 
course, opposite to the Earth-fixed axis directions.
In Figures 3.9 to 3.11 the tailplane operates at small angles of 
attack, where the l i f t  to drag ratio is  large. This is  so even when the 
rotor wakes impinge on the ta il  surface, as the ta il  seting angle £ 
varies to keep the machine pitch attitude constant. Consequently, the 
x-force derivatives (which depend mainly on the drag force) are much 
smaller than the vertical force derivatives. In Figure 3*9 the x-force 
derivatives are always less than 0.02 in magnitude, and so have not been 
shown.
Downwash lag derivatives have also been omitted from Figure 3-9 for 
c lar ity ; these are significant only when the rotor wakes impinge on the 
tailplane. The extent of wake impingement is indicated by the vertical 
dashed lines in Figure 3.9. At wind speed ratios 0o less than about 
0.084 the rotor wakes pass below the tailplane, whilst when 0o exceeds 
about 0.124 the wakes l i e  entirely above the tailplane.
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Figure 3.9 Some tailplane aerodynamic derivatives for the 
modified example machine at F = 2.0, 0e = +5 .
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Outside the region o f  wake impingement, aerodynamic interact ions  are 
minor, and the ta i lp lane  derivatives  depend e s s e n t i a l l y  on the change o f  
ta i lp lane  l i f t  with angle o f  attack.  The v e l o c i t i e s  induced at the t a i l  
by the horseshoe vort ices  associated with the behaviour of  the ro tors  as 
c i r cu la r  wings cause only small changes to the a ir f low  d irect ion  at the 
t a i l p l a n e .
As the ta i lp lane  encounters the rotor  wakes, at 0o = 0.084 in Figure 
3 .9 ,  the character o f  the ta i lp lane  der ivat ives  becomes abruptly more 
complicated. Because the rotor  wakes are mathematically represented as 
skewed cy l inders ,  the ta i lp lane  derivat ives  are discontinuous as the 
t a i l  penetrates the wake boundaries.  Although the inf luence o f  wake 
impingement i s  strong, the derivat ives  do not go to  i n f i n i t y  as the 
proportion P of  the t a i l  within the wakes tends to zero .  In the region  
o f  wake impingement the ta i lp lane  f o rce  der ivat ives  depend d i r e c t ly  on 
the der ivatives  of  the "wake" induced v e l o c i t y  (3*122).  The f i r s t  term 
o f  th is  expression i s  usually small ,  but the term 9P/9n, which i s  
proportional to 9x/9n, can be large .  In hover,  Equation (3*125) reduces 
to
9x —1 9yi _ 9al
9n 9n 9n
I t  can be seen from this  expression that the wake d i re c t io n  i s  very 
s e n s i t iv e  to  gusts near hover.  For example, consider 9x/3u. where we 
can put 9y/9u * -1 ,  so that
l l
9u U=0
1_
*i
OR
v 10
For ro tors  of  low disc  loading, th is  der ivat ive  i s  la rge .  I f  
Ai -  -0.025, then 9x/9u = -40 radians. That i s ,  i f  the forward v e l o c i t y  
increases by 1% o f  the t i p  speed then x decreases by 0 .4  radians, or 
about 23°.
The two bracketed terms in (3*123) may e i ther  add or subtract .  
Because the sign and re la t iv e  magnitudes of  the terms i s  a complicated 
funct ion  o f  many variables ,  the larges t  ta i lp lane  der ivat ives  may occur 
e ither  at the f i r s t  or la s t  encounter of  the ro tor  wakes with the 
t a i lp la n e .  When the ta i lp lane  i s  centred in the wakes, z^e i s  zero and 
a l l  derivat ives  of  P vanish as expected. Any deviat ion  o f  the
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derivatives from the smooth curves outside of the impingement zone is 
then due to the second term of (3.122).
Some representative tailplane derivatives of the unmodified example 
machine defined i-n Appendix A.l are shown in Figure 3.10. Compared with 
the machine used for the previous figure, this vehicle has a tailplane 
of increased span, mounted at a lower position some 6.8° of elevation 
below the rotor position, and a decreased rotor centre distance.
Because the tailplane has a larger aspect ratio , the l i f t  curve slope is 
increased and the influence of this can clearly be seen by comparing the 
derivatives Zq, z q  and z  ^ of Figures 3*9 and 3.10. Again, the extent of 
the wake impingement is  indicated by the vertical dashed lines in Figure 
3.10. The wind speed at which the wake centreline intersects the ta il  
position is  also indicated by a chain dashed line in the figure. 
Interaction effects  are small near this wind speed, because 9P/9n * 0 
when the ta i l  l ies  near the wake centreline.
Downwash lag derivatives;
Once again, downwash lag derivatives x^, z^, e tc . have been omitted 
from Figure 3.10 in the interests of c lar ity . Some examples of such 
derivatives are shown in Figure 3.11. This figure depicts only the 
region of rotor wake impingement of the previous figure; outside of 
this region downwash lag effects are negligible. The linear downwash 
lag derivatives are inertia terms, and should be compared with a 
dimensionless vehicle mass of unity. A negative derivative x^, or m^  
represents an increase in the effective inertia in that direction, 
whilst the cross terms z^, x  ^ etc. represent inertial coupling between 
the various motions. The derivatives in this figure depend principally 
on the change in tailplane proportion P immersed in the wakes. Near the 
wake centreline where 9P/9n = 0, a ll  downwash lag derivatives are 
small. At the wind speed of last encounter where 0o * 0.105, the 
derivatives are much larger than when the ta i l  f i r s t  encounters the 
wakes. This arises because the two terms of Equation (3*123) subtract 
at wind velocities  near U0 = 0.055 whilst they add at the higher wind 
speed. The largest downwash lag effect is  that of z^. As the tailplane 
enters the rotor wakes from below, the e ffect ive  vertical inertia of the 
machine is  increased by about 26%,  whilst when the wakes fina lly  pass 
away from the ta il  the vertical inertia has been decreased by more than 
100/6. This implies that the aerodynamic interaction between the rotors
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Figure 3.10 Some tailplane aerodynamic derivatives for the
unmodified example machine at T  = 2.0/ 0e = 0°.
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Figure 3.11 Some downwash lag derivatives for the unmodified 
example machine at T = 2.0, 9e = 0°.
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and tailplane will cause a net upward force in response to an upward 
acceleration.
The other extremely important downwash lag derivative is mq, which 
is approximately equal to 2-t*zw* If  &t * 1*2» Fi8ure 3.11 implies that 
m^  will exceed 1.8 when 0o * 0 .1 ,  and will be less than -0.35 when 
0o * 0.06. Since these dimensionless e ffective  moments of inertia must 
be compared to k2 * 0.125, the e ffect  of downwash lag on the vehicle 
pitching motion is indeed large.
3.4 CABLE FORCE-DISPLACEMENT DERIVATIVES
In Section 3.1.3 the advantages and limitations of representing the 
cable by a set of force-displacement derivatives were discussed. To 
complete the expansion of cable force perturbations given in Section 
3.1.4, expressions for the cable derivatives are required. These 
expressions are derived in the present section.
3.4.1 Force-displacement derivatives of straight, e lastic  cables
When an elastic  cable develops tension which is  large in comparison with 
any normal forces, i t  will be nearly straight, and simple expressions 
for the force-displacement derivatives can be obtained. Here the cable 
is assumed to be completely straight: this implies that the cable 
weight and aerodynamic forces are insignificant relative to the tension.
Under the influence of the equilibrium cable tension Fce the cable 
w ill extend from its  unstrained length S,CR to a strained length 
s ceR = &cR( 1+Fce/AkEk )• Next, displace the upper cable point by small 
displacements (Ax,Az). As a result, the cable length w ill extend to 
s cR, and both the cable angle and tension w ill change. In the displaced 
condition the cable length and angle are
scR = [ (xe+Ax) 2 + (ze+Az)2] i  (3-133)
olq = tan“ 1 [ (z e + Az ) / (xe+Ax ) ] (3.134)
whilst the cable tension is
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Fc -  [ C(xe + Ax ) 2 + (ze + Az)2] i  -  £c r ] . (3.135)
The c a b le  ten sio n  may be resolved in to  fo r c e  components in  the 
E a r t h - f i x e d  a x is  d ir e c t io n s  as
Xq — Eq • cos qiq (3.136)
Zc _ Fc .s i n a c (3.137)
By d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  the expressions (3.13^-137) the four b a s ic  f o r c e -  
displacem ent d e r iv a t iv e s  are found to  be
These d e r iv a t iv e s  may be nondimensionalised a ccord in g  to  the scheme of 
Appendix B by d iv id in g  by psAr ft2R. Each d e r iv a t iv e  i s  seen to  comprise 
two p a r t s .  The f i r s t  term can be i d e n t i f i e d  w ith  a d ir e c t  exten sio n  of 
the c a b le  along i t s  equilibrium  d i r e c t i o n ,  w h i ls t  the second term a r is e s  
from the component of a displacement normal to  the eq u ilib riu m  cab le  
d i r e c t i o n .
When the cab le  i s  v e r t i c a l ,
Zzc " AkEk/^cR
The d e r iv a t iv e  Zzc is  then a sso c ia te d  w ith the cab le  s t r u c t u r a l  
e l a s t i c i t y ,  and Xxc with the change in  c a b le  angle r e s u l t i n g  from a 
l a t e r a l  displacement of the upper cab le p o in t .  Since A^E^ i s  the fo rce  
re q u ire d  to  produce a cab le s t r a in  o f  u n i t y ,  i t  i s  apparent th a t
^xc “ Fq q /SqqR = FQe/fcQRd + F Q g / A k E k )
* z c  “  Exc “  0
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Xxc << Zzc . That is ,  the tangential stiffness of a straight elastic  
cable is  always much greater than the e ffect ive  normal stiffn ess .
Using the straight-cable force-displacement derivatives (3.138) it  
is  easy to verify-that the vehicle equations of motion (3.1- 3) in the 
ordinates Ax, Az, A0 are equivalent to the alternative set (3•4—6) 
written in the degrees of freedom A0, Aac and Afc .
3.^.2 Force-displacement derivatives of two cables with 
catenary profiles
In some special circumstances, a draped cable forms a catenary. Since 
the equations describing the shape and tension variation of a catenary 
are available in closed form, they can immediately be differentiated to 
obtain the cable force-displacement derivatives. These simple analytic 
expressions are obtainable only when the cable is  essentially 
in e lastic . In the notation of Chapter 2.6.2, this is  so when 
T/AkEk << 1.
Uniform inelastic cable draped in s t i l l  a i r :
When an inextensible cable of uniform section is draped in s t i l l  air 
i t  adopts a classical catenary pro fi le .  Since a ll body forces are 
vertica l, the horizontal component of cable tension, X1# remains 
constant along the cable. The cable derivatives can be shown (Bairstow, 
Relf & Jones, 1915; Neuraark, 1961) to be
X „ w . _________ sinh^
xc 0 p sinhp - 2(coshp - l )
y _ u sec<}>l - sec({)0____  _
zc 0 * p sinhp - 2(coshp - 1) xc
7 u sec^sec^Q - sinhp
zc “ W° p sinhp - 2Ccoshp - 1) *
where the symbols are identical to those used in Chapter 2.6.2, and the 
constant p is
p = wQxi/X i = in tan(<J>x/2) - Jin tan(<£0/2) .
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Uniform m assless i n e l a s t i c  cab le  draped in  a uniform wind stream, 
with t a n g e n t ia l  sk in  f r i c t i o n  fo rce  n e g le cte d :
By d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  the equations (2 .7 9 -8 2 ) , Neumark (1961) o b tain s 
the c a b le  fo rce -d isp la ce m e n t d e r iv a t iv e s  fo r  t h i s  "wind catenary" as
xc sin«^*
(coshv -  D c o s 3^! + sinhvcos2(ftx + vCcoshv+sinhvcoscfr^sin2^ t 
vsinh$ -  2(ccshv -  1)
Lzc = n .
s in h v c c s^ ! + (ccshv -  D s i n 2^  
vsinhv -  2(ccshv -  1)
'XC = n .
(ccshv - 1) ( l + c c s 2^ ) + 2sinhvccs({) i -  vCccshv+sinhvcostfrJcos^i 
vsinhv -  2(ccshv -  1)
Zzc = n s i n ^ sin h v  -  (ccshv -  D c c s ^  vsinhv -  2(coshv -  1)
where the constant v i s
v = n z x/T = Jin tan(<}>1/2) -  Jin tan(<j>0/2) .
3 .^ .3  Fcrce-displacem ent d e r iv a t iv e s  of a c a b le  draped 
in  a nonuniform wind stream
Seve ral methods proposed by previous workers f c r  the e s t im a tio n  o f  the 
fcrc e -d isp la c e m e n t d e r iv a t iv e s  c f  a cab le  s u b je c t  t c  wind fo r c e s  were 
mentioned in  Chapter 3 *1 .3 . These schemes invoke v arious s im p l i f y in g  
assum ptions, but a l l  assume th a t  the cab le  s e c t io n  and the f lu id -d y n am ic  
pressure are in v a r ia n t  along the c a b le .  A l l  s tu d ie s  but one n e g le c t  the 
t a n g e n t ia l  aerodynamic fo rce s  a c t in g  on cab le  elem ents: in t h i s  
r e s t r i c t e d  c ircum stance, closed-form  expressions cr u n iv e rs a l  ta b u lar  
s o lu t io n s  f c r  the c a b le  d e r iv a t iv e s  can be found. O'Hara (1945) 
in c lu d e d  the t a n g e n t ia l  s k i n - f r i c t i o n  fo rce  in  h is  a n a l y s i s ,  and 
consequently gave in t e g r a l  formulae for  the various d e r i v a t i v e s .
Here, we are in t e r e s t e d  in  the e f f e c t i v e  s t i f f n e s s  at the top end o f  
lo n g ,  sm all diam eter, e l a s t i c  te th e r in g  cab le s  s u b je c t  to  an a r b it r a r y  
f l u i d  stream . In S e c t io n  2 .6 .6  i t  was shewn th a t  both the s k i n - f r i c t i c n  
fo r c e  and the v a r ia t io n  c f  stream dynamic pressure w ith  a l t i t u d e  have 
s i g n i f i c a n t  in flu e n c e  on the equilib rium  cab le  shape. This i s
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especially so when the cable diameter is  small, as then the aerodynamic 
forces are predominant.
Computational technique:
To allow for the influence of cable e la st ic ity ,  tangential drag 
forces, and the variation of wind speed and air density with altitude, a 
direct computational technique is used to estimate the cable 
derivatives. This technique also permits the cable sectional properties 
to be varied as an arbitrary prescribed function of cable length. From 
the cable equilibrium calculation, one finds the unstrained cable length 
HCR, and the position (Xj.Zj) of the upper cable end. The upper cable 
point is  then displaced a small horizontal distance +Ax from its  
equilibrium position, and the new cable shape and tension distribution 
are calculated. This calculation proceeds as a numerical boundary-value 
problem, starting from the unperturbed cable equilibrium solution and 
conserving the unstrained cable length £CR. From the new equilibrium 
upper cable tension and angle, perturbations AX+ and AZ+ in the x and 
z-components of the tension are found. Next, a displacement -Ax is 
imposed at the cable upper end, and a similar boundary-value problem 
solved. Cable derivatives can then be estimated as
9XC _ v (AX+ - AX")
3x xc 2Ax
9Zc _ -7 _ (AZ + " A Z' )
9x xc 2 Ax
The effect ive  stiffnesses in the vertical direction are then found by 
imposing displacements of ±Az to the cable end point.
Although this technique is computationally somewhat extravagant, i t  
permits an arbitrary variation of flu id  dynamic pressure with altitude 
to be used. In addition, the cross-sectional properties of the 
tethering cable may be varied according to some prescribed function of 
cable length. For example, we may decrease the cable diameter down the 
cable to achieve a uniform-strength tether which will be of minimum 
weight for a particular equilibrium cable configuration.
It has been found that an imposed upper end displacement step size 
of £CR x lO- *4 gives good estimates of the cable derivatives for a wide 
range of cable configurations. The derivatives are estimated to four 
significant figures or better using this technique with ordinary-
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Figure 3.12 Cable derivatives for the family of cables shown 
in Figure 2.29.
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Figure 3.13 Cable derivatives for the family of cables shown 
in Figure 2.30.
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precision arithmatic. When the cable is deemed to be in e lastic , cable 
derivatives have been estimated to better than three figures for highly 
tensioned cables having a change in slope (c^-^o) as small as 0.1°. Of 
course, no real cable is  truly inextensible. When the cable structural 
e la st ic ity  is included, the calculation proceeds more rapidly, and is 
less sensitive to the step size or numerical tolerance used. A nearly 
straight inelastic cable limits the upper end displacement almost to a 
single degree of freedom. As a result, the calculated stiffness  becomes 
very large, and strongly dependent on the imposed displacement size as 
the cable straightens. The introduction of cable e la st ic ity  removes 
this constraint, and so facilita tes  calculation of the e ffective  
stiffn esses . When the cable is  appreciably curved, the calculation 
again proceeds rapidly, as the upper cable point is  then quite free to 
move through large displacements in any direction.
Figures 3*12 and 3.13 show the variation with cable shape of the 
dimensionless force-displacement derivatives for a series of typical 
cable pro files . The different cable shapes were produced by allowing 
the vehicle pitch incidence to vary, at a constant thrust to weight 
ratio  and vehicle 's altitude. This causes the upper cable tension and 
angle to vary; the resulting cable shapes have previously been shown as 
Figures 2.29 and 2.30.
Although a ll  of the cable profiles shown are noticeably curved, the 
derivatives show dependence on both the cable shape and its  structural 
e la s t ic ity .  In Figure 2.29, the cable curvature is  only about 10° over 
the whole length of the cable, yet the force-displacement derivatives 
are an order of magnitude smaller than those found for a perfectly 
straight cable with structural e lastic ity  alone. A comparison of 
Figures 3*12 and 3-13 underscores the importance of cable shape. As the 
cable becomes increasingly curved, the cable derivatives decrease 
rapidly in magnitude, and the e ffective  stiffness at the upper cable 
point becomes almost independent of direction. With increased 
curvature, the derivatives depend less on cable length and more on the 
mean cable orientation.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYTIC STABILITY CRITERIA FOR SOME SIMPLE CASES
OF TETHERED FLIGHT1
In Chapter 2, equations were presented which describe  the longitudinal  
trim of  a r o t o r c r a f t  tethered in a wind stream, or in s t i l l  a i r .  
Equations of  motion va l id  for  small perturbations about an arbitrary- 
trim condit ion were subsequently developed in Chapter 3. The body o f  
theory contained in those two chapters enables the ca lcu la t ion  o f  
veh ic le  trim conf igurat ions  for  any part icu lar  set  o f  geometrical and 
operat ional parameters. Addit ionally ,  the small-motion s t a b i l i t y  or 
response to  disturbances from a trim condit ion can be ca lculated  using 
the theory in Chapter 3. A computer program for  performing these 
ca lcu la t ions  has been prepared, and i s  described in Appendices C and D. 
In subsequent chapters,  th is  code w i l l  be used to  demonstrate the 
in f luence  o f  certa in  parameters on the s t a b i l i t y  and response 
c h a r a c te r i s t i c s  o f  some tethered r o t o r c r a f t .
A considerable number of parameters d i r e c t ly  inf luence the 
equilibrium of  the veh ic le  and i t s  tether ing cab le ,  and therefore  
i n d i r e c t l y  exert a strong inf luence on the character o f  perturbed 
motion. When the tethering cable  i s  e l a s t i c  or curved, the c r a f t  has 
three r ig id -body  longitudinal  degrees of  freedom. Such cases w i l l  be 
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. Prior to  t h i s ,  l e t  us examine the 
s t a b i l i t y  o f  some elementary cases where the veh ic le  has one or two 
degrees o f  freedom.
In hover,  the dynamic response o f  the rotors  can be characterised by 
only  three aerodynamic der ivat ives ,  whilst  a l l  of  the ta i lp lane
1 Some o f  the resu l ts  and conclusions embodied in t h is  chapter have 
previously  been published (Rye, 1985).
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derivatives are vanishingly small. Furthermore, the analysis remains 
uncomplicated by rotor-tailplane aerodynamic interactions unless the 
machine geometry is quite peculiar. If the tethering cable is assumed 
to be straight and inelastic the vehicle has two degrees of freedom, and 
relatively simple analytic stability criteria can be obtained for hover 
flight. When the machine is further constrained so as to have only one 
degree of freedom, the stability criteria are sufficiently uncomplicated 
that flight in wind can be analysed as well.
By using these simplified dynamic models it is possible to gain some 
physical insight into the vehicle behaviour over a restricted range of 
operating conditions. This understanding may perhaps provide guidance 
to the more complicated general case of operation in wind. Although 
assembly and numerical solution of a general characteristic equation is 
straightforward, much valuable information can be gained from analytic 
stability criteria, such as the Routh-Hurwitz criteria. This approach 
is adopted in the present section.
H.l EQUATIONS OF PERTURBED LONGITUDINAL MOTION FOR FLIGHT
RESTRAINED BY A STRAIGHT, INEXTENSIBLE CABLE
Under certain circumstances, it is appropriate to make further 
simplifying assumptions regarding the tethering cable. In Section 3.1.3 
it was argued that cable stiffness terms are more important than inertia 
terms if the cable mass is a small fraction of the vehicle mass.
Provided this is so, it is reasonable to assume that the cable will 
behave quasi-statically. If the tension developed by a tethering cable 
is large in comparison with both the cable aerodynamic and weight 
forces, the cable drape will be slight. In this condition, readily 
attained by short cables under moderate tension, it is reasonable to 
neglect the cable weight and aerodynamic forces. Because the shape of 
small-diameter cables in wind is governed by aerodynamic forces, this 
straight-cable idealisation is most appropriate to operation in still 
air. Inspection of Figures 2.26 and 2.27 shows that the example cable 
described in Appendix A is sufficiently light as to form shallow 
catenaries over lengths well in excess of one kilometre. If the 
structural elasticity of the cable is also neglected, it then behaves as 
a straight, massless, inextensible member. Clearly, real cables will 
often depart substantially from this ideal, especially when restraining
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a vehicle in wind. Nevertheless, this first-ord er approximation is  
adopted in order to ascertain i f  an unstable craft may be stabilised by 
the action of a suitably located tethering cable. Kaufman & Schultz 
(1962) admit this p o ssib ility , but do not pursue the investigation. In 
any case, the assumption of a straight in e la stic  cable is  clearly  
appropriate when considering l ig h t ,  well-tensioned, high modulus 
tethering cables. Let us make use of the mathematical sim plification i t  
affords: this simplicity is  not to be found in the general case where 
the cable is  draped in wind, or even when i t  is  straight and e l a s t ic .
The vehicle equations of perturbed motion have previously been given 
in a dimensionless form as Equations (3*64-66). Those equations are 
cast in the three rigid-body degrees of freedom Ax, Az and A9, and 
involve cable force-displacement derivatives. Here, where the cable is  
assumed to be straight and inextensible, i t  is  more convenient to use 
alternative forms of the equations of motion which do not involve cable 
derivatives. Such equations are found from Equations (3.64-66) by 
making the substitutions indicated in the paragraph following Equation 
6*66) .These substitutions introduce the additional perturbation 
variables Aac and Afc . Solutions of the new equations must also s a tis fy  
the geometrical constraints imposed by the assumption of a stra igh t,  
inextensible tethering cable. In d ifferen tia l form, the cable 
constraint equations are
Ax = A ûCq  • $/QSinotçg -  Ae. hi (4.1)
Az = Aac • 2,ccosace 1 o CD (4.2)
When differentiated, these relations yield expressions for u, w and 
their derivatives in terms of Ab,  Aac and their derivatives. Such 
expressions allow the elimination of Q and w from the equations of 
perturbed motion, which may then be written in the dependent 
perturbation variables A0, Aac and Afc as
“ Aé[h x + ( h 3-h j ) (x^t ) i + (S-a’ J-i) (Xiiit)i + (x<^ t^ i-^
- A&C ( h 3-h i ) ( 2Xyp +( Xy£ )^  } + ( 5-3 i ) ( 2xwr + ( xW£ )^  } + 2Xqr + (xqt^i
+ (hH- h x )xut - ( ^ H , ) x wt]
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-  A0.m[2tcecos0e -  2hces i n 0 e + 2 x 0r + x 0t + ( x e t ) i ]
~ Actc [ Ä-gSinagg ( l - (x ^  )  ^} + ^cc o sa ce^x\frt H
+ Aàc [S.c s i n a c e (2xu r +xu t + (x ut )£ ) -  £cc o sa c e ( 2xw r+xw^ + (x w^  )  ^)]
AûCq • m^00sin&00 Af*Q«1110030100
= A0o .m[2x0o r + (x 0o t ) i ] + Aç.mxç (4.3 )
~A ¿ [ ! + (h 3~ h i ) ( z ^ ) i  + C S-3~Ä,1) Cz^t^i +
~ A Ò C ( h 3-h  x ) ( 2Zyp +( z U£ ) ^  ) + ( S.3- &i) (2zwr. + ( zw  ^)^ ) + 2Zqp + (zq^)|
+ (h i. -h ^ Z y k  ~ ( 5.^  +i  i ) z w  ^]
-  A0 .m [-2tces i n 0 e -  2hcecos0e + 2 z 0r + z 0t + ( z 0t ) i ]
+ Aac [ 2,QSinaCg ( z ¿ £ )j_ + ¿ cc o sa Cg [ l - (z^ ^ ) ¿  )]
+ AAC[ 2,c s i n a c e (2 zu r +zu t + (z ut )j_ ) -  2,cc o sa ce ( 2zwr,+zw^ +( z w^  ) ^  ) ]
Aac .mfceco sace Al*Q»rnslnct00
= A0q • inC2z0Qp +( z 0q  ^)  ^Ü + Aç.mZç (4.4)
~A¿C” k + ( h 3- h j ) (in^t)i + ( & 3— & 1 )  ^i  +  ^^í|t  ^i  ^
-  A 0 [ (h 3- h l )(2mur + (mu t ) i ) + ( l3-l x) (2mwr+(mwt )L ) + 2mqr + ( m q ^
+ (hi*-  hj)my^ — ( Ä. i* +£. 1 ) niy£, D
A0.rn[2m0r> -  X^X^g ~ h ^ ^ g  + mgt, + (ni0^)j_ -  f g g h 2]
+ Aac [ ¿ g S in a g g im ^ t ) i  -  2,cco sa gg (n % k ) ¿ ]
+ AAC [ ®,c s ^riotce^^mu r +mut + ^ mut ) ~ i,gCOsaCg ( 2mWp+mWk + (niwt H  ^
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+ Aac .mfceh2 + Afc .r H2
= A0o .m[2m0or + (m9ot )j_ ] + Ac.mm  ^ . (4.5)
The assumed s t r a i g h t ,  in e x te n s ib le  cable c on st rai n s the cable  
attachment point to move in a c i r c u l a r  a r c ,  and thereby reduces the 
number of ri g i d -b o d y  freedoms by one. After e l i m i n a ti o n  of  cable force  
perturbation terms, the equations of  perturbed l o n g i t u d i n a l  motion 
(4.3 -5)  may be seen to involve only the two degrees of freedom A9 and 
Aac . Equation (4.5) provides an expression r e l a t i n g  the cable force  
perturbation Afc to the dependent v a ri ab le s  A0 and Aac , and to  the 
contr ol  fu nct io ns  A90 and Ac. S u b s t i t u t i o n  o f  t h i s  expression in to  
Equations (4.3) and (4.4) eliminates the cabl e fo rc e  perturbation Afc . 
The r e s u l t i n g  equations may conveniently be w ritten  in  matrix form as
[m]x + [ C ]x + m[k]x = m[f]u (4. 6)
where
x = { A0, Acxc }t  ; u = { A0O, AcJT ,
and
mi x — C k + (h j -  h3 )(in£j|0  ^ + (&x~5<3 )(ffi$jt^i (m^t )i ]cos
+ [ h x (h ! - h 3 ) (x^t )i ~ (^1  3 ) (xi/t  ^i  + (x <^t^i^*^2
m l2 = I c K m ^ i C o s c i Q e + (l-(x^t)i )^23sinace
+ (m\frt ) i C0Sace + (x\Vt H  ^2 C^0Sace
m2 1 -  -  [k + ( h L haMm^tOi + ( &x ” ¿3)  (m^tOi “  (m$ t  ^i ^s ^n a ce
C J, x -  (h x~h3) ( (&x ^3^(z iit^i + (^<^t^i^*^2
ra22 -  lQl (miit ) i S i n a ce + (z iit H ^2 s^ i notce
+ E (m^t)i s inotce + (1” (z^ t )i ) ^2^cosaQg
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c i i = C (h i“h3 ) (2niup + (niut )i } + (&i ^3 ) (mwr+^mwt ) ~ -^mqr ~ m^qt^i 
+ (h^hjmut + ( Ä-i+Ä,4)mwt]ccsace 
-  L ( h ! -h  3 ) ( +( Xy^ ) j_ ] + ( i i 3 ) [x w r+( xwt ) i  ) ”  ^x qr* “ (x q t ^ i
+ ( h 1 ” h ^ ) x u  ^ + ( & 1 +i i*) x W£ 3 • ^2
c n  = ^ c ^ ^ mur+mut + r^aut )s ^nace ~ [ ^ w r +mwt + ^mwt )ccsclce^ccsace 
Zq[ ( 2xur>+xut+( xut H s^^nace “ (^xwr+xwt+^xwt H ) cosace-1 ^2
c2 1 =* ~ [(h i“ h3 ) (2mup + (fflut )i ) + ( Í2mwr+(rnW£ )  ^ ) ” 2m qr - (niq^)^
+ (h !-h H)mut + ( ¿i +U)mwt]sinace 
+ [ (h1- h 3 ) (2zwr + (zw£ )¿ ) + ( ¿ i ~ i 3) (2zwr + (zw^- )i ) - 2Zqr - (Zq^)^
+ ( h 1 ” h 4 ) z u -^ + ( & 1 + &i*) z w£ ] .  ¿2
c2 2 = “i-c^  ( 2mur*+mut + ^ mut U }sinace ” [2mwr+mwt + ^ rnwt )cosaCg]sinac@
+ ¿cC ( 2zyp+zu^ +(zut ) i jsinace “ (2zwr+zw^ +(zw^  }ccsace]. i,2
k 1 1  = -[2m0r -  -  hw2^e + rag^  + (hiq^ ) j_ -  fce^2JCCSace
+ [2tcecos0e - 2hcesin0e + 2x0r + x0t + ( x0t) i ] .Ä2 
k12 = 5, xf ce
k21 = +[2m0r - - hH2|-e + m0|- + ~ i*ce^2 ]sinotce
- [ - 2 t cesin0e -  2hcecos0e + 2z0r + z 0^  + ( z 0^ )^].S,2 
k2 2 = ^ i^ce
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f Xi C 2ni0Qp + (mQQ^  )  ^]cosotce t 2xgo r +(xg0^)^ ] .  S,2
f  12 = m^.cosO q q  ~  x^ . S,2
^2 i = 12m0or + m^0ot H  3sinace “ ^ 2 gor+( z got )i ]• 2^ 
f  2 2 = m^  . s i n cxq0 — z^ . 5,2 •
These equations of perturbed lo n g it u d in a l  motion are q u ite  g e n e r a l ,  
a p p ly in g  to  tethered f l i g h t  in  powered, a u to r o ta t iv e  or w indm illing 
s t a t e s .  They fo llo w  d i r e c t l y  from the approximate r e p re s e n ta tio n  o f  the 
t e t h e r in g  c a b le  as s t r a ig h t  and i n e l a s t i c ,  and do not req u ire  an 
assumption th at  the cable ten sio n  remains c o n s ta n t .  Kaufman & S c h u ltz  
(1962) ,  in  t h e i r  study o f  tethered h e l ic o p te r  s t a b i l i t y ,  ignored c a b le  
te n sio n  v a r i a t i o n s ,  la t e r  j u s t i f y i n g  t h i s  cho ice  by the in c lu s io n  o f  an 
autom atic t e t h e r - fo r c e  con tro l lo o p . Rao (1977) and Rye, B la c k le r  & 
Roberts (1981) have subsequently shown th a t  te th e r  fo r c e  v a r ia t io n s  can 
be l a r g e ,  e s p e c ia ly  when the cab le  i s  s h o r t .  Consequently , any a n a ly s i s  
of  tethe red  r o t o r c r a f t  s t a b i l i t y  which re p re se n ts  the cab le  as a 
s t r a i g h t  i n e l a s t i c  element must a ls o  admit c a b le  te n sio n  v a r i a t i o n s .  
These v a r ia t io n s  can be regarded as a d ir e c t  consequence of the 
g eo m etrical c o n stra in t  of the c a b le ,  and could be expected to  become 
l e s s  important i f  the cab le compliance were in c r e a s e d .
4 .2  THE RQUTH-HURWITZ STABILITY CRITERIA APPLIED TO THE
TWO DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM EQUATIONS OF MOTION
D espite previous in v e s t ig a t io n s  of tethe red  h e l ic o p t e r  s t a b i l i t y  
(Kaufman & S c h u ltz ,  1962; Schmidt & Swik, 1972; KUchle, Schmidt &
Swik, 1975) i t  i s  not c le a r  where the t e t h e r in g  c a b le  should best be 
a tta c h e d , or how the f l i g h t  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  w i l l  be in flu e n ce d  by 
changes in  rotor t h r u s t ,  cab le  le n g t h ,  wind speed, or other o p e ra tio n a l  
param eters. Furthermore, the dynamic c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of  a powered ro to r  
can be q u ite  d i f f e r e n t  to  those o f  a ro to r  in  a u to r o ta t iv e  or 
w in d m illin g  f l i g h t .  Some of these a sp ects  are addressed in  t h i s  t h e s i s ,  
begin ning with the simple two degree-of-freedom  equations of 
lo n g it u d in a l  motion.
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Setting the control functions A60 and Aç in (4.6) to zero, and 
assuming that solutions to this equation are of the form eST leads to 
the characteristic equation
, n l 2 , n2 1 ] S '  +  [ m i . ° 2 2 + m 2 2 ° l l
* » ( » „ k » *  » „ k , , -  “>12k2 r  “>21k12>
+ m [ C i  i k 2 2 + C 2 2 ^ n -  c 1 2 ^ 2 1 ”  C 2 ! k l 2 ] s
m 1 ^ 2 2  ^ 1 2 ^ 2 1 ^  =  0 •
m!2 ° 2 r  m2 .° l2 :iS
+ c c - c c ] s 2 11 2 2 12 21J
(4.7)
Here, s = a+ju) is  the Laplace variable.
Although numerical solution of this characteristic equation is 
straightforward, further valuable information can be obtained from the 
Routh-Hurwitz c r i ter ia .  In the most general equilibrium condition, that 
of high disc-incidence tethered fl ight in wind, such analytic 
determination of parameters characterising the disturbed vehicle motion 
is  d i f f i c u l t .  This is due to the extreme complexity of the Routh test  
functions when al l significant rotor and tailplane aerodynamic 
derivatives are included. When the machine is hovering in s t i l l  air, 
many rotor derivatives, and al l  of the tailplane derivatives may be 
neglected. Further simplifications can be made i f  attention is 
restricted to the special case of tethered hovering f l ight  at zero craft 
pitch incidence. In this condition the device is restrained by a 
vertical  tether. Simplification is apparent in two forms: f i r s t ly ,  the 
trigonometric functions of 0e and ace which pervade Equation (4.6) take 
values of zero or unity; and secondly, the equilibrium control-axis 
directions are parallel to the directions of the Earth-fixed axes. 
Consequently, the rotor aerodynamic derivatives remain relatively simple 
when transformed into the Earth-fixed frame using Equations (3.22).
The remainder of this chapter therefore concentrates on an 
examination of f la t  hovering fl ight restrained by a straight, vertical 
inelastic  tethering cable. In hover, the aerodynamic derivatives consist 
entirely of contributions due to the rotors. Accordingly, the subscript 
*r* will be omitted from rotor derivatives for much of the remainder of 
Chapter 4.
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4.2.1 Sta bil it y  in the absence cf  rotor clamping
Neglecting the damping terms associated with the rctcr dynamics 
considerably reduces the complexity cf  the s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i a .  Although 
somewhat a r t i f i c i a l ,  this simplification allows seme insight into the 
dynamic behaviour cf the vehicle and i t s  tether. With the assumption of 
zero damping, the s t a b il i t y  quartic (4.7) reduces to a quadratic in s 2. 
In the general case of hovering f l i g h t ,  where 9e may not be zero, this  
quadratic is
S,c (k2 + S,2 ) s l* + m[fce(k 2 + 2.p+hp+h2S,c ) + 2tcei,2i,ccos ( 9e+ace) ]s 2
+  ^ fee(2hptce + ^ f e e )  = 0 • (4.8)
The dimensionless lengths h2 and l 2 are shewn in Figure 2.10.
As there is no dissipation of energy, th is  characteristic equation 
represents, at best, marginally stable motion. Routh (1930) gives 
special rules for this case, and Nissim (1968) has developed 
determinental test functions applicable to undamped systems.
Accordingly, for marginal s ta b il it y  i t  is necessary and su ff icien t  that
hp + n .h 2 > 0 (4.9)
Hc [n .h 2 + i 2. cos ( 9e+ace) ] > -  H(k2+J,£+h2) (4.10)
n2[ ( k 2+J,p+hp+h2J,c) 2 -  4h2S,c (k2+S,2) ]
+ n[2(k2 + Jl^+hp+h2£,c ) . $,2fl,cccs ( 9e+ace) -  4hpfl,c (k 2 + l\) ]
+ S,22,qC0S 2 ( 9e+ace) > 0 (4.11)
where n is the ratio of cable force to total rotor thrust,  or
n £ne _ r fcos9P~1 -j2t ce krsinace J
The f i r s t  inequality gives the "s ta ti c  s t a b il i t y "  cr iterion, whilst 
Equations (4.10) and (4.11) define boundaries where an osci llatory  
divergence will occur.
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When the c a b le  fo rce  and ro to r  th r u s t  v e c to rs  are p a r a l l e l ,  the 
s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i a  s i m p l i f y  f u r t h e r .  M a th e m a tica lly ,  t h i s  means th at 
(ee +a Ge) = 90 °. C o n sid era tio n  o f  the v e h ic le  fo r c e -e q u il ib r iu m  
equations shows th a t  t h i s  co n d itio n  can a r i s e  on ly  in  hovering f l i g h t  
r e s tr a in e d  by a v e r t i c a l  t e t h e r .  Using Equations ( 2 .5 2 ) ,  with 
(9e +ac e ) = 90 °, the s t a b i l i t y  q u a rtic  then reduces to
( JL (k +A ) ] s ** + (mf (k +1 +h -h  l ) )s + m f  h mg v c p '  ^ ce p p p c '  c e p ® » 0 
(4.12)
The s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i a  become
0 < hp 
Zc < i* ,
4$.
(r-i) > — ^
where S,* = ( k 2+fcp+hp)/hp ,
2 2 
( k  + y
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
Equation (4.14) d e fin e s  a c r i t i c a l  c a b le  l e n g t h ,  namely lc . By 
s u b s t i t u t in g  ni,* fo r  Zc, Equation (4.15) may be w ritte n  as
h (k + l n )
(r-1) > -----E - j  . -----2 -2-p- 2- , 0 < n < 1 . (4.16)
(1 -n )  (k +S, +h )P P
I f  the te th e r  attachment height hp i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  sm all that 
hp << ( k 2+S,p), then t h i s  l a t t e r  c o n d itio n  i s  approxim ately
(r-1) > 4 n /(1 -n )2 , 0 < n < 1 .
Equations (4.13) and (4.16) s p e c i f y  the boundaries of marginal 
s t a b i l i t y  for  t h i s  s i m p l i s t i c  undamped c a s e .  C l e a r l y ,  i f  i n s t a b i l i t y  i s  
to be avoided for  f l i g h t  on long c a b le s ,  then hp should be chosen to  be 
sm all and p o s i t i v e .  S e le c t io n  o f  hp n e g a tiv e  ( te th e r  attachment point 
lower than the v e h ic le  centre of mass) w i l l  r e s u l t  in  a s t a t i c a l l y  
u n sta b le  sytem; any disturbance from eq u ilib riu m  w i l l  p r e c ip i t a t e  a 
n o n - o s c i l la t o r y  d ivergent m otion. Equation (4.16) d e fin e s  a minimum
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thrust to weight ratio which tends to infinity as Zc approaches Z*. 
Practically, these criteria indicate a maximum cable length of the order 
of £(k2+&p+hp)/hp. Provided that hp is positive, stability can be 
assured by making the thrust to weight ratio sufficiently large. For a 
machine of practical construction, r might be limited to about four or 
five at most.
4 .2 .2  Inclusion of rotor damping
The zero damping stability analysis of the previous section is quite 
artificial; considerable rotor damping will always exist, even when the 
machine is hovering in still air. That is, the rotor dynamics will 
always exert a significant influence on the vehicle behaviour. In 
general, the coefficients of the damping matrix of Equation (4.6) will 
not be small. This is particularly so at longer cable lengths, since Zc 
scales the damping coefficients in the Oq direction.
In hover, only a small number of rotor derivatives are non-zero. 
Accordingly, a relatively simple but more realistic stability prediction 
may be made if these few derivatives are included in the analysis. 
Inspection of Figures (3*6) and (3.7) shows that when the machine is 
hovering in still air, the dynamic behaviour of the rotors can be 
characterised by the three derivatives xu , zw and Xq. As the flapping 
hinge offset is assumed to be zero, the rotor moment derivatives depend 
only on the force derivatives and the machine geometry. For this 
special case of hovering flight, where 0e is zero and the cable is 
vertical, the stability quartic (4.7) becomes
r , 2 2- 21 [(k +1 +h )x c^ p r u (Z -Z ) P r
2 zw h x Is r q'
+ (k2+S,2+h2-h l ) + 42, x (l -Z ) p p p c  c u p r z )s w
2
- 2m(f [((h -h ) + ! ( h - h ) ) x +  ( Z - Z )  z + ( h - h ) x l  + mgh Z x )s ce r p  c r p  u p r w r p q  r c u
+ m h f mg = 0 p ce (4.17)
Several effects apparent here are quite different from those which 
determine the flying qualities of an untethered helicopter. The rotor 
moment capability of a free-flying helicopter is limited, so that the
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rotor thrust  l i n e  must pass near to the vehicle  centre of  mass. That 
i s ,  Jlp w i l l  be sm al l ,  and var ia t ions  in rotor  thrus t  w i l l  have only a 
small e f f e c t  on the pitch damping of the machine. A te ther ing  cable 
removes the requirement that l r be smal l ,  so that  zw may contribute  
s t rongly  to  the damping in p itch .  I t  wil l  be observed that  t h i s  
der ivat ive  appears always as (S,p-i,r ) 2zw in the s t a b i l i t y  quart ic
( 4 . 1 7 )  . As the thrus t  to weight r a t io  increases  in hover, ( 2,p-&r ) must 
approach zero in order that moment equilibrium be achieved. When t h i s  
term vanishes ,  no motion normal to the rotor d i s c s  i s  p o s s ib l e ,  as the 
te ther ing  cable  i s  assumed to be i n e l a s t i c .  Consequently, there can be 
no contribution made by z^r  to the vehicle pitch damping in the l im i t  as 
the thrust  to weight r a t i o  tends to i n f i n i t y .
Furthermore, i t  i s  well known1 that the v e r t i c a l  (heave) motion of a 
f r e e ly  hovering he l icopter  i s  decoupled from the fo re -an d - a f t  and 
pi tching motion. The heave motion i s  then ch arac te r i sed  by zw, whi lst  
the nature of motion in the two remaining degrees of freedom (u, 0) i s  
determined by the der iva t ives  xu and mq. The s i m p l i f i c a t io n  of v e r t ic a l  
decoupling does not a r i s e  in tethered f l i g h t ,  as the cable force couples 
l inear  and angular motions of the vehic le .  Although the assumption of a 
s t r a i g h t ,  i n e l a s t i c  cable y ie lds  equations of motion with only two 
degrees of freedom, the hovering s t a b i l i t y  of the vehic le  i s  general ly  
inf luenced by a l l  three rotor der ivat ives  xu , zw and Xq.
The term 2,cxu appears several  times in the s t a b i l i t y  quart ic
(4.17)  . I t  represents  the horizontal damping force at the rotor 
produced by a so l id-body ro ta t ion  of the vehicle  and te ther  at a r a te  
Ac , and ind ica te s  that the rotor drag damping, xu , becomes important at 
longer cable lengths .
Prior to  the ap p l ica t ion  of the Routh-Hurwitz s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i a  to
(4.17) i t  i s  useful  to consider the s igns  of the three rotor  
d e r iv a t iv e s .  The d er iva t ives  can be found in Earth- f ixed  axes from the 
equations of Sect ion 3-2.3 ,  together with the transformations (3-22).  
After ce r ta in  s im p l i f i c a t io n s  the der iva t ives  of i n t e r e s t  for  f l a t  
hovering f l i g h t  a re ,  in the Earth-f ixed axes ,
z *  -2a / (16X. + a s ) ,w r l l r
x
1See,  for  example, Bramwell (1976),  p.211.
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Here, 6 i s  an average blade p r o f i l e  drag c o e f f i c i e n t ,  w h i l s t  0O. 75 i s  
the blade p i tc h  at  the th r ee -q u a r ter  r ad ius s t a t i o n .  The t i p  lo s s  
f a c t o r  has been s e t  to u n i t y .  These th r ee  d e r i v a t i v e s  take ne ga t iv e  
values f o r  a l l  reasonable parameter s e t s .  I t  i s  t h e r e f o r e  assumed th a t  
Zy,  Xq and xu are always n e g a t iv e .
A p p l i c a t i o n  of  the Routh-Hurwitz c r i t e r i a  t o  Equation (4.17) y i e l d s  
seven i n e q u a l i t i e s  which must s imult ane ou sly  be s a t i s f i e d  i f  the 
perturbed motion i s  a s y m p to t ic a l l y  s t a b l e .  These c o n d it io n s  may be 
s t a t e d  as
h (h x +x ) < - ( k 2 + X,2)x -  (& ) zr r u q  p u p r w (4.18)
h < (k 2+S,2+h2)/Z + 4(2, - l  ) 2z x /mfp p p c  p r w u c e (4.19)
h < h P r 1 +
i, x c u
(r-l )U x + x  ) c u q •
W  2w 
<lcVV (4.20)
0 < hr (4.21)
i  < c
2mf i(k +A +h h ) x + h ( l  - l  ) z + h (k +S, +h h )x ) c e v_______ p r p  u p p r  w p__________ p r p q J
(mf h -4(J,  - t  ) 2z x ) . Z  + 2m(k2+3,2)x (f  (h -h  )+mgh )  ^ ce p p r w u'  p u v ce r p °  r J
(4.22)
m2g( r - l ) 2[ ( k 2+$.2-h £, )AZ -  (k 2+S,2) A2]p p c  p
+ «, ( r - l ) [ m 2g { 2 ( k 2+S.2-h l  )h x Z -  h £ 2- 2 ( k  2+J,2)h x A} +4( S, -1 ) ' z  x ZA] c L O  p p c r u  p p r u  p r w u
+ 2mgJl h x [42, (2, -2, ) z x Z -  2m2, (k )h x 1 > 0 (4 . 23 )c r u  c p r  wu  c p r u -
where
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I  = 2(k +1 +h )x + 2( l  - l  ) z + 2h x p r u p r w  r q
A = 2(h - h )(x l  +x ) + 2(1 - l  )*z r p u c q  p r w
These s i x  in e q u a l i t i e s  d e fin e  an envelope o f  s t a b le  c o n f ig u r a t io n s ,  
which a p p lie s  only to  f l a t  hovering f l i g h t  r e s tr a in e d  by a v e r t i c a l  
c a b le .  They are s u b je c t  to the l i m i t a t i o n s  imposed by the assumptions 
hr << £c and hp << 8,c required to  obtain  (4.20) and ( 4 .2 3 ) ,  and by the 
assumptions hr > 0 and hr > hp made in  o b ta in in g  ( 4 .2 2 ) .  The l a t t e r  two 
assumptions ensure th a t  the denominator in  Equation (4.22) remains 
p o s i t i v e .  Although they seem p h y s ic a l ly  reasonab le and are  c o n siste n t  
with conventional r o t o r c r a f t  p r a c t i c e ,  these assumptions con sid e rab ly  
r e s t r i c t  the g e n e r a l i t y  o f  Equation ( 4 .2 2 ) .
Even fo r  the "sim ple" hovering c a s e ,  the s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i a  are 
com p licate d . E s s e n t ia l ly ,  they are i m p l i c i t  r e la t io n s h ip s  which s p e c i f y  
a maximum value o f  hp , a maximum cab le  le n g t h ,  and a l i m i t i n g  th r u s t  to 
weight r a t i o .  These parameters were p re v io u sly  found to  be important in  
the zero-damping c a s e .  Again, s t a t i c  i n s t a b i l i t y  i s  p red icted  i f  hp i s  
n e g a t iv e .  In c lu s io n  o f  the ro to r  damping imposes a fu rth e r  geom etrical 
r e s t r i c t i o n .  S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  Equation (4.18) re q u ire s  th at hr does not 
l i e  between two n egativ e  numbers. Since the s t a b i l i t y  boundaries 
i m p l i c i t  in  Equations (4.18-23) a re  not o b v io u s, i t  i s  i n s t r u c t i v e  to  
consider some sim pler p a r t ic u la r  cases of the hover q u a r t ic  ( 4 .1 7 ) .  Let 
us c o n tin u e , however, w ith an examination o f  two system s, each with a 
s i n g l e  degree o f  freedom.
4 .3  TWO SPECIAL SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM CASES
A d d itio n a l  inform ation about the v e h ic le  s t a b i l i t y  can be obtained from 
an examination o f  two simple cases where the machine has only one degree 
o f  freedom. S t a b i l i t y  o f  pure p itc h in g  motion i s  an obvious f i r s t  
c h o ic e :  we s h a l l  consider the case where the cab le  le n g th  i s  ze ro , and 
the machine performs f ix e d - p o in t  o s c i l l a t i o n s  about the "ca b le  
attachment p o i n t " .  Perhaps of greater i n t e r e s t  i s  the s t a b i l i t y  of  
c a b le  angular motion when the c r a f t  p itc h  a t t i t u d e  i s  held f ix e d  a t  some 
constant v a lu e .  At low a l t i t u d e s  where the t e t h e r in g  cab le s  are w ell 
te n sio n e d , p itc h  a t t i t u d e  c o n s tra in t  could be achieved m echanically
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through the action of an auxiliary cable. The only freedom is then 
cable angular motion, Aac.
Because the criteria for asymptotic stability of a single-degree-of- 
freedom system are elementary, the analyses need not be restricted to 
hovering flight. All of the rotor and tailplane aerodynamic forces 
occurring in wind may be included without the stability criteria 
becoming inordinately complicated.
4.3.1 Stability of pitching motion
When the cable length is zero, the vehicle equations of motion simplify 
considerably to describe fixed-point rotation about the cable attachment 
point. This point is labelled fpf in Figure 2.10. The equation of 
perturbed pitching motion is readily obtained from Equations (4.16) by 
simply setting S,c = 0. Terms in Aa will remain, but these can be 
eliminated between the two equations. In the ensuing equation of 
pitching motion the parameters fce and ace represent the magnitude and 
direction of the equilibrium reaction at a frictionless pin joining the 
machine to a fixed support.
Pitching stability in wind:
For operation in wind at an arbitrary pitch attitude 9e, the 
equation of perturbed pitching motion is found to be
C(k H p +hp) + (hx (x^p)^  +2,y ( ( m ^ p )
(hi“h3) (h i (xfrt )i + x^ (Zfct)i“(m(it )i )
(&x &3)(h1 (x^t) i 1 (zftt)i (mtot^ i)^ ^
+ [2(hxXqp + Zxzqr,-mqp) _ 2(hx-h3) (h 1xur,+2,1zur,-myp )
— 2 ( £ ^ — £.3) (h jx^p ’^^<1 zwr—^wr ^
(hi~hH) (h Xxup+S,jZut_mu  ^) - (i - i ( h  1xwp+2,1zwp-mwp)
+ [h1(Xqp)^+2,1(Zqp)j_-(mq^)^)
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(l l^- l ( x ut ) i  ^  ^  x ( z ut ) i ( m ut ) i 3
- ( “¿3)(h i( i^ + ^i^ zwt ) i - m^ wt ^ i]J • hb 
+ m[ 2hptce ~ 2 i,phce + 2 (h 1Xgr,+3,1Zgr,~nigp) + fcgh2
+ + h^pg + O^Xgp+^Zgp-IIlgp )
+ (h i ( x gp ) p +2, i ( z gp ) ^ - (m gp ) ^  ] .  A9 = 0 . (4.24)
Now, as the rotor f lapping hinge o f f s e t  is  assumed to be zero, the rotor 
moment derivatives are
m^jn = .h3 + z . 5t.j , n £ {u,w,q,0) .
An uncambered, untwisted aero fo i l  produces no pitching moment about, i t s  
quarter chord l in e ,  and so the ta i lp lane moment derivatives are
mnt = xnt-h*. " » n G  (A.*»4 ,u,w,q, 9, 5 } .
With these substitutions, Equation (4.24)becomes
[ (k2+S,p+hp) + [Ch1-h%) ( x 4t ) i +(Al -A^ ) ( z ( l t ) i ]
- (h 1-h3 ) [ ( h 1-hH) (x j l t )  ^ + ( ( z i l t) i ]
-  ( 5LX-JI3) CChi-h^)  (x*t ) i  + ( l x + l j  ( z ^ t ) i  ] ]. a8
+ [2 [ ( h 1-ha )xqr+( Z1 -S.3) z qr ] - 2 (h 1-h 3 ) [ ( h  1-h 3 i x ^ + (2,1 -i,3) z ur ]
- 2 (A 1-JL3) [ ( h  x-h 3 )xwr+ ( «. x +il 3) zwr ]
- (h 1- h J [ ( h 1-h4 )xut+(5,1 +S,Jzut]
-  (Hl +llH) [ (h1- h H)xwt+ (a1+aH)zwt]
+ [ (h ^ hi*) (xqp ) j_+( i|+i,H) ( z qp ) j_ ]
-  (h l -h 3) [ ( h l-h,») (xup )i+ (  (zu t ) i ]
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- ( i “ 5.3) [ ( h x-h„) (xwt ) i +( J^+S,,,) (zwt)i3] .Ae
+ m[2hptce - 2S,phce + 2[ (h 1-h 3 )xgr +( - ¿ 3) Zgr ] + f C0h2
+ + d *»^te + C ( h i - h ^ ) x g t  + ( 2-x i*) z 0p ]
+ [(hl-h%)(x0t)i+(£l+£j(z0t)1]].A0 - 0 . (4.25)
The condition for s t a b i l i t y  of th i s  s in g le  degree of freedom system i s  
that a l l  three c o e f f i c i e n t s  have the same s ig n .  Provided that  the ro tor  
wakes do not impinge on the t a i l p l a n e ,  the downwash l a g  d e r iv a t ive s  wil l  
be smal l .  Then, the c o e f f i c i e n t  of i s  approximately equal to the 
dimensionless moment of in e r t i a  about the cable attachment point,  and i s  
p o s i t i v e .  Although the aerodynamic d e r iv a t iv e s  in these equations are 
evaluated in the Earth-f ixed ax es ,  i t  can be seen that  both the rotor  
and t a i lp la n e  genera l ly  contribute  to p o s i t iv e  damping through terms 
such as - ( £ ! -i.3) 2zwr » " ( h i " h3) 2xur » " ( +&0 2zw and (h j- h H) 2xut • I f  
the rotor hub i s  higher than the pivot point ' p ' ,  then the term 
(hx-h 3)x0r wil l  u sua l ly  contribute  a negative pitching s t i f f n e s s .  Most 
other s t i f f n e s s  terms are expected to be p o s i t i v e .  In any c a se ,  the 
t o t a l  pitch s t i f f n e s s  and damping can both be made p o s i t iv e  by 
increas ing  the t a i l p l a n e  volume r a t i o  to  a s u f f i c i e n t l y  large  value .
The terms -(2,! +JU) 2zwt . A0 and m( +S,„)z0 t . A0 then dominate the p itching 
equation, giv ing s t a b l e  pitching motion.
Pitching s t a b i l i t y  in hover:
In the absence of wind, the t a i l p l a n e  i s  unable to  contribute to  the 
vehicle  s t a b i l i t y .  Under such condit ions ,  the equation describ ing  small  
pitching o s c i l l a t i o n s  about an a r b i t r a r y  equilibrium pitch a t t i t u d e  i s
[k 2 +&p+h p] . A0
+ 2[C(h1-h 3)xq r+(Hj-fcjJzqp] - (hl -h 3) [ ( h 1- h 3)xur+ (£ 1- £ 3) z u r ]
- U i - £ 3) C(h i-h3)xwr+( £x -£ 3)zwr] ]. A0
+ m[2tcehp + f ceh2].A0 = 0 . (4.26)
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In Equation (4.26) a l l  der ivat ives  are evaluated in the Earth-f ixed a x i s  
d i r e c t io n s .  Since 0e may not be zero,  the ro tor  d e r iv a t iv e s  zu, xw and 
Zq do not n e c e s sa r i ly  vanish. It  i s  therefore  advantageous to transform 
the d e r iv a t ive s  to control ax i s  d irect ions  to obtain
Note that  the su bscr ip t  ( ) q s i g n i f i e s  co n tro l -a x i s  d i r e c t io n s :  both 
(xUr ) c  and (zwr)c wil1 be negative,  whilst  (Xqr )c has a p o s i t ive  s i gn .  
S im pl i f ied  express ions  for  these three aerodynamic d e r iv a t iv e s  in hover 
were given in Section 4 .2 .2 .  The s ign of Xqr given there  should be 
reversed to  obtain (xqr )c . All other aerodynamic d e r iv a t iv e s  in the 
control  a x i s  d i rec t io n s  vanish in hover.
From Equation (4.27) i t  can be concluded that  most vehicle  
conf igurat ions  are s t a b le  in pivoted hovering f l i g h t .  I f  (hp-hr ) > 0 
then the pitching o s c i l l a t i o n s  are always well damped. In the l im i t in g  
case  of zero damping,
I f  the term under the r a d i c a l  i s  negative ,  then ($,p-Jlp)2zw i s  
s u f f i c i e n t l y  la rge  to ensure damping re g a r d le s s  of (hp-hr ) .  Otherwise, 
p itching o s c i l l a t i o n s  wil l  decay i f  (hp-hr ) f a l l s  outs ide  of the two 
so lu t io n s  of Equation (4 .2 8 ) .  When (hp-hr ) i s  negative but g reater  than 
the l e a s t  negative so lu t ion  of (4 .2 8 ) ,  the p o s i t iv e  damping due to  xu 
and zw exceeds the d e s t a b i l i s in g  contribution of xq . I f  (hp-hr ) i s  l e s s  
than the most negative so lu t ion  of (4 .2 8 ) ,  then the dis tance  |hp-hr | i s  
s u f f i c i e n t l y  la rge  that the s t a b i l i s i n g  inf luence  of (hp-hr ) 2x u 
overcomes the negative damping contribution of  (hp - h r )Xq.
The second requirement for the s t a b i l i t y  of  f ixed-po int  pitching 
motion described by (4.27) i s  that the pitch s t i f f n e s s  be p o s i t i v e .
That i s ,  for  s t a t i c  s t a b i l i t y ,
[k2+£pthp].a8
2[ (hp hp ) (xqp )q + ( S,p S,p) (z^p)c + (hp—hp ) (xqp )q J. A0
+ m[2hpt ce + h2f ce].A0 = 0 . (4 .27)
2hptCe + ce  ^ ® (4.29)
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Inspection of Figure (2.14) shows that this condition will be 
satisfied for a large proportion of practical geometries. When hovering 
equilibrium is attained with the vehicle horizontal, 9e = 0 and (4.29) 
reduces to
hp > 0 .
These static stability criteria are identical to those found for the 
case of flight restrained by a straight inelastic cable, although 
Equation (4.29) was not recorded there.
4.3.2 Stability under pitch constraint
It could sometimes be desirable to mechanically control the vehicle 
pitch incidence with an auxiliary tethering cable. When the tethering 
cables are sufficiently short and well-tensioned to be considered 
straight and inelastic, the vehicle attitude can be maintained constant 
by arranging the tethering cables as a parallelogram mechanism. This is 
shown schematically in Figure 4.1. The auxiliary cable is fastened to 
the machine at a position (£a»ha)» and develops a tension p = pe + Ap as 
the vehicle oscillates. In this section, we examine the stability 
imparted to the machine by the idealised tether arrangement shown in 
F i gur e 4.1.
The vehicle equations of motion for small perturbations can be 
obtained from Equations (3.64-66) by setting A9 and its derivatives to 
zero, and substituting:
[ ( Afc + Ap) .mcosace-Aac .m ( f ce+pe ) s i n a c e ] for [-Ax.mxxe-Az.mxz c ] ;
[(Afc+Ap).msinace+Aac.m(fce+pe)cosace] for [-Ax.mzxc-Az.mzzc] ;
[ Afc .m£2 + Ap .mS,5 + Aac .m(fceh2+peh 5) ] for [-Ax.mmxc-Az.mmz c ]
in Equations (3*64), (3.65) and (3.66) respectively. The dimensionless 
lengths h 5 and 2,5 are
h5 = 3,asin( 9e+ace) + hacos(9e+ace)
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S,5 = &acos ( 0e+ace) -  hasin( 0e+ace)
These modifications yield three equations of motion involving the 
perturbations Aac , Afc , Ap, u and w, together with their derivatives. 
Using the cable constraint equations
Q = £csinace , AAq/ ih
w = ¿ccosace . Aàc /m 9
perturbations in linear velocity u and w can be eliminated from the 
equations of perturbed motion. Since the machine is  constrained to have 
only one degree of freedom, the perturbat ions in main and auxiliary 
tether cable force Afc , Ap can be eliminated between the three equations 
of motion. After some algebra, the equation of perturbed cable angular 
motion is  found to be
aH0
+ [ ^( 2zur, +zU£ + ( zU£ )  ^)sinace - (2zwr,+zw^ +(zw^> )cosace].cosace 
[ E +Xyj- + (  ^)sinace ~ (2xwp+xw^ +(xw^ )  ^)cosace].s inaGg ]. Aic
+ me(fce+pe ) . Aac (4.30)
where z = 1/&C
Equation (4.30) describes the perturbed motion of the cables which 
restrain a rotorcraft in wind at an arbitrary value of craft pitch 
incidence. Of course, the values of ( f ce+pe ) and ace must give force 
equilibrium at the particular operating values of craft incidence and 
thrust to weight ratio . It is  interesting to see from the last term of 
(4.30) that the point of attachment of the auxiliary tether has no 
e ffect  on the perturbed cable motion. This additional tether serves 
only to apply such a pitching couple that the vehicle incidence remains 
fixed during cable osc illa tion s . Both ( f ce+pe ) and (Afc+Ap) are 
independent of where the auxiliary tether is  attached.
In Equation (4.30), the stiffness term vanishes in the limit as &c 
aproaches in fin ity . To see why this is so, introduce a new variable
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An = £,c Aac . This variable represents a normal displacement at the cable 
upper end, and replaces Aac throughout (4.30). When the cable length is 
in f in ite ,  a displacement An produces no change in cable angle and 
therefore no restoring force to oppose the displacement. The appearance 
of  a single zero root of the stabil ity  quadratic does not influence the 
system stabil ity .
Criteria for stabil ity  in wind:
For asymptotic stabi l i ty  of the motion described by Equation (4.30), 
the damping coeff ic ient  must be positive. Due to the complicated 
functional form of the aerodynamic interaction between the rotors and 
tailplane, i t  is  d i f f i cu l t  to make general statements regarding the 
signs of derivatives describing this interaction. These derivatives 
will be small, however, provided that the tailplane is  clear of the 
rotor wakes. Also, the derivatives xwt and zut are usually small. 
Consequently, (zU£+xw^ )sinacecosace is often small, and the term 
- ( z wtcos2cice+xuts in 2ace) is always stabil ising. It is  more d i f f i cu l t  to 
be categoric about the contribution made by the rotor to the damping 
coe f f ic ient  of (4.30). At high wind speeds, the vertical rotor damping 
is large, and the term (2zwr+zw^ )cos2ace wil l dominate the system 
damping provided that the cable angle ace is  not close to 90°. At high 
thrust to weight ratios, force equilibrium requirements dictate that 
approaches 90° as 0e tends to zero. When r is  in f in ite ,  (0e+ace) is 
equal to 90°. At transitional wind speeds (between p = 0.02 and 
p =0.06 in Figures 3.6 and 3.7) the derivative zur can be a significant 
fraction of z^r . The contribution of z ^  will  be destabilising when ace 
l ies  between 0° and 90°, and will contribute to the system damping when 
the cable angle exceeds 90°. This latter condition can only be attained 
with 0e negative. At these low wind speeds, the tailplane aerodynamic 
derivatives will be small, and we expect the system to be damped except 
perhaps i f  the cable angle is slightly less than 90°.
Criteria for stabil ity  in hover:
In hover, the tailplane aerodynamic derivatives are negligibly 
small, and Equation (4.30) simplifies considerably. Upon striking out 
al l  tailplane terms, and transforming the rotor derivatives into those 
referred to control-axis direction, (4.30) becomes:
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Afilq — (zwr)c *cos ( 0g+C!qq) + (xyp )q . s i n  (©g^ocQg)]]. AAq 
+ me(fc e +pe ) . Aac = 0 . (4.31)
The s u b s c r ip t  ( )q again  denotes c o n t r o l- a x i s  d e r i v a t i v e s .  C l e a r l y ,  the 
p itc h -c o n s tr a in e d  hovering motion described by Equation (4.31) i s  always 
a s y m p to t ic a l ly  s t a b l e .  Since (zwr)c i s  u s u a lly  an order of magnitude 
g re a te r  than ( x ^ i Q ,  maximum damping occurs when (0e +ac e ) equals 0° or 
180°. In t h i s  con d itio n  the ro to r  s h a ft s  are perp en dicular to  the 
t e t h e r in g  c a b le s ,  and any v e h ic le  motion occurs in  the d ir e c t io n  normal 
to the ro to r  d i s c s .  Minimum damping a r i s e s  fo r  motion p a r a l l e l  to  the 
d is c  p la n e , when (0e +ac e ) = 9 0 °. This im plies th at as the th r u s t  to 
weight r a t i o  in c r e a s e s ,  the damping o f  cab le angular motions w i l l  
d e c re a s e , as (0e +ac e ) must then approach 90°.
In t h i s  s e c t io n ,  a p itc h  c o n s tra in t  was imposed on the machine by an 
a u x i l i a r y  te th e r in g  c a b le  which enabled p itc h in g  moments to be a p p lie d  
to  the v e h i c l e .  These same p itc h in g  moments, s u f f i c i e n t  to  f i x  the 
machine in cid en ce during o s c i l l a t i o n s ,  could a l t e r n a t i v e l y  be a p p lie d  
using lo n g itu d in a l  c y c l i c  p i t c h ,  or a h o r iz o n ta l  t a i l  roto r or t a i l  
su r fa c e  in  conjunction with an autom atic p itch  c o n t r o l l e r .  Providing 
th a t  the p itc h in g  moment i s  a p p lied  as a cou p le , the ex act d e t a i l s  of 
how the moment i s  app lied  have no relevance to  the co n clu sio n s reached 
h e r e .  The concept of a i r c r a f t  s t a b i l i t y  under c o n s t r a in t  has been 
d iscu sse d  by Neumark (1953) and Kumar (1971). G e n e r a l ly ,  the method 
r e q u ire s  a control of s u f f i c i e n t  power to  be a c t iv a t e d  in  such a fa s h io n  
as to keep one disturbance q u a n tity  c o n s ta n t .
4 .4  A RETURN TO TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM:
HOVER STABILITY WITH xM AND SMALL
In  hover, a conventional s h a ft -d r iv e n  m u lt i-b la d e  a r t i c u l a t e d  r o to r  i s  
c h a r a c te r is e d  by aerodynamic d e r iv a t iv e s  (xu )c and (Xq)c t y p i c a l l y  of  
the order of -0 .0 5 , and (zw)c o f  about - 0 .5 .  The d e r iv a t iv e  (Xq )q 
a r i s e s  p r in c ip a l ly  from the i n e r t i a l  la g  o f  the ro to r  d i s c ,  and i s  
in v e r s e ly  proportional to the blade Lock number Y. I t  i s  easy to  show 
from the d e f i n i t i o n  of Y th at  (Xq)c i s  independent of the ro to r  s c a le  
fo r  g e o m e tr ic a lly  s im ila r  r o t o r s .  For ro to rs  with heavy b la d e s , such as 
those with counterweights or t i p  j e t s ,  (Xq )q may be an order of
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magnitude larger than (xu )q . This is sc for the single-bladed example 
rctor used here, and leads to a simple hover stability criterion.
4.4.1 Analytic hcver stability criteria with xn and Zn small
Under certain circumstances where xu may be neglected as small in 
comparison tc Xq and zw , the Rcuth-Hurwitz criteria (4.18-23) for the 
stability of tethered hovering flight at 0e = 0° become
hrxq  ^ ~ (&p“ ) zw
hp < (k +S,p+hp)/2,c
hp < hp , where hp = hr + (2,p-2,r) 2zw/Xq 
0 < hp
* * + i p ^ X q
Z < Z , where 2, =» ------- -—  ------
c c C , n N 2
(4.32)
(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
(r-1) >
Z ( ( Z - Z  ) z + h x ) cv p r w r q;
[ Z [ ( 2, - 2, ) 2z + h x ] - (k +2,2)x ) ( ( 2, - 2, ) z + (h -h )x ) 
 ^ c p r w r q p q'v p r w r p q'
(4.37)
Note that the upper critical cable length 2,c defined by Equation (4.36) 
is different from 2,J as previously defined in the absence of damping by 
(4.14). In fact, the zero-damping stability criterion (4.14) is 
identical tc Equation (4.33). The two assumptions inherent in the set 
cf stability criteria are that hp/2,c is small compared with unity, and 
that all terms in xu are negligible. It is appropriate to neglect the 
derivative xu only if the cable is short. In this context, a "short" 
cable has a dimensionless length net longer than xq/xu , approximately. 
The terms 2,cxu in Equations (4.20) and (4.23) indicate that the reter 
drag damping becomes increasingly important at longer cable lengths.
Equations (4.34) and (4.36) define critical values cf hp and Zc . 
Upon substitution cf mhp for hp, and n2,£ for 2,c, all cf the 
Rcuth-Hurwitz criteria (4.32-37) reduce tc the single inequality
(f-1) > n/(l-n)(l-m) 0 < m,n < 1 (4.38)
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This equation is  shown graphically as Figure 4.2. It  can be seen that 
the minimum thrust to weight ratio required for s t a b il it y  becomes large 
as hp aproaches hp, or as &c tends to £,*. Theoretically, the required 
thrust to weight ratio may be reduced, or the operating altitude  
increased by making hp su ffic ie n tly  small. In practice, the thrust to 
weight ratio is  unlikely ever to exceed four or f iv e ,  and i t  is  
d i f f i c u l t  to make hp extremely small and ensure that i t  remains 
p o sitive . When hp is  very small, centre of mass s h ifts  due to e la stic  
deformation of the rotorcraft may result in hp being of either sign.
With these considerations, Figure 4.2 implies that practical cable 
lengths would be less than about 40 to 50 percent of the c r it ic a l  value 
o *
xc*
Equation (4.38) defines a minimum thrust to weight ratio which w ill  
ensure s ta b il it y  for some particular machine geometry. When r is  large, 
then (jlp-£,r ) must be small to preserve moment equilibrium. Under these 
circumstances, the s ta b ilit y  crite ria  (4.32-37) reduce approximately to
0 < hp < hr (4.39)
i c < Z* , l *  » (k2+5,£)/hr . (4.40)
The thrust to weight ratio criterion (4.37) is  s a tisfie d  because r 
is  assumed to be large, and the right side of expression is  negative for 
small (Ip-Ap).
4.4.2 Some root locus calculations
The analytic predictions of the Routh-Hurwitz s t a b il it y  c r ite r ia  (4.38) 
can be compared with numerical solutions to the f u l l  s ta b ilit y  quartic 
(4 .7 ). These solutions have been computed using the Fortran code 
described in Appendices C and D. Figure 4.3 depicts root lo ci as the 
thrust to weight ratio varies between 1.1 and 3*0, for several values'of 
the parameter k2/hr . Real roots for each value of this parameter are 
shown on separate axes, for c la r it y .  The vehicle is  tethered by a short 
cable ( l 0 = 4.0) which is  attached s lig h tly  above the machine's centre 
of mass. It  is  important to appreciate that in order to maintain 
equilibrium with 0e = 0° in hovering f l i g h t ,  JLp must decrease as T alone 
is  increased.
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m = h p /h*p
Figure 4.2 Approximate stability boundaries when the
cable is short and xur is small. The curves 
are minimum values of Y  to ensure stability.
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Figure 4 .3  In flu en ce  o f  th ru st to  w eight r a t io ,  r o t o r  h e ig h t 
and p it c h in g  in e r t ia  on s t a b i l i t y  o f  h overin g  
f l i g h t  te th ered  by a sh ort in e la s t i c  c a b le .
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Because the tethering cable is assumed inelastic  and straight, two 
characteristic modes appear on Figure 4.3. The higher frequency 
osc illa tory  mode may be unstable or lightly  damped, whilst the other 
mode represents damped oscilla tion  for some values of the thrust to 
weight ratio , and aperiodic convergence otherwise. With increased rotor 
thrust, the higher frequency oscillation  becomes more rapid. Curves ’ a* 
of Figure 4.3 corresponds to the example machine described in Appendix 
A.l, except for the smaller value of hp. The higher frequency mode of 
this configuration is unstable, as the cable length exceeds the cr it ica l  
value defined by Equation (4.36). The same is  true of configuration 
’ b ' .  Subsequent increases to k2/hr , as in the curves ’ c f and * d*, 
increase the c r it ica l  cable length above the operational value of 7.2 
metres. Inherent sta b il ity  can then be achieved by making the operating 
thrust to weight ratio suffic iently  large. The importance of the ratio 
k2/hr in determining the cr it ica l cable length can be seen in the 
approximate s ta b il ity  criterion (4.40).
The second mode is usually an aperiodic convergence, but can be 
oscilla tory  over a range of intermediate thrust to weight ratios. This 
osc illa tion  is  usually well damped, but becomes less stable as the height 
of the rotor hub, hr , is  reduced, when hr = 0, a mild oscilla tory  
in stab ility  occurs for r > 2.5. In this case the c r i t ica l  cable 
attachment point height defined by Equation (4.34) fa l ls  below the 
actual value of hp. Again, the approximate criterion (4.39) reveals the 
source of the instab ility .
Characteristic modal vectors:
Once the roots s = a+jco of the characteristic equation have been 
obtained, we can immediately find the corresponding modal vectors. The 
procedure is straightforward, and is well described in the textbook by 
Meirovitch (1967, p.412). Complex conjugate roots (eigenvalues) yield 
complex conjugate modal vectors (eigenvectors). These can be 
interpreted as phasors rotating with a circular frequency = / o 2+u>2', 
and decaying or growing at a rate eaT. The eigenvectors are 
undetermined to the extent of arbitrary complex multipliers. Any motion 
of the system can be described as a linear superposition of the 
eigenvectors, where the complex multipliers of each eigenvector are 
determined from the in it ia l  conditions of the motion.
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Some modal v e c to r s  from the  r o o t s  of  F igure  4.3 a r e  shown as F igures  
4.4 and 4.5 ,  which cor re spond  t o  t h r u s t  to  weight  r a t i o s  of  1 .5  and 3.0  
r e s p e c t i v e l y .  The l e n g th s  of the  v e c to r s  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  am pl i tudes  of 0 
and ac o s c i l l a t i o n s ,  on some a r b i t r a r y  s c a l e .  The h ig h e r  f requency  mode 
shows s u b s t a n t i a l  c a b le  angu la r  motion a t  t h i s  s h o r t  c a b l e  l e n g t h .  For 
the  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  ’ a ’ and * b ' ,  the  c ab le  motion l a g s  the  v e h i c l e  
p i t c h i n g  motion by about 270° of phase .  This mode re sem bles  the  
c l a s s i c a l  i n s t a b i l i t y  o f  a f r e e - h o v e r i n g  r o t o r c r a f t ,  as  d e s c r ib e d  by 
Gessow & Amer (1949) .  I n c r e a s in g  the  t h r u s t  to  weight  r a t i o  makes xq 
more n e g a t i v e ,  which i n t e n s i f i e s  the  p i t c h i n g  mot ion .  Because the  
o s c i l l a t i o n  i s  d r ive n  by xq and mu , r e d u c t io n s  i n  t h e  r o t o r  h e ig h t  
reduce  the  coup l ing  between the  t r a n s l a t o r y  and p i t c h i n g  motion of  the  
v e h i c l e  and improve the  s t a b i l i t y  of  the  mode. When hr  = 0, as in  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  ’ d ' ,  p i t c h i n g  moment p e r t u r b a t i o n s  can a r i s e  on ly  through  
the  term ( 2zw. There i s  very  l i t l e  e x c i t a t i o n  o f  p i t c h i n g  motion 
and the  mode c o n s i s t s  e s s e n t i a l l y  of  a weakly damped o s c i l l a t i o n .
The second mode has a much g r e a t e r  p e r io d ,  of  the  o r d e r  of 30 u n i t s  
of aerodynamic t im e .  In a l l  o s c i l l a t i o n s  the v e h i c l e  p i t c h i n g  motion 
l e a d s  the  cab le  motion by app rox im ate ly  180° of phase .  When t h i s  phase 
ang le  i s  s l i g h t l y  l e s s  than 180°,  the  r o t a t i o n  of  the  v e h i c l e  s e r v e s  to  
give  w el l  damped c a b le  angu la r  motion.  I f  the l e a d  a n g le  exceeds 180°,  
as i n  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  ’ d ’ a t  r > 2 .5 ,  the  phase r e l a t i o n s h i p  between p i t c h  
r o t a t i o n  and t r a n s l a t i o n  w i l l  cause  smal l  d i s t u r b a n c e s  to  be a m p l i f i e d .  
S u r p r i s i n g l y ,  the  mode shapes a r e  f a i r l y  i n s e n s i t i v e  t o  r o t o r  t h r u s t  
changes,  o r  t o  v a r i a t i o n s  of the  r o t o r  hub h e ig h t  hr .
I t  i s  im por tan t  f o r  the  r e a d e r  t o  a p p r e c i a t e  t h a t  A0 i s  p o s i t i v e  fo r  
nose-up  p i t c h i n g  r o t a t i o n s ,  w h i l s t  p o s i t i v e  Aac has the  o p p o s i t e  s e n s e .  
Because of  t h i s  c h o i c e ,  a mode such as the  low f r equency  mode of F igures  
4.3  and 4.4 where the  phase d i f f e r e n c e  i s  app rox im ate ly  180° a c t u a l l y  
r e p r e s e n t s  motion where the  v e h i c l e  and t e t h e r i n g  c a b l e  s im u l t a n e o u s ly  
r o t a t e  in  the  same d i r e c t i o n .  This mode was termed th e  "pendu la r  mode" 
by Kaufman & S ch u l tz  ( 1 9 62 ) , a l t hough  they  d id  no t  seem to  a p p r e c i a t e  
t h a t  the  mode cou ld  be s t a b l e ,  or  even o s c i l l a t o r y .
4.5 HOVER STABILITY OF A CRAFT TETHERED BY A LONG CABLE
4 .5 .1  A na ly t ic  s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i a
When the  c ab le  l e n g t h  i s  l a r g e  r e l a t i v e  t o  the  m ach ine’ s g eo m e t r i ca l
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parameters, the stabil ity  quartic for f la t  hovering f l ight  may be 
simplified by discarding some small terms. After multiplying Equation 
(4.17) by e = (£c ) - 1 , the quartic becomes
[k2 + £2]s - 2[ ( k 2+S, 2+h2 )x + ( JL - l  )*z + h x ]s 3p p r u  p r w r q
- [mf h - 4 ( 2, - i  ) z x ]s - 2m[f (h -h )x + mgh x ]s c e p  p r w u  c e r p u  ° r u
+ e.m mgf h = 0 ce p (4.41)
The small coeff ic ient of s° has been retained here, as this term 
represents the only stif fness contribution to the quadratic, and is 
large compared with zero. If e or hpfce equals zero, then one power of 
s may be factored from the characteristic equation. Physically, when e 
vanishes (Ac = ») a displacement of the cable attachment point produces 
no change in cable angle, and therefore no component of cable force to 
oppose the displacement. This is equivalent to constraining the cable 
attachment point to translate along a fr ict ionless  horizontal slide. 
There is  no stiffness in the x-direction, and the zero root represents 
unconstrained translation along the s l ide .  Similarly, i f  hpf ce is zero, 
a pitch rotation engenders no pitching moment: in hover there is  no 
st i f fness in the 0 direction. The single zero root of the stabil ity  
quartic has no influence on the system stabi l i ty .
Since the cable length must actually be f in i t e ,  the stabil ity  
quartic will have one small real root, which will  diminish in magnitude 
as ehp decreases. When the coeff ic ient of s° is much smaller than the 
coeff ic ient  of s 1, this small root is approximately
-em.mghp( r-1 )
2[r(hr -hp)+hpjxu
Selection of a negative hp usually results in a small positive real 
root,  representing a slow aperiodic divergence. After factoring this 
small (approximately zero) root from the characteristic equation (4.41), 
the application of Routh's criteria to the remaining cubic gives the 
conditions for stabil ity  as
1See, for example, Babister, 1980, p.209
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(4.42)
(4.43)
h < h .r/(r-i)P r (4.44)
[mhpf ce -  4( 3,p-S,r ) 2zwx u] ,  E + 2m(k2+&p)xu (2hr t ce -  hpf c e ) > 0
(4.45)
where, E again represents the term d efin ed  fo l lo w in g  Equation ( 4 .2 3 ) .
To ob ta in  (4.45) i t  has been assumed th a t  the c a b le  le n g th  i s  
s u f f i c i e n t l y  long th a t  hpJlc >> (k 2 + ip+hp). This assumption v io la t e s  a 
s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i o n  a r i s in g  from both the zero-damping a n a ly s i s  (Se ctio n  
4 .2 .1 )  and the s h o r t-c a b le  a n a ly s is  of  S e c t io n  4 .4 .  A f i f t h  s t a b i l i t y  
c r i t e r i o n  a r is e s  from the s t a b i l i t y  c u b ic ,  but has not been recorded 
h e re . I t  can e a s i ly  be shown th a t  t h i s  f i f t h  c r i t e r i o n  i s  s a t i s f i e d  i f  
both (4.44) and (4.45) are t r u e .
The in e q u a l i ty  (4.42) was p re v io u sly  ob tain ed as one o f  the general 
Routh-Hurwitz c r i t e r i a  in  S e c tio n  4 .2 .2 .  R e c a l l in g  th a t  a l l  d e r iv a t iv e s  
in  the E a r th -a x is  d ir e c t io n s  take n e g a tiv e  s i g n s ,  i t  fo llo w s th at (4.42) 
i s  s a t i s f i e d  for  a l l  p o s it iv e  hr . More s p e c i f i c a l l y ,  t h i s  c o n d itio n  i s  
s a t i s f i e d  i f
h > -  ((k +$, )x + ( l  - Z  ) z l/x , or i f  r v p u p r w' q
These two l im it s  are obtained from Equation (4.42) as f i r s t  terms of a 
tru n c a te d  binomial s e r i e s .
When Equation (4.43) i s  evaluated fo r  t y p i c a l  parameters, the 
r e s u l t i n g  upper l i m i t  of hp i s  a very sm all p o s i t iv e  number. This value 
would not be greater than about 0.02% o f the ro to r  rad iu s when 
c a lc u la t e d  using a th ru st  to weight r a t i o  near 1 .2 .  Furthermore, t h i s  
upper l i m i t  to hp goes to zero as r tends to  i n f i n i t y ,  and so the 
c r i t e r i o n  (4.43) is  q u ite  r e s t r i c t i v e .  I t  can be s a t i s f i e d ,  however, 
fo r  a l l  f i n i t e  r by choosing hp = 0. In hover, the machine w i l l  have no 
p itc h  s t i f f n e s s  and the s t a b i l i t y  q u a r t ic  w i l l  have a zero root when the 
c a b le  len g th  i s  f i n i t e .
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The requirement of Equation (4.44) is  easily satis f ied .  If hp is 
positive, then (4.44) implies that hr should also be positive. Since 
ri,r - ( r - lU p in f lat  hovering f l ight ,  this relation may be cast as
So, to satisfy  (4.44), the tether attachment point should be located 
beneath a ray emanating from the vehicle centre of mass and passing 
through the longitudinal position of the rotor hubs.
The inequality (4.45) may be rearranged to yield another limiting 
value of hp. After discarding some small terms, this limit is 
approximately
h < -h . — ■ ■p r ( f -1)
( k  2 +  & 2 ) x  P u
( ( JL - Z  ) 2z + h x ) v p r w r q J
Usually, this inequality requires hp to be less than a negative number. 
It therefore can be expected that a rotorcraft tethered in s t i l l  air by 
a long but finite-length cable will be unstable. The stabil ity  cr iter ia  
(4.45) requires hp to be less than a negative number, yet we have seen 
that this choice will lead to an aperiodic divergence unless the cable 
length is  in finite .
In marked contrast to the short-cable result of Section 4.4, the 
vehicle thrust to weight ratio does not c r i t i ca l ly  influence the 
stabil ity  of hovering fl ight on long cables. Previously, the limiting 
value of r resulted from a fourth-order Hurwitz determinant, whereas in 
the limit as e tends to zero, the general characteristic equation (4.17) 
approaches a cubic form. This is clearly seen in Equation (4 .4 l ) .
4.5.2 Root locus plots
Some of the effects anticipated in Section 4.5.1 can be seen in Figure 
4.6, which shows loci  of roots of the characteristic equation as hp is 
varied. The loci  for certain fixed cable lengths are calculated 
point-by-point from the fu l l  stabil ity quartic (4 .7) . To demonstrate 
the influence of cable length, the air density has been fixed at a
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Figure 4.6 Influence of cable attachment point heiqht on 
stability for long tether cables
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s e a - le v e l  v a lu e , re g a rd le ss  of the ca b le  le n g th . The lo c i  of F igure 4.6 
c o n s is t  of a complex p a ir  re p resen tin g  o s c i l la t o r y  m otion, and two r e a l 
ro o ts  which in d ic a te  a p e rio d ic  m otion. As hp in cre a se s  from a n e ga tiv e  
v a lu e , the damped o s c i l la t i o n  becomes d iv e r g e n t . The a p e rio d ic  
d ivergen ce becomes convergent as hp passes zero to  take p o s it iv e  
v a lu e s . With decreases in  the cab le  le n g th , t h is  a p e r io d ic  motion 
becomes in c r e a s in g ly  r a p id . When the ca b le  i s  lo n g , changes in  8,c have 
no a p p re c ia b le  e f f e c t  on the o s c i l la t o r y  mode. For the example machine 
o p e ra tin g  a t r = 1 .2 , as in  Figure 4 .6 , the damped o s c i l la t o r y  motion i s  
la r g e ly  independent of cab le  le n g th  fo r  2,c app roxim ately  g re a te r  than 
100.
Modal v e c t o r s ;
F ig u res 4.7 and 4.8 show some complex mode shapes corresponding to  
ro o ts  obtain ed fo r  hp = -0 .5  and hp = 0 .0 . When the te th e r in g  c a b le  i s  
a tta c h e d  w ell below the v e h ic le ’ s cen tre  o f mass at hp = -0 .5 , the 
o s c i l la t o r y  mode rep resen ts a m oderately w ell damped high frequency 
p itc h in g  m otion. The cab le  angular displacem ent i s  n e a rly  in  an tip h ase 
w ith the p itc h in g  r o t a t io n s . As th ere i s  l i t t l e  tr a n s la t io n  o f the 
m achine, the am plitude o f cab le  angle excu rsio n s decreases with 
in cre a se d  te th e r  le n g th . The frequency o f o s c i l l a t i o n  i s  alm ost 
independentof c a b le  le n g th , provided th a t the ca b le  i s  not s h o r t . This 
mode i s  the ’’ p itc h in g  mode” described by Kaufman & S c h u ltz  (1962).
With hp n e g a tiv e , the second mode rep resen ts a n o n o s c illa to r y  
d ivergen ce which becomes in c r e a s in g ly  rap id  as hp2,c becomes more 
n e g a t iv e . When hp/2,c = -0 .0 1 0 , the tim e -to -d o u b le  t 2 = 2 .8  u n its  of 
dim ensionless tim e, w h ilst at hp/£c = -0.0005 t h is  doubling tim e i s  
about 16 u n it s . During the d iv erg en ce , the machine and cab le  r o ta te  in  
the same d ir e c t io n : th is  mode has been termed the "pendular mode" by 
Kaufman & S c h u ltz  (1962). When hp i s  p o s it iv e , the "pendular mode" is  
s t a b le .  This f a c t  does not appear to  have been a p p recia ted  by previous 
w orkers.
F ig u re  4.8 d e p ic ts  mode shapes found when the te th e r in g  c a b le  i s  
a tta ch e d  a t  the height of the v e h ic le  cen tre  o f mass. The o s c i l la t o r y  
mode i s  then u n sta b le , and shows co n sid e rab le  c a b le  angular motion at a 
c a b le  le n g th  o f 50 rotor r a d i i .  When the c a b le  le n g th  i s  in creased  to  
i.c = 1000, the cab le  angular excursion s are p ro p o rtio n a te ly  d ecreased , 
a ltho u gh  the upper cab le  p oint s t i l l  tr a n s la te s  some 90 roto r r a d ii  
during the f i r s t  h a lf  c y c le  o f the m otion. The second, a p e r io d ic , mode
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represents a strong convergence, together with the passive motion due to 
the zero root.
4.6 SUMMARY OF THE VARIOUS ANALYTIC STABILITY CRITERIA
In the present chapter, several special sets of equations of perturbed 
longitudinal motion have been examined. The main findings can be 
summarised as:
(1) The presence of a tethering cable couples linear and angular 
craft motions. Consequently, the heave (z) motion of the 
vehicle does not decouple from the x-9 motion, even in hover.
(2) Due to the additional moment of the tether force, ( £p- l r ) can 
be non-zero in trimmed hovering f l ig h t ,  or in wind. Because of 
this, the strong vertical rotor damping zwr can contribute to 
the damping in pitch. As the thrust to weight ratio becomes 
large (8,p-jlr ) -*■ 0 and so this damping contribution vanishes.
(3) For rotors of high Lock number the derivative Xqr can be large 
compared to xur. This is especially so at high rotor thrust 
le v e ls .
Special cases with one degree of freedom
(4) When constrained to rotate about a fixed point, the machine is 
usually stable in hover. Stability is  assured when hp > hr .
In the presence of wind the rotors contribute a negative pitch 
s t if fn ess . By choosing a su ff ic ien tly  large tailplane volume 
coe ffic ien t, stability  in wind can always be achieved.
(5) When the vehicle is constrained by a pitch couple to remain at 
a constant pitch attitude, the cable angular motion is  always 
stable with the craft in hovering f l ig h t .  In wind, the system 
is  usually stable, especially at high wind speeds and moderate 
cable angles.
Special cases with two degrees of freedom:
By assuming the tethering cable to be straight, massless 
and inelastic , the equations of perturbed longitudinal motion 
have only two degrees of freedom. This allows reasonably 
simple stab ility  criteria  to be obtained in some special 
instances of tethered hovering f l ig h t .
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(6) The cable length, equilibrium tension, and point of attachment 
each strongly influence the machine’s stability. These 
parameters are dominant even if all rotor damping is ignored. 
Static instability results from attaching the cable belcw the 
machine’s centre of mass.
(7) When the cable is short, i.e. i,c < OCxqp/Xjjp), inherent 
stability may be attained by choosing hp small and positive, 
and operating at a high thrust to weight ratio. Upper bounds 
or critical values of hp and lQ exist, and depend on the 
machine geometry and rotor parameters. At high thrust to 
weight ratios the stability criteria become 0 < hp < hr and 
lc < (k2+ip)/hr .
(8) If the cable is long, i.e. lc > 0(100), the machine 
configurations studied appear to be unstable in flat hover for 
all rotor and tether attachment points. The system is 
characterised by an aperiodic divergence (static instability) 
if hp is negative, and by oscillatory instability if hp is 
greater than about -0.1. The aperiodic component of motion 
becomes slower as the magnitude of ehp decreases. When hp » 0, 
there is no stiffness in the 0 direction. If e vanishes, the 
stiffness in the ac direction is zero. Either conditon implies 
that the characteristic equation has a zero root.
